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Abstract 

Collective effects in Ultracold Neutral Plasmas 

by 

Jose Antonio Castro Nieto 

This thesis describes the measurements of collective effects in strongly coupled ultra

cold neutral plasmas (UNPs). It shows the implementation of experimental techniques that 

perturb either the density or velocity distribution of the plasma and it describes the subse

quent excitation, observation and analysis of the aforementioned collective phenomena. 

UNPs are interesting in that they display physics of strongly coupled systems. For 

most plasma systems, collective effects are well described with classical hydrodynamic or 

kinetic descriptions. However, for strongly coupled systems, the Coulomb interaction en

ergy between nearest neighbors exceeds the kinetic energy, and these descriptions must be 

modified as the plasma crosses over from a gas-like to liquid-like behavior. Strongly cou

pling can be found in exotic plasma systems found astrophysics, dusty plasmas, non-neutral 

trapped ion plasmas, intense-laser/matter interactions and inertial confinement fusion ex

periments. 

Compared to other strongly coupled plasmas, UNPs are ideal for studying collective 

effects in this regime since they have lower timescales, precisely controllable initial con-



ditions and non-invasive diagnostics. Previous studies of UNPs concentrated on plasma 

expansion dynamics and some collective effects such as disorder induced heating, but little 

work had been done in relaxation or collision rates and collective modes in UNPs. 

This thesis presents a method for measuring collision rates by perturbing the velocity 

distribution of the plasma, observing plasma relaxation and measuring the relaxation rate. 

It also presents a new technique for observing collective modes in the plasma by perturbing 

the initial density of the plasma and how this results in the excitation of ion acoustic waves 

and a measurement of its dispersion relation. Finally, this thesis presents how this last 

technique can be used to create a gap in the center of the plasma and how this leads to hole 

propagation and plasma streaming and presents a characterization of both phenomena. 

The result of these experiments will be valuable for predicting the behavior of collective 

effects in other strongly coupled plasmas and for comparison with theories that describe 

them. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This thesis describes the study of collective effects on strongly coupled ultracold neutral 

plasmas (UNP). Collective effects are essential to describe non-equilibrium phenomena in 

plasmas and their subsequent relaxation or steady state [1] and are important in that they 

can also provide information on the transport and thermodynamic properties of the medium 

[2, 3]. 

We studied collective effects in UNPs through observation of the dynamics of a per

turbed ultracold neutral plasma. Perturbations of the velocity distribution allowed measure

ments of relaxation rates of plasmas in the strongly coupled regime, while perturbations of 

the density profile allowed the excitation and observation of ion acoustic waves (lAW), 

the measurement of sound speed in UNPs and the identification of a cross over between a 

hydrodynamic and kinetic description of hole propagation in UNPs. 

Studies of collective effects in ultracold neutral plasmas are interesting in that they dis

play physics of strongly coupled systems. For most plasma systems, collective effects are 

well described with classical hydrodynamic or kinetic descriptions [1, 2, 4, 5]. However, 

for strongly coupled systems, the Coulomb interaction energy between nearest neighbors 

exceeds the kinetic energy, and these descriptions must be modified as the plasma crosses 

over from a gas-like to liquid-like behavior [6]. Strong coupling can be mathematically 
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described by the Coulomb coupling parameter, 

(1.1) 

Here, Tis the temperature and a is the Wigner-Seitz radius (mean inter-particle distance), 

a = [3/(4nn)] 113 for density n. Some examples of strongly coupled plasmas can be found 

in astrophysics [7], dusty plasmas [8], non-neutral trapped ion plasmas [9] and plasmas 

with potential industrial applications such as intense-laser/matter interactions [10, 11] and 

in inertial confinement fusion experiments [12, 13, 14, 15]. Measurements in the strongly 

coupled regime are challenging because, as eq 1.1 implies, r > 1 occurs at at relatively high 

densities and/or low temperatures, conditions which make their experimental study quite 

challenging. Studies of collective effects in the strongly coupled UNP are then not only 

interesting from a fundamental standpoint, but also important for predicting the behavior 

of other strongly coupled plasmas. 

Ultracold neutral plasmas (UNP) are quasineutra1 plasmas with low thermal energies 

ranging from 1 - 1000 K for the electrons and- 1 K for the ions [16]. The have densities 

as high as 1010 cm-3 with typical sizes around 5 mm diameter with Debye lengths ranging 

from 1- 10 Jlm. Due to their cold temperatures, UNPs can have strongly-coupled ions and 

electrons. Experiments in UNPs have shown that ions equilibrate with 2 < C < 5 [17, 18] 

and electrons equilibrate with re::; 0.2 [19, 20, 21, 22]. 

UNPs were first created by photoionization of laser-cooled and trapped xenon atoms in 

a magneto-optical trap (MOT) [23, 24], where the photoionizing laser was tuned just above 

the ionization continuum. This method of direct photoionization has also been applied 
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to other laser-cooled atomic species such as strontium [17] and calcium [25]. UNPs can 

also be created by tuning the ionizing laser wavelength just below the ionization threshold 

which produces a dense gas of highly excited Rydberg atoms that spontaneously ionizes 

due to electron-atom collisions [26, 27]. Finally, ultracold plasmas can also be created by 

photoionization of molecules seeded in a supersonic molecular beam [28]. 

Compared to other strongly coupled systems, the creation methods ofUNPs makes their 

initial conditions precisely controllable and, with the exception of ion and dusty plasmas, 

UNPs have longer time scales due to their lower densities which allows the measurement 

of important physical quantities. Furthermore, since UNPs are quasineutral, it is possible 

to study phenomena involving two species such as equilibration and recombination. Lastly, 

measurements in UNPs can be performed with non-invasive optical diagnostics that do not 

perturb the medium. As a result of these advantages, ultracold neutral plasmas provide an 

platform to probe and study the physics in the strongly coupled regime [16, 29]. 

Previous studies of UNPs have focused on the expansion dynamics of ultracold neutral 

plasmas [17, 25, 19, 20, 21, 22, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38], and how it can also 

relate to the physics of plasmas produced with short-pulse laser irradiation of solid, liquid, 

foil, and cluster targets [12, 13, 14, 15]. Various studies have also observed some collective 

effects in the form of waves or oscillations in UNPs [19, 30, 39, 40]. 

This thesis focuses on the study of collective effects in UNPs observed by perturbing the 

velocity and density distribution of the plasma. Chapter 2 will provide a more detailed con

text for UNPs and present the physics of important dynamical processes of UNPs. Chapter 
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3 of this thesis will provide a description of the experimental techniques used to create 

UNPs by direct photoionization of laser-cooled strontium atoms. It will give details as to 

how to create a perturbation in the density of the plasma upon creation and it will provide 

a description of the absorption and fluorescence diagnostics, which measures the physical 

quantities in ultracold neutral plasmas. Chapter 4 will provide the theory of the different 

types of relaxation rates in plasmas while chapter 5 will demonstrate how to perturb the ve

locity distribution of a UNP and how to measure relaxation rates. Shifting to perturbation 

in the density profile, chapter 6 will describe the theory and excitation of ion acoustic waves 

(lAW), while chapter 7 will describe the propagation of holes in UNPs. Conclusions to this 

thesis will be presented in chapter 8. Finally the appendices will present complementary 

information, which include the calculation of Rabi frequencies relevant to our experiment 

(Appendix A), a derivation of the optical Bloch equations for a four level atom (Appendix 

B), a description of Landau damping of lAW (Appendix C) and finally recipe for measuring 

plasma waves through analysis of the spectral width of the plasma (Appendix D). 



Chapter 2 

Ultracold Neutral Plasmas 

2.1 Ultracold neutral plasmas in connection to ideal and non ideal 

plasmas 

Ultracold neutral plasmas are interesting in that with them we can explore the boundary 

between ideal and non-ideal plasmas [29, 41]. Ideal plasmas are systems whose Debye 

length is larger than the typical inter-particle spacing, AD > a. The Debye length, the 

typical length scale for screening electric fields, is expressed as A.D = (Eok8 T fne2 ) 112 with 

temperature T and density n, while the Wigner-Seitz radius or typical inter-particle distance 

is written as a = [3 I ( 4nn)] 113 . The criterion for ideal plasmas can be written in a different 

manner as nA.b > 1, i.e. there is a large probability of finding a charge within a Debye 

sphere of volume A.b. Plasmas that satisfy this criterion are dominated by weak, long

range interactions rather than isolated collisions between local pairs [1, 2, 3, 4]. Traditional 

plasma theories take advantage of the dominance of weak interactions, neglect correlations 

and describe the evolution of the plasma's position and momentum distribution functions 

(kinetic treatment), or treat the plasma as a continuous fluid (hydrodynamic treatment) 

[2, 4, 42, 43]. 

Ultracold plasmas have proven to be a good testing ground for kinetic and hydrody

namic theories of plasmas. These theoretical frameworks make use of the Vlasov equations, 
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which along with Poisson's equation, describe the evolution of electron and ion distribu-

tion functions. For instance, the Vlasov equations have been used to to describe plasma 

expansion [44, 45] and exact solutions have been identified for spatially finite plasmas ex-

panding into vacuum [46, 47, 48] in relation to plasmas produced with solid targets, foils, 

and clusters. The experimental conditions for these systems are typically very complicated 

and evolve extremely rapidly, which frustrates detailed comparison between experiment 

and theory. In contrast, UNPs have simpler and cleaner experimental conditions where an 

analytic solution to the Vlasov equations has been demonstrated and experimentally re-

alized [37, 22]. Experimental realizations such as these serve as benchmarks for plasma 

theory that can then be applied to more complicated systems. 

Another characteristic of plasmas that can be explored with UNPs is their rich spectrum 

of collective modes and wave motions. The regime of ion acoustic waves presented in this 

thesis is akin to those found on ideal plasma systems [49, 50, 51, 52, 53] and our results 

on streaming ultracold plasmas can also serve as experimental models of plasmas moving 

along field lines in the chromosphere [54]. 

Another regime that can be explored with UNPs, is that of non-ideal plasmas. In oppo-

sition to ideal plasmas, non-ideal plasmas are dominated by collective behavior and strong 

interactions and have nt11 < 1. This criterion is equivalent (up to a constant of order unity) 

tor > 1, where r, the Coulomb coupling parameter, can be written as 

e2 
[=---

4nEoakT 
(2.1) 

Such plasmas are called strongly coupled or non-ideal because the Coulomb interaction 
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energy between neighboring particles is greater than the average kinetic energy [6]. 

Theoretically, when nAb < 1 (f > 1 ), the probability of finding any charge within 

a volume ;!1 becomes small and concepts like Debye shielding become nonsensical and 

approximations used to derive relaxation rates, among others, become invalid [1, 55, 56, 

57, 58, 59]. As a result, the above mentioned theoretical treatments cannot describe the 

discreteness and strong, short-range interactions when r > 1. Strong coupled systems are 

then often studied with idealized model systems called one component plasmas (OCPs), 

in which one species is treated as discrete charges with an oppositely charged uniform 

neutralizing background [9, 60, 61, 62, 63]. 

Strongly-coupled plasmas can undergo phase transitions to a liquid-like or even solid

like state as spatial correlations develop between the particles [9, 62, 63]. For 1 < r < 172, 

strong coupling implies the establishment of short range, liquid-like spatial correlations, 

and for r > 172 it implies the establishment of long range order characteristic of a solid. 

The exact value of either transition depends upon the details of screening by other charged 

species the system [6, 64]. To include screening effects, the interaction between discrete 

charges is changed to a Yukawa potential, U(r) = e2exp( -K)/(4nE0 r) [6, 65, 66] and charac

terized with a corresponding screened Coulomb coupling parameter, r• = exp( -K)f. Here, 

K = a/ Av,e = ~' where we assume electron screening of ion interactions ( Av,e is the 

electron Debye length). 

Different species in the plasma can have different densities and/or temperatures, result

ing in different coupling parameters for different species. Equation 2.1 implies that strong-
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coupling requires high densities and/or low temperatures. Some examples of strongly cou

pled systems can be found in astrophysics [7], dusty plasmas of highly charged macro

scopic particles [8], non-neutral trapped ion plasmas [9] that are laser-cooled until they 

freeze into a Wigner crystal (f > 172), and plasmas with potential industrial applications 

such as matter irradiated with intense-laser fields [10, 11] and in inertial confinement fusion 

experiments [12, 13, 14, 15]. 

Due to their low thermal energy ultracold neutral plasmas display physics of strongly

coupled systems. Electrons in UNPs though initially strongly correlated, quickly equili

brate to fe ~ 0.2 and remain weakly coupled, primarily because they are heated by re

combination collisions [19, 20, 21, 22]. The ions, however, start with much less energy 

and do not suffer from recombination heating. Experiments in UNPs have shown that ions 

equilibrate with 2 < f; < 5 [ 17, 18] crossing into the strongly coupled regime. 

Studies of strong coupling in ultracold neutral plasmas have advantages over most 

strongly coupled systems while complementing the work from others such as trapped non

neutral plasmas and dusty plasmas. The formation mechanism of UNPs make the ini

tial conditions precisely controllable and they have long enough time scales (due to their 

lower densities) to allow the measurement of important physical quantities. Measurements 

in UNPs can be performed with non-invasive optical diagnostics that do not perturb the 

medium and additionally, UNPs are quasi-neutral, which enables the study of phenomena 

involving two species such as equilibration and recombination. 

As a result of these advantages, ultracold neutral plasmas have provided an experimen-
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tal realization of strong-coupling and a platform to probe and study the physics of this 

regime [29, 16]. For example, UNPs have revealed new phenomena occurring during the 

relaxation of strongly coupled systems that are far from equilibrium, such as intrinsic heat

ing effects [17, 32] and oscillations of the particle kinetic energies [67, 68, 69]. 

The studies presented in this thesis will also profit from the comparatively clean diag

nostics and slow dynamics of UNPs as we will be able to study the collective motions of 

strongly coupled systems by imaging and measuring the distribution of particles in position 

or velocity space and follow them in time. 
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Figure 2.1 : Dominant effects and timescales in UNP evolution (adapted from [16]). 

2.2 Dynamics of ultracold neutral plasmas 

The physical processes that dominate the dynamics in ultracold plasmas vary both in their 

time scales and complexity. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of the timescales of the dominant 

effects in UNP evolution. These dominant effects are three body recombination (TBR), dis-

order induced heating (DIH), kinetic energy oscillations (KEO), and self similar adiabatic 

expansion (16]. The rest of this chapter will concentrate on describing these phenomena. 

Left out from these descriptions are other physical processes such Rydberg-electron colli-

sions (19, 34] and ion-electron equilibration (20] that have been described elsewhere. 

2.2.1 Three body recombination and early electron dynamics 

Three body recombination [70] refers to the process in which an ion and electron recombine 

to form highly excited Rydberg atoms. The energy released in this process is taken up by a 

second electron (the third body) which conserves the energy and momentum. As a result, 

this process heats the electrons in the plasma. 

The rate ofTBR, is given Fletcher (71] as 

(2.2) 
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The strong dependence on electron temperature, T;912 , makes TBR the dominant recom

bination mechanism in UNPs [31] where at high plasma density and low electron temper

atures, TBR dominates early dynamics. Measurements of TBR rates have been used in 

expanding UNPs as an important tool to extract electron temperature evolution [71]. 

For very low initial electron temperatures, the entire UNP cloud should recombine 

within a microsecond [72], however, due to its dependence on r;912 , as the electrons 

heat up due to recombination, the rate of TBR decreases. Within a few nanoseconds after 

TBR begins, the electrons are at a higher temperature, which leads to a lower TBR rate. As 

a result, a UNP cloud does not evolve into a cloud of Rydberg atoms when we start with 

low initial electron temperatures. The TBR rate decreases as the plasma expands and the 

density and temperature drop. In addition, the rate of TBR in UNPs is further suppressed 

by other electron heating mechanisms such as de-excitation of the formed Rydberg atoms 

[72]. 

2.2.2 Disorder-induced heating 

Another important phenomena in early UNP dynamics is disorder induced heating. Upon 

creation electrons and ions are in a spatially uncorrelated state. Even though they inherit 

the spatial distribution from the atoms in the MOT, they are located randomly, resulting 

in a high potential energy. In order to equilibrate potential and kinetic energy, the plasma 

undergoes disorder-induced heating (DIH). This process happens in an adiabatic environ

ment, so as potential energy is lowered and electrons and ions move to a more ordered and 
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correlated state, (thermal) kinetic energy increases and the plasma heats up [32]. 

These correlations develop on time scale given by the inverse plasma frequency, 

(2.3) 

where ma and na are, respectively the mass and density and a denotes the plasma species (i 

for ions and e for electrons). For the electron densities in our experiment, w;; corresponds 

to a few nanoseconds. In combination with TBR, this rapid increase in electron kinetic 

energy produces an electron coupling parameter fe :::; 0.2 [19, 20, 21, 22, 73]. 

On the other hand, For the ions in our experiment w;/ corresponds to 1 - 2 JlS. The 

equilibrium temperature from disorder induced heating has been calculated by Murillo [32] 

and confirmed experimentally by Simien et al. [17, 67, 69]. To summarize their results, an 

increase in density results in smaller inter-particle spacing, stronger Coulomb interactions 

and higher DIH temperatures. An increase in electron temperature results in less screening, 

hence stronger Coulomb interactions and higher DIH temperature. As a result of this DIH 

phase, within hundreds of nanoseconds, electrons heat up by a few kelvin and ions (with 

initially colder temperatures of a few mK) heat up to~ 1K. 

2.2.3 Kinetic energy oscillations 

Chen et al. [67, 69] observed that during disorder-induced heating, the temperature reached 

a local maximum, followed by a local minimum with an ensuing oscillation. These oscil

lations happen at a frequency of 2wpi (an ion travels through a distance of a = [3/(4nni)] 113 

under a restoring Coulomb force of e2 /(4nc0a2)). It can be seen from eq. 2.3, that the ion 
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plasma frequency varies with density. In the Gaussian density profile of an ultracold neu

tral plasma, ions at different locations in the plasma oscillate at different frequencies. The 

inner region has higher density, resulting in a higher plasma oscillation frequency; the less 

dense outer region has a correspondingly lower plasma oscillation frequency. 

As ion kinetic energy oscillates, the ions overshoot the lowest potential energy state, 

oscillating in a potential well with an exchange between the potential and kinetic energy 

until they settle at the bottom of the well. 

2.2.4 Self similar adiabatic expansion 

Following initial ion heating and oscillation, the entire plasma expands into the surrounding 

vacuum. Initially, electrons have high kinetic energy and tend to leave the plasma cloud. 

However, the Coulomb force due to the positive ions allows only a small percentage of 

the electrons to leave [24]. The ions then experience a radial force and the whole plasma 

cloud expands due to the thermal pressure produced by the electrons. Throughout the 

expansion, electron thermal energy converts into expansion energy of the plasma. This 

expansion was studied theoretically in [19, 32, 33, 34, 35] and was seen experimentally in 

[17, 25, 22, 30, 36, 37, 74]. The expansion of an ultracold plasma is self-similar and the 

initial Gaussian profile is preserved as long as the initial re < 1 [22]. This last condition is 

violated at very high initial plasma density and very low initial electron temperature [22]. 

As mentioned in the previous section, this expansion of ultracold plasmas can be de

scribed with a solution to the Vlasov kinetic equations. In general, these equations illustrate 
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conservation of probability for an incompressible fluid and are used to describe the evolu-

tion of the ion and electron distribution functions in a plasma when collisions and radiative 

processes can be neglected [ 4 7]. For the evolution of the one particle distribution function, 

fa(r, v), giving the probability of having a charged particle at position r with velocity v, the 

Vlasov equation can be written as 

Bfa + V· Bfa _ qa Bcp(r) . Bfa = O. 
at ar ma ar av (2.4) 

Here, a = e, i for electrons and ions respectively, ma and qa are the mass and charge of the 

species a, and¢ is the total mean-field potential. 

The path to the solution of 2.4 has been described elsewhere [16], therefore here we 

will simply state the results. Under the assumptions of quasi-neutrality, adiabaticity and 

spherical Gaussian symmetry, the evolution of the size of the plasma cloud (1/e2 radius, cr), 

the expansion velocity (hydrodynamic velocity, u), and the ion and electron temperatures 

(Ti and Te) can be written as 

c?(t) 
t2 

(2.5) = c?(O)(l + -2-), 
Texp 

y(t) 
t/r;xp 

(2.6) = ' 1 + t2 /T~xp 

u(r, t) = y(t)r, (2.7) 

Ta(t) 
Ta(O) 

(2.8) = 
1 + t2Jr;xp ' 

where r is the radial distance from cloud center and the expansion rate is determined by the 
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characteristic expansion time 

Texp = (2.9) 

For a strontium plasma with a typical initial size of 0"(0) = 1 mm, an initial electron tern-

perature, Te(O) = 50 K, and an initial ion temperature, T;(O) = 1 K, Texp is approximately 

equal to 14 J1S 

From eq. 2.5 one can see that the plasma expands self-similarly, maintaining a Gaussian 

profile. From eq. 2.6 once can see that expansion velocity is proportional to position from 

the center and initially proportional to time (t < Texp). As time increases, y(t) ~ 1/t, 

acceleration decreases. Lastly, eq. 2.8 shows adiabatic cooling of the thermal temperature 

of the ions and electrons. Finally it's worth noting that the evolution and expansion of the 

plasma is completely determined by the initial conditions as can be readily seen from eq. 

2.9. 

Having established the context of ultracold plasmas and revised their basic dynamics 

and evolution, the next chapter will focus on the experimental details of creation and de-

tection of ultracold neutral plasmas. 



Chapter3 

Experimental techniques 

3.1 Creation of ultracold neutral plasmas 

We create an ultracold neutral plasma through photoionization of laser-cooled strontium 

atoms in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) [23, 17, 75]. Figure 3.1 shows our experimental 

setup. Our MOT consists of three retro-reflected beams that operate on the dipole-allowed 

1S0 - 1 Pt transition of 88Sr at 461 nm, with transition linewidth, y = 30.5 MHz [76], and 

saturation intensity, lsat = 40.8 mW/cm2. The MOT beams have an intensity of I = 19 

mW/cm2 < lsat with a 7.5 mm waist, red detuned by 79 MHz from resonance. The com

bination of these beams, along with two magnetic coils in anti-Helmholtz configuration, 

creates a trap for cooling the strontium atoms. Atoms are loaded into this trap from an 

atomic beam cooled and slowed by a Zeeman slower and a 2D collimator (not shown in the 

image). The Zeeman beam serves to slow the atoms longitudinally opposing the direction 

of the atomic beam. It has 150 m W of power and is red detuned by 530 MHz from reso

nance. The 2D collimator serves to reduce the atoms' transverse velocity consisting of two 

retro-reflected beams in a cross pattern perpendicular to the atomic and Zeeman beam. The 

beams have 60 m W of power and are red detuned by 20 MHz. 

The laser-cooled atom cloud is characterized by a temperature of - 10 mK and has a 

spherically symmetric Gaussian density distribution, n(r) = n0exp( -r /2CT2), with CT ~ 0.6 
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Figure 3.1 : Experimental set-up for ultracold neutral plasma experiments. Neutral stron
tium atoms from a heated reservoir are Zeeman-slowed before entering the trapping region. 
The magneto-optical trap (MOT) consists of a pair of anti-Helmholtz magnetic coils and 
six laser beams. 1 P1 trapped atoms are then ionized by the photoionizing laser. The fluo
rescence probe beam propagates in a direction that is perpendicular to the imaging axis and 
CCD camera. The complementary absorption probe beam passes through the plasma and 
falls on the camera. Adapted from [ 17]. 

mm and n0 ~ 6 x 1010 cm-3 [77]. The number of trapped atoms is typically 2 x 108. Prior 

to photoionization, the MOT is turned off. To obtain larger samples, with corresponding 

lower densities, we allow the cloud to expand once the trap has been turned off. 

Photoionization of the atoms is a two-photon process performed by two temporally and 

spatially overlapping, retro-reftected ,..., 10 ns laser pulses: the first from a pulse amplified 

laser beam tuned to the cooling transition of the atoms ct S0 -
1 P 1) at 461 nm and the second 

one from a dye laser tuned just above the ionization continuum at,..., 412 nm (Fig. 3.2 A). 

The short 10 ns pulses result as both of these laser are pumped by a 10 ns Nd:YAG laser, 

operating at 355 nm with a 10Hz repetition cycle. 

The photoionization process ionizes ,..., 30-70% of the atoms. The plasma inherits its 
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Figure 3.2 : Atomic and ionic energy levels involved in strontium experiments, with decay 
rates. (A) Neutral atoms are laser-cooled and trapped in a MOT operating on the 1 So - I P I 
transition at 460.9 nm [75]. Atoms are later excited to the 1 PI level by a pulse-amplified 
laser and ionized by pulsed dye laser at,...., 412 nm. (B) Imaging of the ions is done on the 
2S1;2 - 2P1;2 transition at 421.7 nm. 2P112 ions decay to the 2D312 state 7% of the time, after 
which they cease to interact with the imaging beam. The intensity and duration of the 422 
nm light is low enough to avoid optical pumping to this metastable 2D312 state. Adapted 
from [74]. 

density distribution from the neutral atoms, resulting in peak electron and ion densities as 

high as noe ~ noi ~ 4.2 x 1010 cm-3. Effects of un-ionized atoms on the plasma are not 

observed because of the fast time-scales of the experiment and small neutral-ion collision 

cross-sections. 

As a result of the much lighter mass of the electrons (compared to the heavy Sr ions), 

most of the excess energy from the photoionizing beam, !:1E, is acquired by the electrons, 

while the ions ' kinetic energy remains similar to that of the neutral atoms in the MOT 

[16]. To see this let's consider ions and electrons initially at rest. For photon frequency 

v and ionization potential E1p, hv = E1p + !:1E. It follows from conservation of energy 

and momentum that !:1E = P7 I (2mi) + p; I (2me) and nk = Pi + Pe· However, the photon 
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momentum is small (e.g. even for cold electrons, Te = 10 K, (nk)2 ~ (P;) /100) and so 

Pi ~ -Pe· From the small electron-ion mass ratio it is then easy to see that the ion kinetic 

energy will be comparatively smaller than the electron kinetic energy. Thus as mentioned 

above the electrons take away essentially all the excess photon energy as kinetic energy: 

Ee = p;/ (2me) ~ /j.£. Our photoionizing beam comes from a tunable dye laser and if 

we vary its frequency (and energy), we can produce electrons with initial kinetic energies 

typically between 1 and 1000 K. The ion kinetic energy will be pf I (2mi) ~ p;; (2mi) = 

/j.£ (me/mi), which is only on the order ofmillikelvin even for fj.£jk8 = 1000 K. Therefore, 

the initial kinetic energy for the ions is close to the kinetic energy of neutral atoms in the 

MOT. 

To summarize the initial conditions of our ultracold plasmas, photoionization of trapped 

Sr atoms results in a plasma with tunable initial electron temperature (Te(O) ~ 1 - 1000 K) 

and ion temperatures of ---- 10 mK (similar to the atoms in the MOT). However as ex

plained in the previous chapter, disorder-induced heating [32, 67], raises the tempera

ture of this cold ions to approximately 1 K. Density distributions are spherical Gaussians, 

n(r) = n0exp( -r2 /2a-6), with n0 ~ 1010 cm-3 and a-0 ---- 1 mm, yielding average AD from 

3-30 J.lm. Finally, in our experiments, no magnetic field is applied (the MOT coils have 

been turned off before plasma creation). 
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3.1.1 Sculpting the initial plasma density 

In the plasma creation process just described, we assumed the intensity of both photoion

izing beams to be roughly uniform over the length scale of the MOT. In this manner, the 

whole density profile of MOT is uniformly ionized and the resulting plasma will follow 

the same density profile of the MOT. However, we can spatially modulate the intensity of 

either ionizing laser and tailor the initial plasma density distribution. Chapters 6 and 7 

will describe the physics of a spatially modulated plasma and how these density perturba

tions drive linear excitations in the medium. Here, I will just detail how we create those 

perturbations. 

To create density perturbations in our experiment, we modulate the intensity of the 

second ionizing beam (412 nm) by placing a transmission mask along its path. Since this 

beam passes through the chamber twice, we have flexibility in the placement of the mask 

and this in tum will affect the relative amplitude of these modulations. Figure 3.3 shows a 

schematic of the placement of the transmission mask with respect to the ionization beam 

and the plasma. 

If we place the transmission mask on a single pass of the ionizing beam, we will create 

high amplitude modulations in the plasma. As will be described in chapter 7 this high 

amplitude modulations drive linear collective phenomena [3]. Specifically, we can create a 

gap in the plasma by placing an opaque wire in the path of the ionizing beam, resulting in 

two plasma hemispheres that will accelerate into each other. 

On the other hand, if we allow the 412 nm ionizing beam to first pass through the 
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Figure 3.3 : Schematic of the placement of the transmission mask along the path of the 
ionizing beam. Left: The transmission mask is placed on a single pass of the ionizing 
beam to create high amplitude modulations in the plasma density. Right: The ionizing 
beam is allowed to first pass through the plasma and the transmission mask is placed as 
close as possible to a retro-reflecting mirror. For clarity we have drawn the trapped cloud 
with a relatively big size. In the experimental setup, the ionizing beam covers the entirety 
of the cloud (adapted from [78]). 

plasma, through a transmission mask and back onto the plasma, we will create small am-

plitude modulations in the plasma. Chapter 6 will describe how placing a periodic trans-

mission mask in the second pass ionizing beam resulted in the excitation of IA W s [79]. 

There are virtually countless modulation patterns that can be applied to sculpt the den-

sity of the plasma (e.g. producing a single Gaussian plasma hemisphere by masking half 

the beam). However, the present system is limited in terms of minimum feature size due to 

laser diffraction. A relay lens system on the ionizing beam path will be implemented in the 

future to overcome these constraints and achieve higher spatial resolution [78]. 
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Figure 3.4 : Optical probes for UNP's using light resonant with the main transition of 
S r+ .(a) Absorption imaging: the laser beam is absorbed by the UNP, creating a shadow 
image that is recorded with a CCD intensified camera. An absorption spectra can be con
structed from a series of images, each taken at different laser beam frequencies. From these 
spectra, plasma parameters such as ion density of ions and kinetic energy are extracted. 
(b) Fluorescence imaging: the laser beam propagates perpendicularly to the camera and 
imaging axis. Spectra are constructed in the same fashion as in absorption. With the fluo
rescence geometry the effects of expansion energy and thermal energy can be decoupled. 
A cylindrical lens (not shown) focuses the beam along the z direction so the fluorescence 
beam only interacts with a central sheet of the plasma. The resulting fluorescence beam 
waist sizes are W z = 0.625 mm and W x = 4.68 mm. Adapted from [77]. 

3.2 Optical diagnostics 

To perform diagnostics and measure physical quantities of our plasma, we use two compli-

mentary imaging diagnostics: absorption and fluorescence imaging. In strontium plasmas, 

both optical probes or diagnositics use the sr+ 2 S 112 --? 
2 P 112 transition at 422 nm (Fig. 

3.2B). 
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3.2.1 Absorption spectroscopy 

Figure 3.4a shows the ion absorption probe. In absorption imaging, ions scatter photons 

out of the laser beam and create a shadow that is recorded by an intensified CCD camera. 

The recorded image is the spatially resolved optical depth, OD 

OD(v,x,y) = ln[I0(v,x,y)jl(v,x,y)], (3.1) 

where v is the image beam frequency, 10 is the laser intensity without the plasma and I is 

the laser intensity with the plasma present [80, 74]. 

Following Beer's law, the OD is given by 

OD(v, x,y) = J dzpi(r)a[v, Ti(r), ~xp(r)], (3.2) 

where Pi(r) is the ion density, and a[v, Ti(r), v;xp(r)] is the ion absorption cross section for 

image beam frequency, v, the position dependent ion temperature, Ti(r) and frequency shift 

The ion absorption cross section takes the form of a Voigt profile 

ds---- x J 3*A2 Yo 1 

2n Yeff 1 + 4 (--l:::L)2 
'Yeft/2Tr 

1 { [s- (vo + v;xp)]2 } 
exp 2 , 

Vfiicrv(Ti) 2crv(Ta 
(3.3) 

where Yetf = y0 + Ylaser is the effective Lorentzian linewidth due to the naturallinewidth 

y0 = 2n x 22 MHz of the transition [81] and due to the measured laser linewidth Ylaser = 

2n x (7 ± 1) MHz and v0 = cIA is the center frequency of the transition. The Doppler 

shift is v;xpCr) = u(r) · z/ A due to average expansion velocity u(r), while the conventional 
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Figure 3.5 : Absorption spectrum of an ultracold neutral plasma. Solid line represents a fit 
to a Voigt profile. 

Doppler width is CTv(T) = vkBT /md ll. Finally, the "three-star" symbol, 3*, is a numerical 

factor that accounts for the polarization state of the ions and the imaging light [82]. In our 

experiments 3* = 1, due to the equal distribution of ions in the doubly degenerate ground 

state and the linear polarization of the imaging light [7 4]. The probe beam intensity of a few 

mW/cm2 is much less than the saturation intensity of the transition, so power broadening 

is negligible. 

We primarily use absorption imaging to measure ion density. From 3.2, integrating over 

frequency yields the areal density of the plasma, nareat(X, y), 

I 3*/l2 I 3*/l2 
dv OD(v, X, y) = Yo 8n dzpi(r) = Yo 8n nareat(X, y). (3.4) 

Experimentally, the integral is performed by summing a series of optical depth measure-

ments taken at equally spaced frequencies that span the absorption resonance. Fits to an 

absorption spectrum yield the ion density of the plasma (see fig. 3.5). 

While absorption imaging of the plasma can provide information on the kinetic energy 
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of the ions [67, 22, 72], it generally results in Doppler broadened spectra that cannot distin

guish between expansion and thermal energies [83]. Therefore, the our preferred method 

of measuring kinetic energy of the ions is fluorescence spectroscopy. 

Absorption has been nonetheless a very fruitful technique that has been used in studies 

of disorder-induced heating [17], ion kinetic energy oscillations [67, 69] and studies of the 

plasma expansion [37]. 

3.2.2 Fluorescence spectroscopy 

Figure 3.4b shows the ion fluorescence probe. An excitation beam induces fluorescence 

from the ions, fluorescence emitted close to perpendicular to the plane of the ionizing and 

422 nm beams is imaged onto an intensified CCD camera. A cylindrical lens focuses the 

beam along the z direction so the fluorescence beam only interacts with a central sheet of 

the plasma in a similar fashion to the work by Laha et al. [37, 77]. Across the interaction 

volume, the fluorescence beam waist sizes are Wz = 0.625 mm and Wx = 4.68 mm. 2P1;2 

ions decay to the 2D312 state 7% of the time, after which they cease to interact with the 

imaging beam. The intensity and duration of the 422 nm light is low enough to avoid sig

nificant optical pumping to the metastable 2D312 state (see Fig. 3.2B). The resulting image, 

F(x, y, v), is frequency dependent due to the naturallinewidth and Doppler-broadening of 

the transition [77]. 
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A fluorescence image can be related to underlying physical parameters through 

F(v, x,y) C Yo Id ( )/(r) Id Yo!Yetf = - zp· r- s x 
2 z lsat 1 + S + [ 2(v-s) ]2 

O Yettf'br 

(3.5) 

1 { [s- (vo + Yexp(r))f} 
exp -----~------~ 

v'21Tcr0 [Ti(r)] 2~[Ti(r)] · 
(3.6) 

The multiplicative factor, C, depends upon collection solid angle, dipole radiation pat-

tern orientation, and detector efficiency. This multiplicative factor must be calibrated with 

absorption imaging in order to derive quantitative information from the amplitude of the 

signal. /(r) is the intensity profile of the fluorescence excitation beam, and s0 = If I sat is the 

saturation parameter to account for power broadening, where the saturation intensity for 

linearly polarized light, taking Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for the transition into account, 

is I sat = 114m W/cm2 (see Appendix A). 

Much like absorption imaging, fluorescence imaging can provide information on the 

the ion density. Summing the fluorescence signal for a series of camera exposures taken at 

equally spaced frequencies covering the entire ion resonance yields 

I Yo I /(r) 
dvF(v,x,y) = CS dzpi(r) lsat. (3.7) 

Figure 3.6 shows an example of a two-dimensional false color plot of the ion density dis-

tribution. 

Furthermore, if the intensity pattern is uniform over the plasma, then one obtains a 



measurement of the plasma areal density 

I dvF(v,x,y) = y~ 1(0) I C-- dzpi(r) 
8 lsat 

Yo 1(0) 
= C-8 -1 nareal(x,y) 

sat 

= C y~ l(O) n0exp ( x2 + y2 ) 

8 lsat 2(J"(t)2 • 
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(3.8) 

If the laser spatial profile is gaussian, but its finite size cannot be neglected, it will distort 

the measurement of the plasma width. With knowledge of the laser waist size, wx, the effect 

can be accounted for [83]: 

I dvF(v,x,y) (3.9) 

Also similar to absorption, in fluorescence imaging the average resonance frequency of 

the transition for ions at position r is Doppler-shifted due to plasma expansion. In contrast, 

the fluorescence beam propagates perpendicular to the absorption beam and, as such, the 

Doppler shift is now Yexp(r) = u(r) · Yf A.. For the normal self-similar expansion (section 

2.2.4) this yields Yexp(r) = y(t)y/A., which produces a correlation between position in the 

camera and the Doppler shift due to expansion. This allows the Doppler-effect contribu-

tions from expansion and thermal motion to be separated. Thus, fluorescence spectroscopy 

can provide information on the kinetic energy of the ions and, contrary to absorption spec-

troscopy, separating the effect of temperature and expansion velocity. 
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Figure 3.6 : Two-dimensional false color plot of the ion density distribution (see eq. 3.7). 

To perform spatially resolved spectroscopy we sum the fluorescence signal given by 

Eq. 3.6 over a small area L1xL1y in the x- y image plane. The spectrum in that region will 

then be given by 

X2 Y2 

S reg(v) = J J dxdyF(v, x, y) (3.10) 

XI Y I 

X2 Y2 zo 

CYo JJJdxdydz ni(x,y,z) /(r) X 

2 ...fhicr0 [Ti(x, y, z)] lsar 
X I YI - zo 

Joo Yof'Yeff { [ s - ( Vo + Yexp (r)) r} 
ds 

2 
x exp -

2 
, 

1 + s + [ 2(v-s) ] 2cr D[Ti(x, y, z)] 
-oo O 'Y ef f /2-rr 

where L1x = x2 - x1, L1y = y2 - y 1 and zo corresponds to the waist of the fluorescence beam 

along z direction, W2 • 

If L1x and L1y are small compared to size of plasma, the density, temperature, and ex-

pansion velocity can be taken as constant over the region. It was shown by Laha [83], that 
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this approximation is valid for !J.a/O" < 0.25, where a = x or y [83]. We always keep to 

!J.a/O" < 0.25 and so 

S reg(v) <X 
loNi,region I""d YoiYetf {-[s-(vo+Yexp(r))t} (3 ll) s 2 exp 2 _ _ _ · 

Y2JTO"v[Ti(X, y, z)] 1 + So + [ 2(v-s) ] 20" D[Ti(X, y, z)] 
-oo Ye!f /211 

where Ni,region is the number of ions in that region, x = (x2 - XJ)/2 , y = (y2 - YI)/2 and 

z = 0. 

As we can see from 3.11, the fluorescence spectrum of a small region is given by a 

Voigt profile. This profile is Doppler shifted by an amount Yexp(r) = y(t)y/A, and Doppler 

broadened due to the average thermal energy at x = x, y = y, and z = z. Fitting the 

spectrum to a Voigt profile, we are able to extract the Doppler width, and through the 

relation O"v [Ti(x, y, z)] = (1 I A) ~kBTi(X, y, z)/mi, the corresponding average temperature 

of the ions in that specific region. 

Figure 3.7 illustrates the spectra from two different regions of the cloud; the central 

region and an outer region of the plasma. The central region has an average (y) = 0, 

therefore Yexp = 0 and the spectrum does not shift. An outer region with an average (y) * 0, 

has a corresponding Yexp * 0. As time increases and the plasma expands, y (t) grows as so 

does the Doppler shift (see eq. 2.6). This clearly demonstrates the correlation of position 

and Doppler shift of the central frequency. On the other hand, the Doppler width in both 

spectra is representative of thermal motion. 

Given the spatial extent of a region along they direction (!J.y = y2 -y1 ), in addition to the 

spectral broadening from thermal motion, we would expect a small broadening originating 

from the spread in expansion velocities at y 1 and y2 . In order to account for this effect, we 
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Figure 3. 7 : Fluorescence spectra of two restricted regions of the plasma cloud showing the 
separation of expansion and random thermal motion effects. The plots show both regional 
spectra at different times after plasma formation (time shown on the upper left comer). 
Both spectra are normalized to their maximum values to make the comparison clear, in 
reality the outer region spectrum has a lower peak value. As the plasma expands the outer 
region spectrum shifts farther from v = 0. From the width of the spectra, one can extract a 
measurement of the ion thermal energy in each region of the plasma. From [77]. 

simulate 1D fluorescence spectra with the following equation 

~ e_Y2/2cr(t)2 Ioo Yol/'eff { [s-(vo+Vexp(y))Y} 
S ID(v) = u ds 2 exp ~---2--___.:=---

= -YfircrD(Ti) 1 + S + [ 2(v-s) ] 2cr D(Ti) 
y Yl -oo O Yeff /2n 

(3.12) 

where cr(t) is the time dependent 1/e2 radius of the plasma (eq. 2.5) and crD(Ti) is the 

Doppler width due to ion temperature Ti (constant within L1y) and Yexp(y) = y(t)y/ A.. Notice 

the similarity of this equation to eq. 3.11. 

Figure 3.8 compares simulated spectra for different region size L1y, ion temperature Ti 

and expansion time, t. At early times (3.8a. and 3.8b.), the overlapping curves indicate 

the width of the spectra is not greatly affected by the region size. However at later times 

when the expansion velocity is greater (3.8c. and 3.8d.), the change in the spectral width is 

noticeable. 

To quantify the effect of plasma expansion upon spectral width, we fit the simulated 

spectra, such as those shown in fig. 3.8, to eq. 3.11. Figure 3.9 shows a plot the difference 
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Figure 3.8 : Simulated ion spectra for the plasma center, r = 0, from eq. 3.12 and different 
region size ~y, ion temperature Ti and expansion time, t. For all the plots, Te(O) = 105 K 
and 0"(0) = 1 mm. At early times (a. and b.), the broadening effect from plasma expansion 
is small. However, at later times when the expansion velocity is greater (c. and d.), the 
broadening of the spectra is quite noticeable. 
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between the extracted temperature from the fit, T Fit• and the input temperature used to 

generate the simulated spectra, T;, versus plasma expansion time for different region sizes. 

Notice, the time dependance of the temperature difference is similar for all instances given 

that if follows the time dependance of y(t) (eq. refeq:expgamma). For small region sizes 

(3.9a. and 3.9b.), the correction from the fit temperature is quite small ( < 0.1 K). For 

intermediate region sizes (3.9c.) an appreciable correction (- 0.1 K) needs to be applied at 

late expansion times and finally for large region sizes (3.9d.) a greater correction(;(: 0.1 K) 

needs to be applied at all expansion times. 

In this thesis, all region sizes are 0.25cr(O) and all quoted ion temperatures have been 

corrected for broadening from plasma expansion. 

3.2.3 Laser frequency scanning methods 

As was mentioned in both the absorption and fluorescence sections, to obtain density pro

files and measure ion kinetic energy, we perform spectroscopy and acquire images of the 

plasma at a range of frequencies. Experimentally, we have two distinct ways for changing 

the frequency of the imaging laser, each with advantages and disadvantages. 

The 422 nm imaging beam laser originates from a frequency doubled 844 nm ECDL as 

explained by Simien [84]. The frequency of this 844 nm laser is stabilized through feedback 

circuitry that locks the internal PZT of the 844 nm laser to the detected transmission peak 

of a stabilized Fabry-Perot cavity with a free spectral range of- 1 GHz and a finesse 155.5 

[72]. Figure 3.10 shows a schematic of this detection scheme, where a pick-off beam from 
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Figure 3. 9 : Difference between the extracted temperature from fits to eq. 3.11, T Fir, and 
the input temperature used to generate the simulated spectra, Ti, versus plasma expansion 
time for different region sizes. The time dependance of the temperature difference is similar 
for all instances given that if follows the time dependance of y(t) (eq. refeq:expgamma). 
For small region sizes (a. and b.), the correction from the fit temperature is quite small 
(< 0.1 K). For intermediate region sizes (c.) an appreciable correction(- 0.1 K) needs to 
be applied at late expansion times and finally for large region sizes (d.) a greater correction 
(;;;:: 0.1 K) needs to be applied at all expansion times. 
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Figure 3.10 : Locking scheme for stabilizing the 844 nm laser. We stabilize the frequency 
of this 844 nm laser through feedback circuitry that locks the internal PZT of the 844 nm 
laser to the detected transmission peak of a Fabry-Perot cavity. In tum, we stabilize the 
Fabry-Perot cavity through the detected transmission of a stabilized 922 nm laser. We 
double the frequency of this laser to obtain the 422 nm beams in our experiments [84] . 

the 844 nm laser is sent to a Fabry-Perot cavity. As we scan the length of our cavity, the 

laser sequentially comes into resonance with a cavity longitudinal mode, is transmitted and 

detected by a photodiode. 

The length of the cavity is scanned by applying a varying voltage to a PZT attached to 

one of the cavity mirrors, VPZT· This voltage is composed of an overall voltage value plus 

a ramping saw tooth signal, VPz T = Vottset + VsawToorh · This not only gives flexibility to 
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the system but protects the PZT as it prevents the applied voltage to change polarity and 

damage the crystal. 

The laser at a particular frequency, v, will come into resonance with a cavity mode at a 

particular cavity length and corresponding voltage value, 

V(v)Res,PZT = VRes,Offset + VRes,SawTooth· (3.13) 

As the non-stabilized 844 nm laser shifts its frequency, so will the value of V(vhes,PZT· 

To stabilize the laser frequency, the aforementioned feedback circuitry detects the cavity 

transmission peak (through comparison with a predetermined threshold value), holds the 

voltage value, V(v)Res,PzT, and sends a correction to the 844 laser to adjust its frequency. 

This ensures the cavity transmission mode is always detected at the same value V(v)Res,PZT· 

In reality, the feedback circuitry locks the 844 nm laser to a particular value of V(v)Res,PZT 

by holding the voltage value of the ramping sawtooth signal VRes.sawTooth· It is then said that 

the laser is now locked to cavity and the frequency is stable. 

The first method of changing laser frequency, involves applying a second offset voltage 

to the PZT, V 2ndOff· Now, the cavity resonance condition is met either for different saw 

tooth voltage value V(v)R' s T h' or at a different value of V(v)~es PZT and a different es, aw oot , 

laser frequency, v'. 

V(v)Res,PZT V2nd0ff + VRes,Offset + v~es,SawTooth or (3.14) 

V(v')Res,PZT V2nd0ff + VRes,Offset + VRes,SawTooth· 

However, as mentioned above, the feedback circuitry holds VRes,SawTooth· Therefore the 
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844nm laser frequency is changed to ensure the cavity transmission mode is detected at the 

fixed VRes,SawTooth· In tum, this changes the frequency of the 422 nm while maintaining the 

stability that comes from locking to a Fabry-Perot cavity. 

To calibrate V2ndOff to laser frequency, we scan the 844 nm laser to excite three reso

nances in 85Rb, the 5s2SJ;2(F" = 2) ~ 6s2P1; 2(F' = 2, 3) transitions separated by 117 MHz 

and the crossover resonance. The strongest of these lines is 440 MHz red-detuned from the 

88Sr+ 2S 1;2 ~ 2 P 112 transition [85, 86]. As explained by Gupta [72], we perform saturated 

absorption spectroscopy in a Rb heated cell. Figure 3.11 shows an example of measured 

absorption spectra for these Rb resonances. The solid line is a fit to three Lorentzian line

shapes plus a quadratic baseline to account for the Doppler broadened absorption profile. 

The figure shows the extracted location and linewidth of each Lorentzian lineshape in Volts. 

Given that each peak is separated by- 58.5 MHz we can calibrate V 2ndOff to frequency, the 

calculated conversion factors are shown in the figure. Figure 3.11 also shows the extracted 

linewidth converted to MHz. 

Figure 3.12 plots the location of the Rb resonances obtained from absorption spectra 

such as the one shown in fig. 3.11 taken during the course of one hour to check the stability 

of the peak locations. One can observe there is a variation of - 0.1 , V corresponding to 

- 8MHz (see conversion factors in fig. 3.11). 

On the other hand, fig. 3.13 shows the extracted conversion factor obtained from the 

relative location of the Rb absorption peaks also during the course of one hour. This results 

show a spread of - 3 MHz in this conversion factor over this relatively small range of 
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Figure 3.11 : Example of measured absorption spectra of three Rb resonances used to 
calibrate VzndOff to laser frequency. The solid line is a fit to three Lorentzian lineshapes 
plus a quadratic baseline to account for the Doppler broadened absorption profile. The 
figure shows the extracted location and linewidth of each Lorentzian lineshape in V and 
MHz. The separation between each peak is ~ 58.5 MHz [85, 86] yielding the quoted 
conversion factors. 

voltages. 

Similarly, fig. 3.14 shows the extracted conversion factors but over a wider range of 

voltages to check for any voltage dependance in the conversion factor. It displays a wider 

spread of ~ 8 MHz in the extracted values with no clear dependance upon voltage. From 

these results we can conclude we have a conversion factor of 76 ± 4 MHz. 

To recapitulate on laser scanning methods, changing VzndOff• changes the laser fre-

quency of the 844 nm laser and changes the frequency of any 422 laser beam originated 

from doubling its frequency. It has the advantage of enabling a wide range of ±400 MHz 
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Figure 3.12 : Location of the Rb resonances (peak position) for multiple scans. This data 
was taken over the course of one hour showing the stability of the lock and Fabry-Perot 
cavity in that time period. There is a variation of,...., 0.1 ,V corresponding to ,...., 8 MHz. 
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Figure 3.13 : Extracted MHz to V conversion factors obtained from the relative locations 
of the Rb absorption peaks similar to those shown in fig. 3.11 over the course of one hour. 
There is a spread of ,..., 3 MHz in this conversion factor. 
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Figure 3.14 : Extracted MHz to V conversion factors obtained from the relative locations 
of the Rb absorption peaks similar to those shown in fig. 3.11 over wider range of voltages. 
There is a spread of ~ 8 MHz in this conversion factor with no clear dependance upon 
voltage. 
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about the Sr+ 2S 112 ~ 2 P 112 transition frequency. 

However, for certain experiments (see Chapter 5) it is necessary to have two frequency 

independent 422 nm beams. It is then necessary to have a method for changing the fre

quency of a 422 nm beam, without changing the frequency of the 844 nm laser. To achieve 

this we use two independent AOMs, one for each 422 nm beam. Currently available AOMs 

at 422 nm can only shift the frequency ±60 MHz, resulting in a much narrower range of 

accessible frequency. There is always the possibility of double-passing a beam through an 

AOM and thus effectively doubling its scan range, however, this considerably lowers the 

diffracted beam power. For the experiments detailed in Chapter 5 it is crucial to have as 

most diffracted beam power as possible. 

Figure 3.15 is a schematic of the independent 422 nm beams showing two independent 

AOMs (labeled pump and probe). When we shift the frequency of the probe beam AOM, 

this changes the direction of the diffracted beam. We use a positioning sensitive device 

(PSD) to detect the deviation of the probe beam and then use this signal as feedback for 

a steering mirror. The steering mirror is mounted to a small motor that then corrects the 

direction of the beam. We typically have a constant frequency for the second Pump beam 

AOM and so the direction of pump beam does not change and we do not require a PSD or 

beam steering. 

Figure 3.15 also shows two power lock photodiodes (PDs) that we use to ensure con

stant power for both pump and probe. We detect a pick off signal from the 422 beams, 

compare these to a threshold and use the difference as feedback to control the amplitude 
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Figure 3.15 : Generation of frequency independent 422 nm beams, beam steering and 
power locking. Our 422 nm beams originate from a frequency doubled 844 nm laser. Two 
independent AOMs are used to achieve frequency independent 422 nm beams (labeled 
pump and probe). To scan the frequency of the probe beam we change the RF frequency 
of the Probe beam AOM. Changing the frequency of the AOM, changes the direction of 
the diffracted beam (the probe beam). A positioning sensitive device (PSD) detects the 
deviation of the probe. Feedback from this PSD is sent to the steering mirror to correct 
the direction of the beam. The Pump beam AOM is typically set at a fix frequency and 
hence the direction of Pump beam is fixed and does not require a PSD. The power lock 
photodiodes (PDs) detect a pick off signal from our 422 beams. These signals are used as 
feedback to control the amplitude of the RF signal for the AOM and thus control the power 
of the diffracted beams. Also shown is the lens is that redirects the input to the probe beam 
PD and the cylindrical lens that enables the excitation of a sheet of plasma. 
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Figure 3.16 : Comparison between longer range Fabry-Perot scan spectrum and the shorter 
range AOM scan spectrum, showing very good overlap between both spectra. 

of the RF signal to the AOMs and thus control the power of the diffracted beams. This is 

especially important while scanning the frequency with the Probe beam AOM as diffracted 

power is a function of the frequency. The power lock setup ensures constant power through-

out the scan. 

Finally in fig. 3.16 we compare measured spectra with our two frequency scanning 

methods, showing very good overlap between both spectra. With the larger frequency range 

available by scanning the Fabry-Perot cavity we can measure the wings of the spectrum. 



Chapter 4 

Collisions in plasmas 

4.1 Relaxation in strongly coupled systems and the Coulomb loga-

rithm InA 

Relaxation of plasmas is fundamental in the description of non-equilibrium plasmas. It 

is a challenging problem due to the long range interaction between charged particles and 

depending on the specifics of the problem, relaxation can refer to damping or diffusion of 

velocities, randomization of velocities, or equipartition of energy between particles (ther-

malization) [1]. Traditional expressions for plasma relaxation or collision times are based 

in the seminal works of Landau [87] and Spitzer [1]. 

An accurate description of thermalization rates is critical to the achievement of iner-

tial confinement fusion (ICF) [5] and considerable effort has been done on theoretical and 

computational plasma physics in the context of temperature relaxation between electrons 

and ions [55, 56, 58, 59, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95]. Other than ICF, thermalization is 

also important in other strongly coupled systems such as warm dense matter [96], shocked 

semiconductors [97] and in stellar fusion [98]. 

The Landau-Spitzer derivation obtains the following expression for the thermalization 

time [1] 

(4.1) 
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Basically, this expression is derived from the Rutherford cross section, averaged for inter-

action among many particles over appropriate velocities and ~mpact parameters [1]. Since, 

the integral over impact parameter diverges, an upper cut-off limit is introduced for the 

impact parameter giving rise to the so-called Coulomb logarithm InA. 

The Coulomb logarithm is traditionally defined by 

hmax Av 
InA = ln- = ln-, 

bmin bo 
(4.2) 

where bmax and bmin are the maximum and minimum impact parameters. The so-called 

Landau length, b0 = e2 /(4rrt:0mw;h) will be obtained in section 4.3 where w;h = 3k8T /m 

is the thermal speed of the particles. It is defined as the impact parameter that leads to 90 

degree deflection and it will be shown how it naturally surfaces in the denominator of the 

Coulomb logarithm. On the other hand, the Debye screening length, /tv is the upper cut-off 

limit that has been introduced to prevent the divergence during integration over all impact 

parameters. /tv is a good candidate for the upper cut-off limit, given that it is the distance 

where shielding has reduced interactions significantly. 

We can rewrite the argument of the Coulomb logarithm , A in the following way 

/tv ( )"'4 2 EoksT Jrt:0mw1h 
A=- = 

bo ne2 e2 

= V3 ( _2_ r [ 4tr<o (knTl r 
4rrn e2 

= Jl;, (4.3) 

where we wanted to emphasize the dependance of the Coulomb logarithm on the coupling 

parameter. 
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Even though in this introduction we have discussed the specific case of the thermal-

ization time (eq. 4.1), other relaxation times have a similar dependancies on temperature, 

density and the Coulomb logarithm, and differ only by numerical factors of the order of 

unity [1]. As we shall see, this dependance on InA has very big effect in strongly coupled 

systems. 

4.2 Failure of InA in strong-coupled limit 

It is easy to see that as r ~ 1, A < 1 and InA < 0, giving non-physical results forTe;. As r ~ 

1, the De bye length becomes less than b0, the concept of screening becomes non-sensical 

and this is reflected in the divergence of Te;. Figure 4.1 shows a plot of the divergence of 

InA. 

Various proposed models attempt to correct this divergence of the Coulomb logarithm 

by modifying the cut-off limits for the integral in equation 4.16. Following Gericke et 

al. [55], we will replace bmax in eq. 4.16 and use several expressions, ranging from the 

traditional definition of bmax = ..lv, to several alternatives that avoid negative values for 

InA. The expressions are shown in table 4.1, where we have used: 

a 4nE0mw;h 
= a 

bo ez 

= 3 4nEoa (k8 T) 
e2 

3 
(4.4) = r 

The various expression in table 4.1 were used as theory curves in fig. 4.2. 

While Spitzer #1 is the traditional definition of the Coulomb logarithm, in Spitzer #2, 
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Figure 4.1 : Failure of the Coulomb logarithm at r > 1. Solid lines show the dependance 
of the Coulomb logarithm versus density for various ion temperatures, T, while the dashed 
lines mark the boundary of r > 1. 

Table 4.1 : Different expressions for the Coulomb logarithm, lnA 

Label Expression bmax bmin 

Spitzer #1 InA = ln (bmaxl bmin) = ln [ ~3 ;r3] AD bo 

Spitzer #2 InA = ln (bmaxl bmin) = ln [ ~(3 + 9r) ;r3] 
( 2 2) 1/2 AD+ a bo 

Spitzer #3 lnA = max (2, lnA') [InA' as in Spitzer #1] AD bo 

Spitzer #4 lnA = 1/2 ln ( 1 + b~ax l b~in) = 1/2 ln [ 1 + 3 ;r3
] AD bo 

Spitzer #5 InA= 1/2 ln ( 1 + b~axfb~in) = 1/2 ln [ 1 + (3 + 9r) ;r3
] ( 2 2f /2 AD+ a bo 
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the interparticle distance is added in quadrature to the Debye shielding length. This can 

be understood as an attempt to prevent bmax < bmin since as the Debye length decreases, 

the interparticle distance should become the relevant lengthscale. As seen in fig 4.2 this 

expression still causes InA to diverge. The expression behind Spitzer #3 is motivated by Li 

and Petrasso [89], who performed a study based on a generalized Fokker-Planck equation, 

and found no significant deviation from Spitzer #1 for InA > 2. Finally in Spitzer #4 and 

Spitzer #5, we take bmax and bmin from the previous expressions and add them in quadra

dature. This is successful in preventing the argument of the logarithm from becoming < 1. 

Physically what this means is that even though the Debye length, A.v is becoming smaller as 

r approaches one (even to the point of becoming non-sensical) the only lengthscale left in 

the problem is bo. As a result these expressions never yield negative Coulomb logarithms 

and unphysical results. 

Given the failure of the traditional definition of InA to adequately describe collisions 

and relaxation timescales in the strongly coupled regime, it is crucial to perform measure

ments of plasma relaxation in this regime to indicate which corrections are more appropri

ate. Various theoretical and computational efforts have been applied to this issue. Using 

a quantum kinetic approach which calculates the time evolution of ion and electron distri

bution functions in screened coulomb potentials, Gericke et al. [55] calculated the energy 

transfer rates between particles. They compared their simulation results to rates calculated 

using eq. 4.1 with the corrections given in table 4.1. They found that using the expressions 

in Spitzer #3-5 work well to extend the validity of eq. 4.1 for r > 1. Compared to their sim-
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Figure 4.2 : Modifications to the Coulomb logarithm at T = 1 K. Solid lines show the 
dependance of the different expressions of Coulomb logarithm versus density, while the 
dashed line marks the boundary of r > 1. Curves 4 and 5 monotonically decrease, but 
never diverge as curves 1 and 2. 
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ulation Spitzer #3 tends to overestimate the transfer rate, while Spitzer #4-5 underestimate 

the rates, however, Spitzer #5 is the closest. Complimenting these studies, Brown et al. 

[99] used dimensional continuation techniques to obtain expressions for the electron-ion 

coupling rate. They found their results differed from approximations given by Li et al. [89] 

in the range of 20%, which motivate the expression Spitzer #3. But they don't expect this 

formalism to be valid for Coulomb logarithm less than one. In a separate study, Glosli et al. 

[95] calculated the temperature equilibration rate between electrons and protons in dense 

hydrogen with molecular dynamics simulations with the Blue Gene supercomputer. They 

treated screening, collective modes, and collisions between particles exactly. They found 

that the standard Landau-Spitzer treatment works for InA> 4. They found that the approx

imation Spitzer #5 from Gericke [55] and the treatment of Brown [99] work reasonably 

well for InA > 4, and approximation #5 works even for InA < 1. 

Given our degree of control over initial conditions, we can compliment these efforts 

and experimentally probe relaxation rates with great precision in strongly coupled ultra

cold neutral plasmas. However, before we can present measurements of relaxation, in the 

next section we will derive the appropriate relaxation rates that can be compared to our 

experimental measurements in UNPs. 
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X 

L, 

Figure 4.3 : Schematic of the collision of two particles with mass m1 and m2 , charge q1 and 
q2 and velocity w1 and w2 . The relative velocity between the particles is w = w1 - w2 and b 
is the impact parameter. Arrows indicate the direction of the particles before and after the 
collision. Actual particle trajectories are hyperbolic about the center of mass (not shown in 
the figure). 

4.3 Simple picture: collisions between two charged particles 

We will begin our derivation of relaxation in plasmas by studying the simple case of colli-

sions between two charged particles. Figure 4.3 shows a schematic of these two particles 

with corresponding mass m1 and m2, charge q1 and q2 and velocity w1 and w2 . Indicated 

is the direction of the particles before and after the collision and the impact parameter, b, 

i.e. the distance of closest approach in absence of forces. The relative velocity between the 

particles is w = w1 - w2 and x is the deflection angle. The trajectory of the two particles is 

hyperbolic about the center of mass (not shown in the figure). 

Following Spitzer, [1], we can express the angle cp in fig. 4.3 as 

(4.5) 
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where for simplicity, we are using m1 « m2. A full derivation of eq. 4.5 is given by 

Seshadri [42] and Sturrock [43], while approximate derivations, such as the one presented 

by Nicholson [ 4] differ by a factor 2. 

Given that 1r = x + 2cp, (see figure 4.3) a 90° deflection implies tan cp = 1 and 

(4.6) 

properly defining b0 as the impact parameter that leads to 90 degree deflection. 

We can use eq. 4.6 to naively define a collision cross section for large angle collisions 

(LACs) and a collision rate as 

(4.7) 

1 
(4.8) 

Tcoll,LAC 

In UNP experiments where we measure ion-ion collisions, we would have a special case 

of eq. 4.8 where we now have singly charged particles with equal masses. It would then 

seem appropriate to redefine b0 (eq 4.6) and replace m1 for the reduced mass. However, 

since we want to follow Spitzer's original calculation [1] and make comparisons with its 

derivations, we will follow his convention and simply replace m1 =min eq. 4.8. 

Now to get an expression that approximates the average collision rate in a thermal 

sample of temperature T, we replace the velocity of the ions by the average velocity for 



such a sample, then w = vk8 T/m and we obtain, 

1 
* Tcoll,LAC 
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(4.9) 

where the star exponent indicates we have calculated assuming interaction between parti-

cles with equal masses. 

4.4 Interaction with many particles and derivation of InA 

Equations 4.8 and 4.9 are crude approximations of a collision rate and were derived from 

a simple two particle picture. Since we are interested in collisions among many particles, 

it is more appropriate to calculate collision times by studying the effect produced by many 

small random changes in velocity in the framework of statistical theory. Following the 

derivation given by Spitzer [1], our system of study is now a test particle of mass m and 

charge q and velocity w interacting with many field particles, all of mass m1 and charge qf 

and some yet undefined distribution of velocities. 

The test particles will undergo many collisions that will produce small changes in the 

velocity ofthe particle ~w. We can write the change in ~w velocity as 

N 

~w = 2:: (~w;) (4.10) 
i=l 

If we now suppose collisions with many particles produce random changes in velocity 
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then 

~WJ. N(~wJ.,i) = 0 (4.11) 

~wll = N(~wu.i) * 0 (4.12) 

(~w? = N(~wi)2 t:- 0. (4.13) 

As we shall see in the next section, eqs. 4.12 and 4.13 will be useful for calculating diffu

sion coefficients and relaxation times. 

4.5 Relaxation times 

Various relaxation times can be calculated depending on whether one is measuring damp

ing, diffusion, or randomization of velocities. Each of these apply to different physical 

situations and depend distinctly on the different diffusion coefficients. In this section we 

will derive the relaxation times that better represent our experiments. 

4.5.1 Self-collision time 

It is often of interest to measure the time necessary for a non-Maxwellian velocity distribu

tion to relax and approach a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, the so-called self-collision 

time. 

To obtain an expression for the self-collision time, we will begin by calculating the 

time required for perpendicular diffusion to create a mean perpendicular velocity equal to 

the initial velocity, i.e. the time required for particles to be deflected by 90°. This can 

also be interpreted as the time required for velocities to randomize [ 1]. We then define the 
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deflection time as 

d(~w_d2 
w2 To = 

dt 

To = "" [ d(6d~")T (4.14) 

If we calculate the change in w.Lo due to a single collision, we find (see fig. 4.3) 

(~w1.f = w2sin2x = w2sin2(1r- 2cp) 

= w2sin2(2cp) 

= 4w2sin2cp cos2cp 

4w2 (b/bof 
(4.15) = 

[ 1 + (b/bo)2Y' 
where we have used tancp = b0 /b (eq. 4.5) and we assume m « m1. 

We describe the effect of many collisions as follows. The number of collisions per 

second through the differential area element of impact parameter, b, is given by n1dcrw, 

where dcr = 2nbdb and n1 is the density of the field particles. (~w 1.)2 n1dcrw would then 

provide the perpendicular velocity dispersion rate due to collisions with impact parameter 

between band b +db. Integrating eq. 4.15 over all impact parameters b we obtain the total 

perpendicular velocity dispersion rate: 

(4.16) 

where the overline in d (~ w 1.)2 I dt denotes that this quantity has been averaged over the 

distribution of impact parameters for collisions between the test and field particles. 
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As was hinted at in the introduction of this chapter, the integral in eq. 4.16 diverges at 

infinity, so we need to introduce a cut-off impact parameter bmax· Traditionally, the Debye 

screening length, Av, has been used as this cut-off impact parameter, giving us 

(4.17) 

and demonstrating the appearance of the Coulomb logarithm. This logarithm varies slowly 

and the rate is relatively insensitive to the specific choice of a cutoff [1], except when bmax 

is on the order of or less than b0 . 

To follow the derivation of the deflection time, we replace this result back to eq. 4.14 

to obtain 

1 
(4.18) 

Sptizer [1] further expands the simple derivation given in eq. 4.18 by including the 

effect from the motion of the center of mass, giving 

The functions 

1 
Tv = 

8rrn1wb~lnA [<I>(x)- G(x)]' 

G(x) = <I>(x) - x<I>' (x) 

2x2 

<l>(x) 2 lx 2 = - e-Y dy 
vrro 

( 4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 
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Figure 4.4 : G(x) (eq. 4.20). 

account for the variation in collision rate with field particle velocity. <l>(x) is the error func-

tion and <l>'(x) = (2/ yn)exp( -x2) its derivative. G(x) is shown in fig. 4.4. When the test 

particle velocity, w, is large compared to the thermal field particle velocity, .J2k8 T1!m1, 

then xis large, <l>(x) = 1 and G(x) = 0, reducing eq. 4.19 to eq. 4.18. 

A particular interesting case of the deflection time is that of a group of particles in-

teracting with themselves, which can be interpreted as time required to reduce anisotropy 

in the velocity distribution or the time required for the distribution of kinetic energies to 

approach a Maxwellian distribution [1]. It is given by eq. 4.19 calculated by replacing the 

velocity of the test particle with Wrh = (3k8 T /m)112, replacing n1 = n, the total density, 
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m1 = m, T1 = T and singly charged particles. This is called the "self-collision" time. 

* Tselfcoll = 
1 

8nnwrhb6 [ <1>( VJ72) - G( VJ72)] InA 

2nE5m2wih 1 
= 

ne4 InA [ <1>( VJ72) - G( VJ72)] 
2n~m2(3k8T /m)312 1 

= 
ne4 InA [ <1>( VJ72) - G( VJ72)] 

= 3 mEQ 112 ( 3 ) 112 [41rEQ(k8 T) 1312 1 :d ne2 ) 4~rn e2 InA [ <!>( V3/2) - G( V3/2)] 

= 
3 1 1 

2 wpf312 InA [ <1>( VJ72) - G( VJ72)] 
(4.22) 

3 1 1 
2 x 0.714 wpf312 InA 

(4.23) 

4.5.2 Velocity damping time 

Yet another relaxation time of interest is the time required for the the mean velocity of the 

particles to be reduced by collisions. This damping time or "slowing-down" time is given 

by [1] 

d(8w11 ) 

dt Ts = -w. (4.24) 

We will not provide the complete derivation for the rate of change in parallel velocity 

wu, we will simply state the expression given by Spitzer [1] 

(4.25) 

where we have assumed singly charged particles. It follows that 

4n~m2 k8Tt 1 

w e4ntlnA mf ( 1 + mfmt) G(x). 
(4.26) 
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As a reminder, the parallel component is the component of the velocity along its initial 

direction of motion, distinct from the perpendicular velocity components, which evolve 

through diffusive dynamics. 

As such, -ysw = -w/Ts is the average rate of change of the parallel velocity of a test 

particle moving with velocity w through a background of field particles with a Maxwell-

Boltzmann velocity distribution characterized by zero average velocity and temperature 

We can also consider here the special case where m = m1, n = n1, T = T1 and w = 

Wrh• which would correspond to the time for the average velocity of a subpopulation of 

charges to relax to zero. The subpopulation is characterized by a Maxwell-Boltzmann with 

temperature T and non-zero average velocity, Wrh· We therefore obtain 

T; = 2 -..f37rE~m2 (k8 T)312 1 
e4n m InA G( Vf72) 

1 m€Q 112 ( 3 ) 112 (47r€0k8 T)312 1 
2 ( ne2 ) 47rn e2 InA G( Vf72) 
1 1 1 

2 wpf'312 InA G( Vf72)' (4.27) 

where this is an approximate way to treat a distribution of velocities of the test particles. 

Following a derivation originally done by Killian [100], if the !-dimensional velocity 

distribution function of test particles is given by f(w), a more appropriate way to calculate 

the rate of change of the average velocity of a distribution of test particles is to average eq. 
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(4.28) 

Figure 4.5 shows a plot of the quantity J f(w)G ( lia·f) dw versus average velocity 

of the test particles, (w), for a velocity distribution. We assume f(w) is described by a 

shifted Maxwellian with average velocity (w) and temperature equal to the field particles' 

temperature T = Tt. 

We can define a damping rate for the average velocity, Ys,ave• by d(w)fdt = -Ys.ave(w), 

and then 

Ys,ave (4.29) 
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4.5.2.1 Special case: Velocity damping time from populations with equal and oppo-

site velocities 

More appropriate for our experiments, we would like to calculate the velocity damping for 

two populations of particles where the average velocities for the two populations remain 

equal and opposite for all time as they damp to zero. 

Following Killian [100], let's assume the 1-D velocity distribution function for both 

populations is reasonably well described by f±(w) = {11 ~21f(r})exp[-(w =F wi/(2o-})J, 

where O"J = .Vk8 Ttfm1. One population of particles is moving to the right with velocity 

(w+) =wand the other is moving to the left with velocity (w_) = -w. 

Let's now consider the particles with positive velocity, (w+), as the test particles and the 

particles with positive velocity, (w_), as the field particles. A detail that must be accounted 

for, however, is the fact that the field particles have an average velocity (w_) -:;:. 0, which 

differs from the construction of eq. 4.29. 

To find the damping rate, we first transform all velocities into a frame moving at the 

average background velocity of the field particles (w_). All velocities are much less than 

the speed of light, so a Galilean transformation is appropriate. The average velocity for 

field particle is now zero, and the average velocity of the test particles is now (w+)- (w_). 

We have made no assumption regarding how (w_) is changing and the transformed frame 

is an inertial reference frame. The temperature of the particles, characterizing the spread 

of velocities, is unchanged. For a single test particle of velocity w in the original frame, 

its velocity in the new frame is w- (w_). In the new frame, the rate of change of the 
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velocity of the test particle parallel to its original velocity is given by eq. 4.25 with the 

transformation w ---+ w- (w_). The rate of change of velocity is the same in all frames 

related by simple Galilean velocity transformations, so this is also the rate of change of 

the test-particle velocity in the original lab frame. We now find the rate of change of the 

average velocity of the test particles by integrating over the distribution of velocities as we 

did to obtain eq. 4.29 for a stationary background. 

e4nf~n~kmTJ (1 + ~) f!+(w)G(w :;;w->] dw. 
4nE0 m B J mf 2cr1 

= (4.30) 
dt 

The integral over the shifted function, G ( w:J;~> ), can be written as 

(4.31) 

where in the last line we have changed variables to emphasize that this quantity only de-

pends on the difference of average velocities, (w+) - (w_). Figure 4.6 shows a plot of eq. 

4.32 versus this difference. We have assumed that both velocity distributions are given by 

shifted Maxwellians with the same temperatures. 

For small differences in average velocities, we can make a linear approximation to the 

damping and define a damping coefficient for parallel average velocity, y, as 

(4.32) 
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Figure 4.6 : Average G ( w;J;~>) over the shifted velocity distribution f+(w) (eq. 4.32). 
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Figure 4.7 : Scaled damping coefficient (eq. 4.33). 
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where y is defined as 

(4.33) 

Equations 4.32 and 4.33 also highlight the similarity of the damping in the optically 

pumped ultracold plasma experiment to "spin drag", which has been observed in Coulomb 

systems [101] and recently predicted for ultracold neutral atoms [102]. Equation 4.32 

describes the change (w+) at any given instant in time. It is valid for any dependence 

of (w_) on time, although a complicated dependence may make it hard to solve for the 

evolution of (w+>· 

It must be noted that collisions within a subpopulation cannot change the average mo-

mentum of the subpopulation and therefore only the density of the field particles comes in 

eq. 4.33. 

Figure 4.7 shows a plot of eq. 4.33 versus the difference of average velocities. This 

shows that the linear approximation is valid over (w+)- (w_) :$ cr. 

Finally, to compare to velocity damping in UNPs due to ion-ion collisions, we substitute 

m = mf. T = Tf, the density of the field particles n1 = n/2, half the total density, and 

(w+) = -(w_). Therefore, 

= -2y*(w+) = --.-1-(w+), 
Ts,Zpop 

(4.34) 
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with the slowing time given by 

(4.35) 

~ 

2 V3 x 0.139 wpf312 lnA • 
(4.36) 

We have neglected here any effects of diffusion due to interspecies and intra-species 

collisions that would change the shape of the velocity distribution functions away from 

Maxwellian. 

4.6 Comparison of different relaxation times 

As we saw in the previous section, given the physical situation one wishes to study, we can 

obtain different relaxation times through use of different diffusion coefficients. Nonethe-

less, it is interesting to now compare the various derived relaxation or collision times (eqs. 

4.9, 4.22, 4.27 and 4.35). 

* Tfund8lnA Tcoll,LAC = (4.37) 

* 
3...;3 

Tself coil = T fund [ <l>( -YJ72) _ G( -YJ72)] ~ 7.4 X T fund 
(4.38) 

* 
V3 

Ts = Tfund -YJ72 ~ 8.7 X Tfund 
G( 3/2) 

(4.39) 

l r * 
J(2(w+)) 

Ts,2pop = Tfund (2(w+))/(J'" ~ 7.2 X Tfund• 
(4.40) 
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We can easily see how 1/wp surfaces as a natural timescale for relaxation in plasmas 

scaled by the coupling parameter r. 

It is interesting to note that r; ~ r* s,2pop' This makes physical sense because both 

timescales are describing the relaxation to equilibrium of average quantities or average 

particles. It is very interesting, however, that r* 2 :::::: r* If 11 as one would not necessarily s, pop se co 

expect a calculation starting from a damping picture to lead to the same result one derives 

starting from a diffusion framework . 

Let us also note that r;ou,LAc was derived for large angle collisions between two particles 

and does not take into account interaction with multiple particles. It overestimates the 

collision time and is the largest of all the times derived. All the other times however, were 

derived using statistical methods. 

As was mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, relaxation times have similar depen-

dance on temperature, density and the Coulomb logarithm, InA. It is therefore central to 

perform measurements of relaxation times in the strongly coupled regime to provide in-

dication as to which corrections must be applied to Sptizer-Landau theory as this would 

directly imply corrections to other different relaxation times. 



Chapter 5 

Measuring relaxation times in strongly-coupled UNP 

As explained in chapter 2, UNPs have r > 1 and therefore can give us access to the 

physics of plasma relaxation in the strongly coupled regime. In this chapter, we will de

scribe how we study the ion-ion relaxation rate of an ultracold neutral plasma in the strong 

coupling regime by measuring the time required for a non-Maxwellian ion velocity dis

tribution to relax into a Maxwell distribution. It will describe experiments demonstrating 

how we create non-Maxwellian velocity distributions, show measurements and the fitting 

procedures to extract relaxation rates. 

5.1 Creating a non-Maxwellian velocity distribution 

We obtain a non-Maxwellian ion velocity distribution through optical pumping of a narrow 

velocity group of ions into a different dark internal state and measure the resulting ion 

velocity distributions through fluorescence spectroscopy. 

To optically pump the ions into a spin dark state, we use circularly polarized light 

resonant with the S112-P112 transition of sr+. Figure 5.1 shows a simplified schematic of the 

relevant energy levels used in this experiment. The 52S112 (mi = -1/2) spin ground level 

is coupled to the higher energy 52Pl/2 (mj = +1/2) level through circularly polarized light 

(a-+). Ions in the excited state can decay back to the 52S112 ( m i = -1/2) spin ground level or 

decay into the 52S 112 ( m i = + 1 /2) where they no longer interact with the a-+ laser. Similarly 
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Figure 5.1 : Simplified energy level schematic for the sr+, where dashed lines indicate 
decay paths while solid lines indicate excitation paths. The m j = -1 /2 ( m j = + 1 /2) spin 

ground level is coupled to the higher energy m j = + 1/2 ( m j = -1/2) via o-+ (o--) circularly 
polarized laser beam, from where it can decay back to either the m j = -1 /2 or m j = + 1/2. 
ni labels the population of a particular spin state (see equations 5.1-5.4). 

the 52S112 ( m j = + 1/2) spin ground level is coupled to the higher energy 52P112 ( m j = -1/2) 

level through circularly polarized light (o--). Ions in this excited state can decay back to 

the 52S112 (mj = +1/2) spin ground level or decay into the 52S112 (mj = -1/2) where they 

no longer interact with the o-- laser. 

The S112 - P112 transition has a wavelength of the 421.7 nm with corresponding lifetime 

of r = rs-:P =7 ns, and a total rs-P = 2n x 21 MHz = 1.3 x 108 s-1. Taking into considera-

tion the appropriate Clebsh-Gordon coefficients, the saturation intensity for the S112- P112 
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transition with circular polarized light is lsat =57 mW/cm2 (see Appendix A). 

Figure 5.2 depicts the optical pumping scheme and fluorescence diagnostic used to 

measure the number of UNP ions in the S112 (mi = -1/2) ground state. Two circularly 

polarized pump beams, with the same frequency yet opposite polarization and direction, 

interact with the plasma during 100 ns. Figure 5.3, shows an example trace of one of these 

pump pulses with a FWHM of 100 ns. The a-+ pumping beam has an intensity I a-,+ = 

334mW/cm2 with beam waist of 1.18mm while the a-- pumping beam has an intensity 

I a-,- = 315m W/cm2 with beam waist of 1.12 mm. Given these intensities and calculating 

for steady state conditions [23], each pump beam would scatter one photon every 28 ns. For 

the pumping times used in our experiment ( 100 ns » 1 /f) the steady state approximation 

is justified. Since ions decay to the 42 D 312 state 7% of the time (see chapter 2), we can 

neglect decay into this D state (not shown in Fig. 5.1). We have a - 2.5 Gauss magnetic 

field that is applied along the direction of the pump beams (quantization axis) and we do 

not expect collisions to change internal states [103, 104]. 

At an adjustable time after optical pumping, a third, less intense a-- circularly polarized 

probe beam, near resonant to the transition, propagates through the plasma. This probe 

beam has an intensity I probe = 73 mW/cm2 with beam waists of Wz = 0.625 mm and Wx = 

4.68 mm. (see fig. 3.4). Laser induced fluorescence in a perpendicular direction (z) is then 

captured by a camera. We obtain spatially-resolved fluorescence by adding the signal from 

the central regions of the plasma. The recorded fluorescence will be proportional to the ion 

number (in that region) that is in the S112 (mi = -1/2) ground state. Changing or scanning 
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the frequency of the probe beam, generates a spectrum of the ions with information on their 

velocity distribution. 

As explained in section 3.2.3, both pump and probe beams are diffracted beams from 

two AOMs (see fig. 3.15). The pulse generator that controls the AOMs is limited to 80ns 

pulses which limits how short these pulses can be and how short the time after pulses can 

be. 

5.2 Rate equations 

To understand the lineshape of the measured velocity distributions, i. e. the number of ions 

with particular velocity, we need to understand how our two laser beams couple different 

spin states and pump ions from one spin state to the other. In order to do this we will look 

at the rate equations that describe our experimental setup. 

Under the interaction of two pump lasers without ion-ion collisions, the evolution of 

the ion number on a four level system can be described with the following rate equations: 

ri1 (w) = +R12(w)[nz(w)- n1(w)] + r12nz(w) + r14n4(w), (5.1) 

riz(w) = -R12(w)[nz(w)- n1(w)]- (r12 + rz3)nz(w), (5.2) 

ri3(w) = +R34(w)[n4(w)- n3(w)] + rz3nz(w) + r34n4(w), (5.3) 

ri4(w) = -R34(w)[n4(w)- n3(w)]- (ri4 + r34)n4(w), (5.4) 

where we have written explicitly the dependance on ion velocity, w. We have neglected any 

change in velocity resulting from scattering photons, which is reasonable because the recoil 

velocity is - 0.01 rnfs and the thermal velocity at our typical temperatures is - 10 rnfs. 
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Plasma 

Probe II 
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Figure 5.2 : Experimental setup for studying 4 level systems in UNP's. The plasma cloud 
is illuminated by both the pump and probe beams coming from a 422 nm laser, resonant 
with the S112 - P112 transtion of Sr+. The pump beams have the same laser frequency yet 
opposite circular polarization and travel in opposite directions. The probe beam has a-
circular polarization and can be scanned to obtain a fluorescence spectrum. At a variable 
time after optical pumping, a CCD-intensified camera captures the fluorescence light from 
the plasma induced by the probe beam. 
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Equations 5.1-5.4 are derived from the full optical Bloch equations [23]. A derivation of 

the Bloch equations relevant to our optical pumping scheme can be found in Appendix B. 

For the pump times used in our experiment (1 00 ns » 1 /f), the rate equations are a good 

description to ion population. 

In equations 5.1-5.4, ni(w) corresponds to the ion number on the ith level with velocity 

w. Subindex 1 corresponds to the S112 ( m j = -1/2) level, 2 corresponds to P112 ( m j = + 1/2) 

level, 3 for the S112 (mj = +1/2) level, and 4 for the P112 (mj = -1/2) level. Rij(w) is the 

velocity dependent, stimulated rate for the i- j transition. f 12 = f 34 = (2/3) x2nx21 MHz, 

is the decay rate for the 1 - 2 and 3- 4 transitions and f23 = f14 = (1/3) X 2n X 21 MHz, 

is the decay rate for the 2 - 3 and 1 - 4 transitions. 
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The stimulated rate has a lorentzian shape, 

R. ·( ) _ so.ijr /2 
lj W - 1 [2( A 2' + L.J.pump - kijw)jr] 

(5.5) 

where r = rl2 + r23 = rl4 + r34· SO,ij = Iij/ lsar. is the saturation parameter of the ij pump 

beam (intensity Iij over saturation intensity, lsat = 57 mW/cm2). Given the intensities of 

our pump beams Ch2 = 334mW/cm2 and h4 = 315mW/cm2) we have s0,12 = 5.85 and 

so,34 = 5.53. ~pump = -2n x 20 MHz is the laser detuning (difference between the pump 

laser frequency and the transition frequency) for both pump beams. kij is the wavevector of 

each pump beam with k12 = -k34 = -k, as they travel in opposite directions (Fig. 5.2) and 

2n I k = A = 421.7 nm is the wavelength of the transition. 

Notice that compared to the stimulated rate under steady state conditions [23], power 

broadening appears to be absent from eq. 5.5 (so,ij is absent in the denominator). In Ap-

pendix B we will show that power broadening is indeed present in eq. 5.5 and how the 

steady state stimulated rate (with so,ij in the denominator) is obtained from further approx-

imations to the rate equations 5.1-5.4. 

Figure 5.4 (top) shows a cartoon of the expected velocity distribution for the 52S112 

(mj = + 1/2), n3, with only one pump beam turned on (R12 = 0). Due to the Doppler effect, 

only ions with the "correct" velocity will be resonant with the pump laser and will be 

pumped to the 52Sl/2 (mj = -1/2 ). nJ, level, demonstrated by a depletion in ion population 

or "hole burning" [23]. The resonance condition is met for VRes = ~pump/k. In fig. 5.4 (top) 

the resonant ions are schematically shown with dotted lines and will appear as a depletion 

in ion population for that velocity. Figure 5.4 (bottom) shows a simulation of eqs. 5.1-5.4 
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with R 12 = 0, D.-pump = -2n X 20 MHz and s0,34 = 1 to demonstrate the expected lineshape 

for a velocity distribution of ions in the 52S 112 ( m j = + 1/2 ). n3 , level after 100 ns of optical 

pumping. 

On the other hand, fig. 5.5 (top) shows a cartoon of the expected velocity distribution 

for the 52S112 ( m j = -1/2 ), n1, ions under the same conditions as fig. 5.4. Notice that here 

we have an enhancement in the ion population for ions with VRes = ll.pump/k (shown by 

the dotted lines). Figure 5.5 (bottom) shows a simulation of eqs. 5.1-5.4 with R12 = 0, 

ll.pump = -2n x 20 MHz and s0,34 = 1 to demonstrate the expected lineshape for a velocity 

distribution of ions in the 52S112 ( m j = -1/2 ). n1, level after 100 ns of optical pumping. 

Figure 5.6 (top) shows a cartoon of the expected velocity distribution for the 52S112 

(mj = +1/2), n3, with both counterpropagating pumps beam turned on (with same laser 

detuning ll.pump). While ions in 52S112 (mj = +1/2), n3, and -VRes are resonant with the 

cr- laser are depleted from the population, ions in 52S112 (mj = -1/2), n 1, and +vRes are 

resonant with the cr+ laser appear as population enhancement. Figure 5.6 (bottom) shows a 

simulation of eqs. 5.1-5.4 with ll.pump = -27r X 20 MHz and s0,12 = s0,34 = 1 to demonstrate 

the expected lineshape for a velocity distribution of ions in the 52S112 (mj = + 1/2), n3 , level 

after 100 ns of optical pumping. 

Finally, fig. 5.7 shows a simulation of the expected ion population for the 52S112 

(mj = +1/2), n3, level where ll.pump = -2n X 20MHz and so,12 = 5.85 and so,34 = 5.53 

to match experimental conditions. As so,ij > 1 for both pump lasers, power broadening 

[23] smooths out the sharp features otherwise seen in fig. 5.6. 
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Figure 5.4: Expected velocity distribution for the 52S112 (mj = +1/2), n3, with only one 
pump laser turned on (o--), after 100 ns of optical pumping and assuming no velocity 
changing collisions. Top: cartoon showing "hole burning" for ions that meet the resonance 
condition VRes = l1pump/k [23]. Bottom: simulated ion spectra for l1pump = -2n X 20MHz 
and s0,34 = 1. The corresponding on resonance velocity, VRes = -8.5 m/s. Black dotted 
lines indicate the velocity distribution without any optical pumping. 
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Figure 5.5 : Expected velocity distribution for the 52S112 (mj = -1/2 ), nt. with only one 
pump laser turned on co--), after 100 ns of optical pumping and assuming no velocity 
changing collisions. Top: cartoon showing an enhancement in ion population as ions from 
(mj = + 1/2) 52S112 (n3) level are optically pumped. Bottom: simulated ion spectra for 
I:! pump = - 21r x 20 MHz and s0,34 = 1. Black dotted lines indicate the velocity distribution 
without any optical pumping. Notice the enhancement in ion population for on resonance 
ions VRes = l:!pump/k = -8.5 mjs. 
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Figure 5.6: Expected velocity distribution for the 52S112 (mj = +1/2), n3, with both coun
terpropating pump lasers turned on (o-- and o-+), after 100 ns of optical pumping and as
suming no velocity changing collisions. Top: cartoon showing a depletion of ion population 
as ions that meet the resonance condition VRes = lipump/k with the o-- laser and an enhance
ment in ion population as ions from (mj = -1/2) 52Sl/2 (nt) level are optically pumped 
by the o-+ laser (k12 = -k34). Bottom: simulated ion spectra for lipump = -27r x 20 MHz 
and s0,12 = s0,34 = 1. Black dotted lines indicate the velocity distribution without any op
tical pumping Notice the depletion in ion population for VRes = lipump/k = -8.5 m/s and 
enhancement in ion population for VRes = lipump/ k = +8.5 m/s. 
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Figure 5.7 : Expected velocity distribution for the 52S112 ( m i = + 1/2 ). n3, with both coun
terpropating pump lasers turned on (0"'- and 0"'+), after 100 ns of optical pumping and as
suming no velocity changing collisions. llpump = -2n x 20 MHz and s0,12 = 5.85 and 
s0,34 = 5.53, which match our experimental conditions. Black dotted lines indicate the 
velocity distribution without any optical pumping. The features here are less sharp, com
pared to fig. 5.6 due to power broadening from the pump beams so,ij > 1 [23]. Given 
that s0,12 > s0,34 , some ions are pumped into 52S112 (mi = -1/2), n1, as can be apparent 
from smaller area under the curved compared to the area under unperturbed curve without 
pumping. 
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5.3 Measuring velocity distributions 

Given the intuition for the expected ion velocity distributions provided by the previous 

section, here we will present measured ion velocity distributions or ion spectra. 

A measured ion spectrum is proportional to the population difference between the 

S112 (mi = +1/2) ground state and the P112 (mi = -1/2) excited state, in convolution with 

the Lorentzian profile of the imaging beam (see chapter 3): 

S (~) oc I [n3(w)- n4(w)] L(v, ~)dv, 
1 

L(w, ~) oc 2 , 
1 + so,image + [2(~- kijw)jr Totl 

where ~ corresponds to the detuning of the probe beam, r Tot 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

r + r lnst is the total 

linewidth, rlnst = 7 X 21T MHz is the instrumental laser linewidth and So,image = !image/ lsat· 

It must be noted that given the intensity of our probe beam, a lack of inclusion of s0 , in the 

denominator of eq. 5.7 would incur in a overestimation of the ion temperature of- 25%. 

We performed our experiment under various experimental conditions, varying the den-

sity by almost an order of magnitude and the ion temperature from- 0.7- 2.5 K. As will 

be shown below, the resulting relaxation times varied from hundreds of nanoseconds to 

microseconds. 

Figures 5.8-5.13 show ion spectra measured at variable times after lOOns of optical 

pumping (time after pumping indicated on the right). For comparison, we also show ion 

spectra measured without the optical pump beams. Spectra correspond to 5 regions around 

plasma center. In chapter 3 we saw how the spectra for outer regions are shifted from zero 

due to plasma expansion. Furthermore, as explained also in section 3.2.3, the addition of the 
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pump laser beams (independent in frequency to the probe beam) imposes an experimental 

constraint in our laser scanning range, resulting in the narrow range of frequencies shown 

in the figures. In all the figs. 5.8 to 5.13 the spectra are normalized by scaling to the 

maximum of each curve. 

The spectra are broadened and shifted due to the Doppler effect resulting from the ion 

velocities. As explained in chapter 3, the central frequency of the spectra reflect ion mean 

velocity, (w). As the velocity distribution relaxes, the central frequency of the spectrum 

approaches that of the unperturbed distribution. 

Figure 5.8 has an ion temperature Ti = 2.3 K, density n0 = 3.1 x 1015 m-3 and coupling 

parameter C = 1. 7. At the earliest times, tafter pump = 0.13 JLS, we can notice the expected 

population enhancement in the pumped spectra at - 20 MHz (since llpump = 20 MHz). 

Looking at the evolution of the pump spectra we can observe a relaxation time in the scale 

of - lJLS, estimated as the time when we see the the central frequency of the perturbed 

spectrum approach that of the unperturbed distribution. 

Figure 5.9, on the other hand, has a lower ion temperature Ti = 1.4 K, comparable 

density n0 = 4.4 x 1015 m-3 and corresponding higher coupling parameter C = 3.2. At 

the earliest times, tafter pump = 0.11 JLS, pumped spectra should also display a population 

enhancement at 20 MHz. However, the effect is not as clear as in fig. 5.8. This should not 

be altogether surprising, given the relatively higher coupling parameter. We would expect 

the relaxation time to be much shorter and the lack of a clear population enhancement 

at 20 MHz indicates the plasma has already relaxed much quicker and approached the 
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Figure 5.8: Ion spectra of the central regions with (red dots) and without (blue dots) pump 
beams forT; = 2.3 K, n0 = 3.1 x 1015 m-3 and r; = 1.7, for 5 regions around plasma center 
and the spectra are normalized by scaling to the maximum of each curve. Notice the Pump 
distributions relax to the No Pump distributions with relative slow timescales. To achieve 
low r;, we allow the plasma cloud to expand significantly before applying the pump beams. 
As a consequence regions other than plasma center have significant expansion velocity and 
display significant shift in their spectra. 

unperturbed distribution much faster. This is further confirmed by our rough estimation 

of relaxation timescales - 0.3 J.LS. Figures 5.10-5.13 show further examples of velocity 

distributions at various ion temperatures, densities and corresponding coupling parameters. 
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Figure 5.9 : Ion spectra with (red dots) and without (blue dots) pump beams forT; = 1.4 K, 
n0 = 4.4 x 1015 m-3 and f; = 3.2. The spectra are normalized by scaling to the maximum 
of each curve. Notice the non-Maxwellian shape of the distribution is less pronounced 
compared to Fig. 5.9. 
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Figure 5.10: Ion spectra of the central regions with (red dots) and without (blue dots) pump 
beams forT; = 1.9 K, n0 = 9.6 x 1014 m-3 and r; = 1.4 and the spectra are normalized by 
scaling to the maximum of each curve. 
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Figure 5.11: Ion spectra with (red dots) and without (blue dots) pump beams forTi= 0.8 K, 
n0 = 8.6 x 1014 m-3 and ri = 3.2 and the spectra are normalized by scaling to the maximum 
of each curve. 
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Figure 5.12: Ion spectra of the central regions with (red dots) and without (blue dots) pump 
beams forTi = 1.4 K, n0 = 7.0 x 1014 m-3 and ri = 1.9 and the spectra are normalized by 
scaling to the maximum of each curve. 
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Figure 5.13: Ion spectra with (red dots) and without (blue dots) pump beams forTi = 1.0 K, 
n0 = 5.9 x 1014 m-3 and C = 2.3 and the spectra are normalized by scaling to the maximum 
of each curve. 
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In addition, we measured the initial and final temperature of ions without any optical 

pumping to check the variation of the ion temperature during plasma relaxation. Figure 

5.14 shows the initial (top) and final (bottom) spectra for the central region of the plasma 

and resulting ion temperatures for two different initial ion temperatures. These spectra 

were measured by scanning the Fabry Perot cavity and consequently the 844 nm laser (see 

chapter 3) which allow a longer scan range. As shown in Fig. 5.14 and similarly under all 

experimental conditions, the ion temperature was approximately constant throughout the 

relaxation time. 

5.4 Extraction of relaxation rates 

In the previous section, we were able to estimate the relaxation timescale by observing 

how long it took for the central frequency of the perturbed spectrum to approach that of the 

unperturbed distribution perturbed spectrum. This section provides a quantitative way for 

extracting the relaxation times and relaxation rates by fitting the evolution of the perturbed 

spectra with two distinct methods. 

5.4.1 Extraction of self-collision time 

The first method for extracting the relaxation time and perhaps the simplest description of 

relaxation of a non-Maxwellian distribution into a Maxwell distribution can be expressed 

by 

(of) 1 M = -Wcoll {f- fMB) = -- {f- fMB), 
coli Tcoll 

(5.8) 
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Figure 5.14: Example ion spectra for the central region of the plasma measured to check 
the ion temperature variation throughout the ion-ion relaxation time measurements. The 
initial (bottom) and final (top) ion spectra of the ions were measured without optical pump
ing to obtain ion temperature. Measured ion temperature and time after plasma expansion 
are indicated in the upper right comer. Left and right correspond to different initial ion 
temperature. Notice the ion temperature does not change significantly between the initial 
and final spectra. These spectra were measured by scanning the Fabry Perot cavity and 
consequently the 844 nm laser (see chapter 3) which allow a longer scan range. 
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where Tcoll is the timescale for relaxation of the velocity distribution f into a Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution of velocities !MB· This relaxation or collision term is known as the 

Krook collision term [ 4, 1 05]. 

To combine eq. 5.8 with our rate equations 5.1-5.4, we need to rewrite our Krook term 

in terms of the change in the ion number, n(w), with velocity w: 

1 
h(w) = -- [n(w)- /MB(w)N], (5.9) 

Tcoll 

/MB(W) = ~ [ m(w-wof] 
exp - 2k8 T ' (5.10) 

N = fndw, (5.11) 

where we have used f = n(w)/N and fM8(w) has been written explicitly as a Maxwellian 

ion velocity distribution with temperature T, mean velocity w0 and mass m. The mean ve-

locity is measured from the unperturbed data and varies from region to region as expected 

from expansion (see section 2.2.4). N is the total number of ions (summed over all veloc-

ities). The term fM8 (w)N in eq. 5.9 is simply the number of ions of a Maxwell-Botzmann 

distribution with velocity w. 
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Including this Krook term to the rate equations (eqs. 5.1-5.4), we obtain: 

ri1 (w) = +R12(w)[n2(w)- n1(w)] + f12n2(w) + f14n4(w)- 1/Tcount(W) (5.12) 

+ 1 /Tcottf(w)Nt, 

ri2(w) = -R12(w)[n2(w)- nt(W)]- (f12 + f23)n2(w)- 1/Tcolln2(w) (5.13) 

+ 1/Tcouf(w)N2, 

1i3(w) = +R34(w)[n4(w)- n3(w)] + f23n2(w) + f34n4(w)- 1/Tcolln3(w) (5.14) 

+1/Tcouf(w)NJ, 

1i4(w) = -R34(w)[n4(w)- n3(w)] - (ft4 + f34)n4(w)- 1/Tcolln4(w) (5.15) 

+ 1/Tcouf(w)N4. 

Equations 5.13-5.16 serve as our model for the evolution of number of ions in each 

energy level. It can describe both the optical pumping stage of the experiment and the 

subsequent relaxation when the pump beams have been turned off, R12(w) = R34(w) = 0. 

To solve these equations we use numerical methods with a fixed time step size of 0.4 ns 

and discretized velocity bin sizes of 2 mjs. In addition, in this model we use a 100 ns step 

function for the pump pulses which is an approximation to the actual shape of the pulses 

(see fig. 5.3). 

To model measured spectra, it suffices to convolve n3(t, w)-n4(t, w), with the Lorentzian 

lineshape of the probe beam (see eqs. 5.7 and 5.6) and to normalize to the peak value of 

the spectrum as we did in figs. 5.8-5.13. 

Initially, we only had T coli as the only one fit parameter in the "Krook" model. How-
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ever, we then fit the evolution of measured ion spectra with the relaxation time r 1 ion co[, 

temperature, Ti and central frequency, fo = kw0 as fit parameters. Even though Ti and fo 

are also determined by measurements of unperturbed spectra, there is uncertainty in those 

measurements. Allowing these to be fit parameters yields better agreement between our 

model and the data. We determined better fits through lower calculated values of reduced 

chi squared,x; [106]. Table 5.1 shows a comparison of Tj, f 0, Tcou andx; obtained. 

To assign uncertainties to the measured spectra, we first calculated the x; value for 

the unperturbed plasma. Since we know these spectra are well described by Voigt profiles 

[83], it is reasonable to assign uncertainties to the spectra that would yield x; = 1 [106]. 

Uncertainties of that order were then assigned to the perturbed spectra. 

We obtained much better results when we allowed three fit parameters in our model. 

The variation in Ti and fo obtained from unperturbed ion spectra versus those from the 

"Krook" model are reasonable given experimental uncertainty. Changes in the center fre-

quency are caused by drift in the laser in the order of - 6 MHz and we have temperature 

uncertainties of- 10%. 

However, we must be cautious. Adding extra parameters in a fit will always yield a 

better fit. It could also be true that our simple model does not accurately account for finer 

details of the time profile of the pump beam. This has a larger effect on the initial velocity 

distribution after pumping. The inability to measure the entire spectrum could also be 

important. So while adding more fit parameters gives an improved fit, we cannot be certain 

that it moves us closer to the true value for the collision time. We therefore take the average 
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Figure 5.15 : Comparison of the Krook-term kinetic model fits using the results from the 
one parameter (left) and three parameter fits (right). At early times the three parameter fit 
agrees better with the data. For this data set T; = 1.4K, n0 = 7.0 x 1014 m-3, r; = 1.9. 
The dots represent the measured data with (red) and without (blue) pump beams. Red lines 
correspond to the model. 

of the one parameter and three parameter fits as our best guess, and add the spread in the 

results from these two fits to our uncertainties. 

Figure 5.15 compares the fits to the velocity distribution of plasma center (Region 0) 

from the Krook-term kinetic model using the results from the one parameter and three 

parameter fits. At early times the three parameter fit agrees better with the data. 
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Table 5.1 : Extracted relaxation time, Teall• from two different methods. In the first method 
only Teall is a fitting parameter. Ti and fo are obtained from measurements of the unper
turbed spectra. In the second method, three parameters are fit by the Krook model, Teall• Ti 
and fo. rv is shown for both methods to compare how well the fit describes the data [106]. 
The Best Guess value is the average of the collision time obtained from both methods. 

Method 1 Method 2 Best Guess 

Data# Ti[K] fo [MHz] T coil [J.ts] x; Ti[K] fo [MHz] T coil [j.ls] x; T coil [J.ts] 

1 1.5 -3.8 0.23 2.7 1.3 0.1 0.09 1.7 0.16 

2 1.6 -10.2 0.15 3.6 1.2 -7.0 0.14 1.4 0.15 

3 1.6 3.3 0.27 2.1 1.3 6.9 0.08 1.5 0.17 

4 0.8 2.8 1.06 2.0 0.7 1.4 1.87 1.7 1.47 

5 0.9 -10.4 0.52 3.5 0.7 -7.7 0.39 1.3 0.46 

6 0.8 6.2 8.21 1.5 0.8 6.1 9.99 1.5 9.10 

7 1.0 -3.0 0.80 1.8 0.9 -0.7 0.39 1.6 0.59 

8 0.9 -14.5 0.60 1.4 0.8 -12.9 0.51 1.1 0.55 

9 0.9 6.1 3.13 1.4 0.8 11.3 0.18 1.2 1.65 

10 2.3 -1.4 0.51 1.3 2.3 2.3 0.27 1.2 0.39 

11 1.9 8.1 1.74 3.1 1.7 11.8 0.81 2.9 1.28 

12 1.4 -6.0 3.61 2.8 1.3 0.3 0.21 1.7 1.91 
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Figure 5.16 : Plot of the Krook -term kinetic model using the best guess collision time 
for two data sets with T; = 1.4 K, n0 = 4.4 x 1015 m-3, C = 3.2 (left), and T; = 2.3 K, 
n0 = 3.1 x 1015 m-3, C = 1.7 (right). The dots represent the measured data with (red) and 
without (blue) pump beams. Red lines correspond to the model. 

Figures 5.16-5.18 show the velocity distribution for plasma center (Region 0) along 

with the Krook-term kinetic model calculated using the best guess collision time (shown as 

a solid red line). One can notice that our model, eqs. 5.13-5.16, describe the data well. 
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Figure 5.17 : Plot of the Krook-term kinetic model using the best guess collision time 
for two data sets with Ti = 0.8 K, n0 = 8.6 x 1014 m-3, C = 3.2 (left) and Ti = 1.9 K, 
n0 = 9.6 x 1014 m-3, C = 1.4 (right). The dots represent the measured data with (red) and 
without (blue) pump beams. Red lines correspond to the model. 
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Figure 5.18 : Plot of the Krook-term kinetic model using the best guess collision time 
for two data sets with Ti = 1.0 K, no = 5.9 x 1014 m-3, ri = 2.3 (left) and Ti = 1.4 K, 
n0 = 7.0 x 1014 m-3, ri = 1.9 (right). The dots represent the measured data with (red) and 
without (blue) pump beams. Red lines correspond to the model. 
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Figure 5.19 shows the collisional frequency Wcoll = 1/Tcoll scaled by the plasma fre

quency Wptasma plotted against ion coupling parameter, r;. Horizontal errorbars are rep

resentative on our uncertainty in ion temperature and density. The vertical errorbars are 

representative of uncertainties in plasma oscillation frequency and the range of relaxation 

rates obtained by fitting the Krook model with one versus three fitting parameters (see table 

5.1). Shown as solid lines are theory curves following eq. 4.22 with the corrections to the 

Coulomb logarithm (table 4.1 ). Equation 4.22 gives the "self-collision" time, which can be 

interpreted as the time required to reduce any lack of isotropy in the velocity distribution 

or as the time required for the distribution of kinetic energy to reach a Maxwell-Boltzmann 

[1], precisely the physics eq. 5.8 attempts to capture. 

As can be seen from Fig. 5.19, our data is within the regime of strong coupling where 

the traditional definition of the Coulomb logarithm would otherwise yield unphysical re

sults. The corrections to the Coulomb logarithm (Spitzer #2-Spitzer #5) offer significant 

improvements over the result obtained with the traditional Coulomb logarithm (Spitzer 

#1). Even though our measurement is noisy, two of these theory curves, Spitzer #5 and 

Spitzer #3 work over a longer range and seem to describe our data better, in accordance 

with the simulation results from Gericke [55] and Glosli [95]. Our measurements of the 

relaxation frequencies also tend to cluster around the plasma oscillation frequency, Wptasma 

shown in Fig. 5.19 as the dotted line. This makes physical sense, since as the plasma 

becomes strongly coupled and the potential energy becomes greater than the kinetic en

ergy, one would expect ions spend most of the time within the potential well created by its 
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Figure 5.19 : Comparison of measured collision frequency vs ion coupling parameter. Re
laxation rates have been scaled by the plasma oscillation frequency, Wptasma and the theo
retical curves follow eq. 4.22 with expressions to Coulomb logarithm from table 4.1. The 
value for Wptasma is indicated by the dotted line. Horizontal errorbars are representative on 
our uncertainty in ion temperature and density. The vertical errorbars are representative of 
uncertainties in plasma oscillation frequency and the range of relaxation rates obtained by 
fitting the Krook model with one versus three fitting parameters (see table 5.1). 
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neighbors, where if perturbed, they would oscillate at Wpiasma· 

5.4.2 Extraction of velocity damping time 

Our second method for extracting a relaxation rate corresponds to the time required for 

the mean velocity of the ion velocity distribution to decay to the mean velocity of the 

unperturbed ion velocity distribution. 

It must be noted, that as mentioned in chapter 3, with the addition of the pump laser we 

can not record the entire spectrum (see figs 5.9 and 5.8). Nonetheless, to extract a mean 

velocity, we assume the velocity distribution is given by a shifted Gaussian and thus the 

spectrum is adequately described by a Voigt profile. We cannot measure the wings of the 

spectrum and cannot determine whether they are well described by this expression, but it is 

a sufficient model for us to extract an equilibration time for the sample. Hence, to extract 

the average velocity of a group of ions we fit ion fluorescence spectra to a Voigt lineshape, 

s reg(v), where, 

00 

S ( ) Jd YoiYeff { [s- vvf } 
reg v oc s 2 exp - 2 • 

1 + [ 2(v-s) ] 2cr D[T;(.X, y, z)] 
-oo 'Yell /21C 

(5.16) 

This lineshape reflects the Lorentzian linewidth of the transition and an assumed Maxwell-

Boltzmann velocity distribution of the ions. In eq. 5.16, .X, y and z are the center coordinates 

of a region of the plasma we are analyzing, crv[T;(.X, y, z)] is the Doppler width of the 

distribution, vv is the center frequency of the distribution. As mentioned above, vv * 0, 

reflects Doppler shift from the center frequency, reflecting the mean velocity of the ions, 

(w) = vvA.. Figures 5.20-5.22 show the velocity distribution for plasma center (Region 0) 
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Figure 5.20 : Fit of a Voigt profile to extract a collision time for two data sets with T; = 
1.4K, no= 4.4 X 1015 m-3, r; = 3.2 (left), and T; = 2.3K, no= 3.1 X 1015 m-3, C = 1.7 
(right). The dots represent the measured data with (red) and without (blue) pump beams. 
Solid lines correspond to the fits to eq. 5.16. 

along with individual fits to eq. 5.16. 

To account for any systematic shifts in the data, we alternate measurements of spectra 

with pumping (at a given time after optical pumping) with measurements of the spectra at 

the same delay without pumping. We then proceed to extract the center frequencies, and 

calculate the mean velocities. Figures 5.23 -5.28 (left) show the extracted mean velocities 

with and without pumping. 

We then proceed to subtract the mean velocity of the unpumped ions from the mean 

velocity of the pumped ions. The resulting velocity difference is then fit to solution of eq. 
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Figure 5.21 : Fit of a Voigt profile to extract a collision time for two data sets with Ti = 
0.8 K, n0 = 8.6 X 1014 m-3, f; = 3.2 (left) and T; = 1.9 K, n0 = 9.6 x 1014 m-3, f; = 1.4 
(right). The dots represent the measured data with (red) and without (blue) pump beams. 
Solid lines correspond to the fits to eq. 5.16. 
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Figure 5.22 : Fit of a Voigt profile to extract a collision time for two data sets with Ti 
l.OK, n0 = 5.9 x 1014 m-3, C = 2.3 (left) and Ti = 1.4K, n0 = 7.0 x 1014 m-3, C = 1.9 
(right). The dots represent the measured data with (red) and without (blue) pump beams. 
Solid lines correspond to the fits to eq. 5.16. 
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Figure 5.23 : Left: Extracted mean velocities from the spectra with and without optical 
pumping. We alternate measurements of spectra with pumping and without pumping to 
account for any systematic shifts in the data. Right: Fitted mean velocity difference to 
obtain the damping time (indicated in the figure). For this particular data set, Ti = 2.3 K, 
no= 3.1 X 1015 m-3 and fi = 1.7. 

4.35, 

(5.17) 

where (w+)o is the initial velocity. 

Figures 5.23-5.28 (right) also show the difference in mean velocities along with a fit to 

eq. 5.17. The extracted damping time is indicated in the upper right corner. 
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Figure 5.24 : Left: Extracted mean velocities from the spectra with and without optical 
pumping. We alternate measurements of spectra with pumping and without pumping to 
account for any systematic shifts in the data. Right: Fitted mean velocity difference to 
obtain the damping time (indicated in the figure). For this particular data set, T; = 1.4 K, 
n0 = 4.4 x 1015 m-3 and f; = 3.2. 
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Figure 5.25 : Left: Extracted mean velocities from the spectra with and without optical 
pumping. We alternate measurements of spectra with pumping and without pumping to 
account for any systematic shifts in the data. Right: Fitted mean velocity difference to 
obtain the damping time (indicated in the figure). For this particular data set, T; = 1.9 K, 
no= 9.6 X 1014 m-3 and f; = 1.4. 
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Figure 5.26 : Left: Extracted mean velocities from the spectra with and without optical 
pumping. We alternate measurements of spectra with pumping and without pumping to 
account for any systematic shifts in the data. Right: Fitted mean velocity difference to 
obtain the damping time (indicated in the figure). For this particular data set, T; = 0.8 K, 
no= 8.6 x 1014 m-3 and r; = 3.2. 
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Figure 5.27 : Left: Extracted mean velocities from the spectra with and without optical 
pumping. We alternate measurements of spectra with pumping and without pumping to 
account for any systematic shifts in the data. Right: Fitted mean velocity difference to 
obtain the damping time (indicated in the figure). For this particular data set, T; = 1.4 K, 
no= 7.0 x 1014 m-3 and r; = 1.9. 
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Figure 5.28 : Left: Extracted mean velocities from the spectra with and without optical 
pumping. We alternate measurements of spectra with pumping and without pumping to 
account for any systematic shifts in the data. Right: Fitted mean velocity difference to 
obtain the damping time (indicated in the figure). For this particular data set, Ti = 1.0 K, 
n0 = 5.9 x 1014 m-3 and C = 2.3. 

Figure 5.29 shows the damping rate 'YDamping = 1/r;,Zpop scaled by the plasma frequency 

WpLasma plotted against ion coupling parameter, C. Horizontal errorbars are representative 

on our uncertainty in ion temperature and density. The vertical errorbars here represent the 

standard deviation obtained from the fit to eq. 5.17 added in quadrature to our uncertainty 

in the plasma oscillation frequency, which is calculated from a - 25% uncertainty in the 

measured density. Shown as solid lines are theory curves following eq. 4.35 with the 

corrections to the Coulomb logarithm (table 4.1). 

As can be seen from Fig. 5.29, the data shows the relaxation rate increasing with the 

coupling parameter and approaching the plasma oscillation frequency WpLasma• though our 

extracted damping rates are, in general, lower with respect to the theory curves than the 

measurements of the self-collision time in fig 5.19. 

Through these two methods of analysis, we have been able to realize experimentally 

the theoretical construction of Landau-Spitzer for plasma relaxation and have performed 
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Figure 5.29 : Comparison of measured damping rate, 1 /r;,2 pop' vs ion coupling parameter. 
Damping rates have been scaled by the plasma oscillation frequency, Wplasma and the theo
retical curves follow inverse of the damping time, 1 /r;,Zpop from eq. 4.35 with expressions 
to Coulomb logarithm from table 4.1. The value for wp is indicated by the dotted line. 
Horizontal errorbars are representative on our uncertainty in ion temperature and density. 
The vertical errorbars here represent the standard deviation obtained from the fit to eq. 5.17 
added in quadrature to our uncertainty in the plasma oscillation frequency. 
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the first measurements of plasma relaxation in strongly coupled UNPs. These results are 

valuable given that traditional theoretical descriptions fail in this regime. Though these first 

measurements are noisy, the results from both methods of analysis suggest that at strong 

coupling, the relaxation rate approaches some fraction of the plasma oscillation frequency. 

This is reasonable because as the plasma becomes more strongly coupled and the Debye 

screening length reduces, the interparticle distance a becomes the relevant lengthscale of 

the system and ions become "trapped" in their potential cages where they would oscillate 

at the plasma oscillation frequency. This argument is also in agreement with the correction 

for Coulomb logarithm Spitzer #5 in table 4.1, in which the upper integration limit of the 

impact parameter has been replaced by the sum of the Debye length and the interparticle 

spacing. As can be seen from figs. 5.19 and 5.29, this theory curve tends to describe our 

data better, which agrees with the simulation results from Gericke [55] and Glosli [95]. 

Future work in the measurement of relaxation rates will extend the range of accessible 

coupling parameters r. For lower r it will be interesting to see if measurements of UNP 

relaxation match traditional theories, where no corrections are required, while for higher 

r it will be interesting to see whether the relaxation rates keep increasing or plateau into 

the value given by the plasma oscillation frequency. It will also be valuable to combine the 

efforts in computational methods to directly compare with our experiments. 



Chapter 6 

Ion acoustic waves 

6.1 Collective modes 

The rich spectrum of collective modes is one of the most interesting characteristics of plas

mas [2, 3]. They are central to the transport and thermodynamic properties of plasmas, and 

one can use them to obtain information on density, pressure and temperature of the plasma. 

Many books such as [2, 5, 42, 43] provide excellent introductions on this well-studied topic 

and there are entire textbooks giving in-depth descriptions on collective modes and wave 

phenomena in plasmas such as [3, 107]. Plasma waves can occur for both magnetized and 

unmagnetized media, and, just to name a few, they can be classified under low and high 

frequency for cold or hot plasmas. 

In the context of strongly-coupled plasmas, waves have also been extensively studied 

mainly in the context of warm dense matter, dusty plasmas and UNPs. Various theoretical 

studies have focused on longitudinal collective modes through molecular dynamics simu

lations [68, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117], while others have applied 

modifications to traditional analytic techniques [118, 119, 120, 121, 122]. Experiments 

in ultracold neutral plasmas have explored Langmuir oscillations through excitation by 

RF electric fields [30], where these are oscillations of the electron density at the electron 

plasma frequency [123]. Related to these experiments, was the identification of Tonks-
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Dattner modes in a series of RF resonances observed at frequencies above the Langmuir 

oscillation [39]. Both of these experiments did not determine a dispersion relation and due 

to the nature of Langmuir oscillations and the resonances, they were relatively insensitive 

to dynamics of the strongly coupled ions. 

To study the effects of strong coupling, one has to excite waves that require the di

rect participation of the strongly coupled species. The simplest of such waves are acoustic 

waves, low frequency electrostatic waves where the heavy (and strongly-coupled) species 

provide the inertia and electrons provide the neutralizing background [3] . Acoustic waves 

of highly charged dust particles in strongly coupled dusty plasmas have been studied exper

imentally [124, 125] and theoretically [117, 119, 121, 126]. Transverse shear dust waves 

have been observed [127, 128], which are a clear signature of strong coupling, and phonon 

spectra have been seen in 2D crystals [129]. However, in dusty plasmas the effects of strong 

coupling on acoustic (longitudinal) waves in three dimensions have been masked by damp

ing due to collisions with background neutral gas [ 118, 119, 126]. In the case of UNPs, 

where heavy species are the Sr ions, numerical simulations have identified the possibil

ity of propagating spherically symmetric ion density waves [19] and recently a theoretical 

treatment of lAWs in UNPs was published [40]. 

While chapter 5 demonstrated how we can measure collective effects in UNPs (namely, 

relaxation rates) by observing the relaxation of perturbations in velocity space, the rest of 

this chapter will focus on how we can excite collective wave phenomena in UNPs from 

perturbations in configuration (position) space. Specifically we will focus on ion acous-
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tic waves, their hydrodynamic description, the derivation of their dispersion relation and 

ultimately the experimental realization of ion acoustic waves in ultracold neutral plasmas. 

Much of the material in the later section of this chapter was published in [79]. 

6.2 Theory of ion acoustic waves 

Ion acoustic waves are low frequency electrostatic ion density waves. To derive their dis-

persion relation we will follow the derivation given by Goldston et al. [2] and use the 

hydrodynamic description of plasmas. We will state the basic plasma equations and then 

proceed to linearize them. 

The first of these is the continuity equation, and it expresses conservation of mass: 

a a/n) + v . (nv) = 0. (6.1) 

Secondly, we have the fluid equation of motion or momentum balance equation. As the 

name implies, it expresses conservation of momentum: 

mn [ ~; + (v · V) v] = qn (E + v x B) - V · IP, (6.2) 

where lP denotes the pressure tensor. 

If we assume an isotropic form for the pressure tensor, we can express it in terms of the 

scalar pressure and so lP = p K where K is the identity tensor. We can then write the equation 

of state (EOS) for the plasma as 

p = Cn'Y, (6.3) 

relating the density to the scalar pressure. y expresses how much the temperature of a 
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plasma increases as it is compressed. For a slow compression (slower than thermal con-

duction), y = 1 and we say the compression is isothermal, while for a fast compression 

(faster than thermal conduction) but slow enough for energy to be collisionally exchanged, 

then y = (2 + N)/N and we say the compression is adiabatic [2]. Here N stands for the 

number of degrees of freedom. 

Lastly, we will also make use of Poisson's equation: 

EoV ·(E)= e(ni- ne), (6.4) 

where we assume singly charged ions and electrons. 

To obtain waves we will linearize our differential equations 6.1-6.4 and assume we have 

small perturbations in our system: 

n = n0 + n1 (6.5) 

v = Vo + v1 (6.6) 

E = Eo+ E1 (6.7) 

B = Bo + B1. (6.8) 

The index 0 corresponds to the unperturbed quantities while the index 1 corresponds to the 

small perturbations. To first order we assume all quantities to vary as exp[i(kx- wt)] and 

as we solve the differential equations we will keep only 1-~! order terms. 

Let us begin with eq. 6.2 for the ions and look at a longitudinal (k11E 1) (electrostatic) 

waves in an unmagnetized plasma (B0 = B1 = 0). If we assume v0 = 0, we have: 

[ ()vi ] m·n· - + (v· · V) v· = en·E- Vp· 
I I Ot I I I 1 

(6.9) 
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where mi is the mass of the singly-ionized ions. 

To obtain Pi· we use the EOS (eq 6.3): 

p = Cn~' (6.10) 

dpjdn = yCn~'- 1 = ypjn = ykBT 

dp = ykBTdn 

P1 = ykBTn1. 

It follows that Pi = YikBTinil and we have used p = nk8 T. 

Linearizing eq. 6.9, we then have: 

(6.11) 

Above we have used that since V x E 1 = 0, E 1 = -V(/Jl and £ 1 = -ik¢1. Also since the 

(vi · V) vi term results in 2nd order terms, this has been neglected. 

We assume the electrons have an isothermal Boltzmann distribution (which is valid for 

UNPs) and it then follows that: 

ne = neoexp(ecplfkBTe):::::: neo (1 + ecplfkBTe) 

ne1 = neo (ecplfkBTe), (6.12) 

where here we essentially assume that the electrons are not strongly coupled (e¢Jdk8 Te « 

1). 



We now linearize Poisson's equation (eq 6.4): 

Using quasineutrality, niO = neo, we finally have 

Linearizing the continuity equation for the ions (eq. 6.1), we obtain: 

where again a term with iknil Vii is 2nd order and neglected, and viO = 0. 

Using eqs. 6.14 and 6.15 in eq. 6.11, we get 

. wni1 
-Iwm;niO-

n;ok 

(w/k)2 = 

(w/k)2 = 

114 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

(6.16) 

where we subsituted for the Debye length and used the fact that nio = neo ~ ne (reminder 

If T; « Te (which is appropriate for UNPs), 

kBT /m· 
(wfki = e 1 

• 
1 + k2A.2 

D 

(6.17) 
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Figure 6.1 : Dispersion relation for an ion acoustic wave, eq. 6.17. For short wavelengths 
the dispersion relation approaches the limit where it oscillates at a constant frequency, Wpi• 

while for long wavelengths the wave travels at constant speed Cs. 

Figure 6.1 shows a plot for the dispersion relation, eq. 6.17. In the short wavelength 

limit (k ~ 1 I Av) 

(wfki = ksTe/mi 

k2tl~ 
ksTe/mi 

A~ 

(6.18) 

and the wave oscillates at a constant frequency Wpi· In this regime where the wavelength 

becomes comparable to the Debye length or even the interparticle spacing, the effects of 

strong coupling on dispersion have been predicted to be important [ 117, 119, 121, 126]. 
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On the other hand, in the long wavelength limit of the dispersion relation (k « 1 j A.v), 

W = kvwave = kCs' (6.19) 

where Cs = vksTe/mi is the ion sound speed and the wave travels at a constant speed. 

Notice that Cs * Vr,e = vksTe/me, since the ion sound speed is defined with ion mass, 

mi and the electron thermal velocity is defined with the electron mass, me. 

The dispersion relation (eqs. 6.16-6.19) does not account for any growth or damping 

in the wave. Appendix C follows Landau's derivation of lAW using the kinetic approach 

and shows how a damping term arises from this framework. However, "Landau" damping 

is negligible when Ti « Te [3], therefore we will not take it into account in what follows. 
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Figure 6.2 : Excitation of density perturbations in an UNP. A periodic transmission mask 
modulates the ionization intensity of the retroreftected beam to excite lAWs (first pass of 
the beam not shown in the image). An adjustable delay later, a sheet of laser light near 
resonant with the principle transition of the ions, illuminates a central slice of plasma, 
and laser-induced fluorescence along a perpendicular direction is captured by an imaging 
system to form a two-dimensional false color plot of the ion density distribution. 

6.3 Exciting lAWs in UNPs 

As explained in section 3.1.1 we can directly imprint modulations in the plasma density 

during plasma creation by passing the 412 nm ionizing beam, after its first pass through the 

plasma, through a periodic transmission mask and retro-reftecting it back onto the plasma 

(see fig. 3.3). This creates ,...., 10% plasma density modulation with wavelength set by the 

period (A.0) of the mask (fig. 6.2). We translate the mask pattern to align a density minimum 

to the center of the plasma and for this study, we used one-dimensional, 50% duty cycle, 

binary patterns with periods of 0.50, 1.00, 1.42 or 2.00 mm (2, 1, 0.70, and 0.5 cy /mm). 
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Figure 6.3 : Imaging of density perturbations in an UNP. 2D density profiles for Te(O) = 
48 K the mask period is indicated below each figure. 

These masks were purchased from Applied Image Inc., Rochester, NY or manufactured in 

house. 

Section 3.2 explained our optical diagnostics. Here we used ion fluorescence spec-

troscopy to reconstruct the ion density of the plasma. Figure 6.3 shows surface plots of the 

plasma density upon creation for an initial electron temperature of Te(O) = 48 K. We can 

clearly notice the modulations in density. The perturbations appear rotated with respect to 
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the axis of the image as the image beam and ionization beam are not perpendicular to each 

other. 

These perturbations have a negligible effect on the global dynamics of the plasma, 

which, as explained in section 2.2.4, is dominated by expansion into the surrounding vac

uum. Appendix D shows spectral measurements of the ion expansion velocity [77], with 

no deviation in expansion dynamics due to the presence of density modulations. 

To study the evolution of the density modulations, we integrate the 2D density profile 

along the direction of the modulations. Figure 6.4 shows a central lD slice through data 

integrated over a region of width o-0 • Figure 6.4 also shows a Gaussian distribution fit to 

the underlying background plasma. From this graphical representation, we can see that lD 

density profile can be written in the following manner: 

n(t) = naauss(t) - 8n(t). (6.20) 

To highlight and study the evolution of the perturbations, we obtain the difference be

tween fit Gaussian distributions and the data, yielding the density perturbation 8n(t) as 

shown in figs. 6.5-6.8. In each of these figures, we compare the evolution of 8n(t) for 

a particular transmission mask period and different initial electron temperatures (the data 

shown as blue dots). 
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Figure 6.4 : Imaging of density perturbations in an UNP. ID slice through the density 
profile for Te(O) = 48 K the mask period is indicated below each figure. Deviations from 
the fit Gaussian (solid line) represent the lAW density modulation, 6n. 
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Note the oscillation of the wave in time and space. As the electron temperature in-

creases, the frequency of the wave increases and for a fixed electron temperature, as the 

number of cycles per millimeter increases, the frequency of the wave also increases. 

To obtain a more quantitative description of the evolution of the perturbations, we fit 

the data to a standing wave model. In our fitting model, we scale the amplitude of the 

perturbations by the peak density at t = 0 obtained from the Gaussian fit (fig. 6.4), and 

assume a damped standing wave with a Gaussian envelope, 

on c5no r/2 ( )2 - = -e- O"env t COS [k(t)x] COS [c,b(t)]e-rt 
n(O) n(O) 

= A(t)e-x2/Zuenv(t)2 COS [k(t)x]. (6.21) 

This expression fits the modulation at a single time, t, and yields the instantaneous am-

plitude A(t), envelope size crenv(t) and wavevector k(t). The hydrodynamic description for 

an infinite homogeneous medium used to derive the lAW dispersion relation, Eq. 6.19, 

allows for planar standing-wave solutions, but finite size, plasma expansion, and density 

inhomogeneity introduce additional factors that are not small here and preclude an analytic 

solution, so the model behind eq. 6.21 is only phenomenological. The solid red lines in 

figs. 6.5-6.8 are fits to this evolution model. 

The dotted black lines in figs. 6.5-6.8 follow the nodes and antinodes of the wave. 

Notice that as the wave evolves, the wavelength appears to increase with time. It follows 

that the wavevector decreases with time. 

Figure 6.9 shows the evolution of the wavevector, k(t), under different experimental 

conditions. If we hypothesize the wavevector follows the same form as self similar plasma 
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expansion (section 2.2.4), then we have: 

ko 
k(t) = 1/2. 

( 1 + t2 I T~xp) 
(6.22) 

Fits to this equation are shown as solid lines where k0 and T exp are the fit parameters. As 

shown in the figure, the extracted values for A fit = 2n I kfir,o are in good agreement with 

the transmission mask period (0.50, 1.00, 1.42 and 2.00 mm). We also find very good 

agreement between the extracted fit value for Texp and the value expected from self-similar 

expansion, eq. 2.9, indicating the wave is pinned to the expanding plasma. 

To emphasize this phenomena, we compare the change in the wavelength with the 

changing size of the plasma by plotting, in fig. 6.10, A.(t)IA.o = kolk(t) and cr(t)lcr0, where 

all quantities have been normalized to the values at t = 0. Initial wavelengths match the 

period of the mask used and all the data follow one universal curve, ( 1 + t2 1 r;xp) 112, with 

no fit parameters and Texp is calculated from cr0 and Te(O) (eq. 2.9). As mentioned above, 

this universal behavior for wavelength and plasma size indicate the wave is pinned to the 

expanding density distribution. 

To obtain a dispersion relation, we now need to extract the frequency of the wave, w(t). 

We can extract the frequency by analyzing the evolution of the perturbation amplitude. The 

amplitude variation in time can be written as 

A(t) = A0e-rr cos [¢(t)] = A0e-rr cos (it w(t')dt'), (6.23) 

where the integral accounts for accumulation in the phase. For the frequency, we now 

assume the form of the dispersion for an infinite, homogeneous medium from Eq. 6.19, the 
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observed variation of wave-vector k(t) (eq. 6.22), and electron temperature evolution Te(t) 

predicted for a self similar expansion (eq. 2.8) to obtain 

w(t) = k(t) .VkBTe(t)/ M = w0 ( ~ 2 ) • 
1 + t /Texp 

(6.24) 

Initial amplitude Ao, frequency wo, and damping rate r are allowed to vary in the fits, while 

T exp is taken as the value predicted for the electron temperature set by the laser and initial 

plasma size, (eq. 2.9) resulting in fits that match the data very well (fig. 6.11). As can be 

seen from fig. 6.11 and eq. 6.24, the frequency decreases with time, similar behavior was 

observed in simulations of spherical lAWs [19]. 

To finalize, we extract w0 and k0 for a range of initial electron temperatures and mask 

periods, and calculate the dispersion of the excitations, as shown in fig. 6.12. The excellent 

agreement with theory, Eq. 6.16, confirms that these excitations are lAWs. The planar 

standing-wave model captures the dominant behaviour of the wave, and to a high accuracy 

there is no deviation from the standard dispersion relation in spite of the plasma's finite 

size, expansion, and inhomogeneous density. 

Following on this initial study of ion density excitations in an UNP, there are many 

topics to explore. The observed waves show damping times on the order a few oscillation 

periods, which is faster than predicted for Landau damping [3]. The nature of the boundary 

conditions and effects of density inhomogeneity and plasma expansion on lAWs should be 

explored, and may be important for understanding damping. The mask period is currently 

limited by diffraction effects, but this can be overcome by modifying the optical configu-

ration [78]. For mask periods approximately five time smaller, we can probe beyond the 
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Figure 6.11 : Evolution of wave amplitude and fits to obtain w(t) for all Te(O). Lines are 
fits to equation (6.23) in which T exp has been fixed to the theoretical value. 
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acoustic region of the dispersion relation. In this regime, the effects of strong coupling on 

dispersion are also predicted to be important, and there are many theoretical predictions that 

have not been tested [ 117, 119, 121, 126]. Furthermore, obtaining higher spatial frequency 

will allow the possibility of studying waves in smaller regions of the plasma with constant 

density and A0 , making it easier to compare experiments and theoretical predictions. In ad

dition, the wave can be studied in velocity space with resolved fluorescence spectroscopy 

(Appendix D), and different initial density distributions can be designed to investigate soli

tons [130], instabilities [131], asymmetric excitations, and shock waves [16, 19]. 



Chapter7 

Creation and propagation of plasma holes 

In the previous chapter we saw how a hydrodynamic description in plasmas leads to 

interesting collective phenomena such as ion acoustic waves. In this chapter we will present 

yet another interesting hydrodynamic behavior realized in ultracold neutral plasmas: the 

creation and propagation of a plasma hole. 

We will show how a gap created in the plasma splits in two and each half propagates 

away from the other as two plasma holes. We will show this perturbation propagates at 

the sound speed, demonstrating it is a general hydrodynamic behavior. Velocimetry, or 

analysis of the Doppler-sensitive fluorescence spectra, will show us that the individual ions 

propagate in the opposite direction, towards the gap, as the hole propagates away. We will 

also study the evolution of the gap in a non-hydrodynamic regime where we create streams 

of plasma that interact as they pass through each other. 

The propagation of holes in a medium has been demonstrated in other systems that can 

be described with hydrodynamics, such as strongly interacting quantum fluids (BECs and 

unitary Fermi gases) [132, 133], where the propagation of holes has been used to measure 

sound propagation and thus test theoretical predictions of the properties of the medium. On 

the other hand, streaming plasmas, in which a population of ions and/or electrons moves 

through a background plasma, have been studied in a wide variety of environments such 

as the solar wind, supernovae, and laser-produced plasmas [134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 
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140] · They are precursors to complex phenomena such as instabilities, shock waves, and 

solitons [136, 137, 141, 142]. Instabilities are particularly important because they can 

dominate plasma dynamics and create significant complications for practical applications 

such as magnetic confinement fusion. The rate at which stream energy dissipates is also an 

interesting question related to the stopping power of a plasma [95, 143, 99, 144], which is 

critical in many high energy-density plasma experiments [145]. 

7.1 Experimental realization of a plasma hole 

We create a density perturbation in an ultracold neutral plasmas by sculpting the initial 

plasma density using the techniques given in section 3 .1.1. In this instance we created a 

gap in the plasma by placing an opaque wire in a single pass of the ionizing beam (fig. 7.1 

and fig. 3.3). The wire is 500 Jlm thick and 20 em away from the atoms. We translate the 

opaque wire to align the center of the gap to what would otherwise be the center of the 

plasma. 

Figure 7.2 shows surface plots of the plasma density upon creation for an initial electron 

temperature of Te(O) = 105 K, initial plasma size of CT(O) = 1 mm and initial peak density 

of no - 9 x 1014 m-3 • We used ion fluorescence spectroscopy to reconstruct the ion density 

of the plasma, where, as was mentioned in chapter 3, we illuminate a sheet of plasma so 

there is little averaging in the dimension along the line of sight of the camera. In the original 

images, the gap appears rotated with respect to the axis of the image as the image beam and 

ionization beam are not perpendicular to each other. To correct that effect, these images 
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Figure 7 .I : Creation of a gap in an UNP. An opaque wire is placed in the path of the 
ionization beam before it interacts with the atoms in the MOT. An adjustable delay later, 
a sheet of laser light near resonant with the principle transition of the ions, illuminates a 
central slice of plasma, and laser-induced fluorescence along a perpendicular direction is 
captured by an imaging system to form a two-dimensional false color plot of the ion density 
distribution. 
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Figure 7.2 : Imaging of plasma hole in an UNP and subsequent evolution. 2D density 
profiles for Te(O) = 105 K, a-(0) = 1 mm and n0 "" 9 x 1014 m-3

. Time after plasma 
formation is indicated below each figure. 
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have been rotated with the MATLAB rotator function, imrotate, to align the gap with the 

image axes. 

Immediately after plasma formation, a gap is evident (Figs. 7 .2a). However, the den

sity in the gap does not go to zero due to diffraction effects in the creation process. At 

later times (Figs. 7 .2b- 7 .2f) ions move into the gap and a density feature emerges at the 

confluence. The width of the feature increases with time but is still visible after 12.5 J.lS for 

Te(O) = 105 K. Similar behavior is observed for Te(O) = 48 K and Te(O) = 25 K, but with 

much longer timescales given the slower plasma expansion due to colder initial electron 

temperature. 

7.2 Evolution of the plasma hole 

To study the evolution of the density modulations, we integrate the 2D density profile along 

the modulation. Figure 7.3 shows a central lD slice through the data integrated along the 

direction parallel to the gap over the entire length of the plasma, for Te(O) = 105 K (same 

data set as in fig. 7.2), and compares the density profile of a plasma with and without a gap, 

showing good agreement of both profiles at the wings. We can clearly see a gap in middle 

of the plasma at early times, the appearance of a central peak in density that eventually 

matches the amplitude of the unperturbed cloud and a subsequent broadening of the central 

feature. Very similar features have been observed in hole propagation in quantum fluids 

[133, 146]. In our experiments, the hole is a feature that is in the shape of a strip that 

extends in the axis parallel to the gap. 
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Figure 7.3 : Comparison of a perturbed vs unperturbed density profile for Te(O) = 105 K, 
c:r(O) = 1 mm and n0 - 9 x 1014 m-3 • Notice how both profiles match very well at the wings. 
At times after 5 J.LS the amplitude of the central feature matches that of the unperturbed 
cloud, although the measurement is more uncertain after 10 J.LS. The data shown is the same 
as in fig. 7.2 and the density profiles, n(t), have been scaled to the amplitude of a Gaussian 
fit to the unperturbed data, naauss<t). 
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T (0) = 105 K e 
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Figure 7.4: Imaging of density perturbations in an UNP. 1D slice through the density pro
file for three different Te(O), 0'(0) = 1 mm and n0 ~ 9 x 1014 m-3• All the plots show similar 
behavior, but notice how the timescales vary depending on initial electron temperature. Po
sition has been scaled by initial plasma size 0'(0) and the density profiles, n(t), have been 
scaled to the amplitude of a Gaussian fit to the wings of the distribution, naauss(t). The 
105 K data is the same as in fig. 7.3. 

In fig. 7.4 we show a central 1D slice, compared for three different Te(O), 0'(0) = 

1 mm and n0 ~ 9 x 1014 m-3• In all of them we see similar features with a gap in middle 

of the plasma at early times, the appearance of a central peak in density and subsequent 

broadening of the central feature. Notice the difference in timescales as the expansion and 

dynamics of the plasma are driven by the electron temperature. 

A different and complementary description of the phenomena is that central gap in the 
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Figure 7.5: lD slice through the density profile with a Gaussian fit to the wings of the dis
tribution for three different Te(O), 0"'(0) = 1 mm and n0 - 9 x 1014 m-3. The data displayed 
is the same as fig. 7 .4. The Gaussian fit to the wings is a good description of the otherwise 
unperturbed plasma without a gap. 

plasma splits in two. Each of these two halves separates further as they move outwards in 

opposite directions. 

To study evolution of this gap splitting, we obtain the difference of the density profile 

minus a Gaussian fit to the the wings of the density profile and thus isolate the density 

profile of the gap. Figure 7.5 shows the same data as fig. 7.4 along with the Gaussian 

distribution fit to the wings of the distribution. From figs. 7.3-7.5 we can see the Gaussian 
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fit to the wings is a good description of the otherwise unperturbed plasma without a gap. 

We can thus express the density profile of the perturbation as 

nhote(t) = ncaussCt) - n(t). (7.1) 

We have chosen this expression so that nhote > 0. Figure 7.6 compares the density profile 

of the perturbation obtained from the data shown in fig. 7.5 . The figure also shows the 

position of the maxima as they separate away from each other. These positions are obtained 

from fits of the hole profile to two shifted Gaussians. A line is added to guide to eye to see 

a nearly linear motion of the gap with time. 

In section 6.3 we demonstrated that density perturbations in UNPs travel at the sound 

speed of the medium, Cs = yk8 Te/m. Furthermore, density holes have been demonstrated 

to travel at the speed of sound in quantum fluids [132, 133]. We can thus hypothesize the 

perturbations shown in fig. 7.6 also travel at the speed of sound. 

To test the validity of this hypothesis, we will measure the speed of the propagating 

hole. A complication is that the hole is propagating in an expanding plasma. We must 

look at the speed of the propagation in the frame of reference moving with the background 

plasma speed. For an unperturbed self similar gaussian expansion, the hydrodynamic ve

locity along one direction is given by Vx = y(t)x, eq. 2.7. For a density perturbation 

traveling at the speed of sound within a self similar expanding plasma cloud, we would 
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Figure 7.6 : Comparison of the hole density profile for three different Te(O). The offsets of 
the curves are proportional to the time after plasma creation, indicated to the right. The gap 
separates and each half moves further away as time increases. The black circle tracks the 
position of the maximum traveling to the left, while the green square tracks the position of 
the maximum traveling to the right. A line is added to guide to eye to see the nearly linear 
motion of the hole with time. 



expect its position to evolve according to the following differential equation 

x' = y(t)x + C8 (t) 

t/r;xp 
1 2 2 x+ + t /Texp 

kB Te(O) 

m 1 + t 2 / r;xp ' 
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(7.2) 

where x' is the derivative with respect to time and we sum the hydrodynamic speed of the 

self similar cloud and the sound speed of the medium. Here we have used eqs. 2.6-2.8 and 

Texp is given by eq. 2.9. 

Equation 7.2 has an analytic solution 

x = [xo + CT(O)arctan(T:xJl ~1 + t2/r;xp• 

~ Xo + 0"(0) (-t-) = Xo + ~ kBTe(O) t 
Texp m 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

where xo is the initial position and O"o is the initial size of the plasma (without the hole). In 

eq. 7.4 we have expanded out each function and kept first order terms to showcase how the 

hole propagates linearly fort« Texp· 

Figures 7.7-7.9 show the position of the left and right moving holes as they separate 

along with fits to eq. 7.3, where x0 and Texp are the fitting parameters. With the measured 

CT(O) (obtained from the Gaussian fits to the wings of the distribution) we can extract a 

measurement of the electron temperature from the evolution of the position of the hole 

moving in the positive and negative direction. The good agreement between the extracted 

and expected electron temperatures implies the hypothesis behind eq. 7.3 is an adequate 

description of hole propagation at relatively low initial electron temperatures (25 K and 48 

K). Nonetheless, the initial offset that appears in the fitted curves, implies there is some 
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physics we are not capturing. In addition, we find very poor agreement between extracted 

and expected electron temperature in the 105 K data (fig. 7.9) which might indicate eq. 7.3 

does not capture all the physics involved for high initial electron temperature where kinetic 

effects might be more and the hydrodynamic approximation might be breaking down. We 

will explore this in the next section. 

To check the overall expansion and the electron temperature, we fitted the expansion 

of the plasma size obtained from the Gaussian fits to the wings of the distribution (fig. 

7 .5). Figures 7. 7-7.9 show measurements of the plasma size evolution along with fits to 

the expected evolution for self similar expansion, eq. 2.5. The extracted temperatures 

from the size evolution are in good agreement with the expected self similar expansion of 

an unperturbed plasma cloud, demonstrating the gap is a small perturbation that does not 

significantly modify the expansion in this regime. 

Figure 7.10 summarizes the results from the evolution of the position of the plasma 

hole, where we plot the initial sound speed versus initial electron temperature. We have 

very good agreement for Te(O) = 25 K and Te(O) = 48 K, however for Te(O) = 105 K 

the hole propagates at a much lower speed, indicating other physical processes might be 

involved other than the simple assumptions made to obtain eq. 7.3. 

To further understand the effect of the hole on the plasma dynamics, we analyze the 

fluorescence excitation spectra of the entire illuminated plasma sheet and of regions of the 

plasma near the hole. We obtain the spectrum of a region of the plasma, S (v)region• by 

summing the fluorescence from that region, eq. 3.11. The spectrum of the entire sheet is 
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Figure 7. 7 : Left: Position of the right and left moving holes for Te (0) = 25 K and n0 - 9 x 
1014 m-3 along with fits to eq. 7.3. The extracted Te(O) for each direction is indicated next 
to the fit curves. Right: Evolution of the plasma size for the same experimental conditions 
along with fits to eq. 2.5. The plasma size was measured from the Gaussian fits to the 
wings of the distribution (see fig. 7.5). There is good agreement between the extracted 
Te(O) from both hole and plasma dynamics. 
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Figure 7.8 : Left: Position of the right and left moving holes for Te(O) = 48 K and n0 - 9 x 
1014 m-3 along with fits to eq. 7.3. The extracted Te(O) for each direction is indicated next 
to the fit curves. Right: Evolution of the plasma size for the same experimental conditions 
along with fits to eq. 2.5. The plasma size was measured from the Gaussian fits to the 
wings of the distribution (see fig. 7 .5). There is good agreement between the extracted 
Te(O) from both hole and plasma dynamics even though both methods underestimate the 
expected value of 48 K. 
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Figure 7.9: Left: Position of the right and left moving holes for Te(O) = 105 K and n0 ~ 9x 
1014 m-3 along with fits to eq. 7.3. The extracted Te(O) for each direction is indicated next 
to the fit curves. Right: Evolution of the plasma size for the same experimental conditions 
along with fits to eq. 2.5. The plasma size was measured from the Gaussian fits to the wings 
of the distribution (see fig. 7.5). The evolution of the plasma size accurately estimates the 
expected Te(O), however fits to eq. 7.3 grossly underestimate this value. It is significant that 
this fit gives a non-zero gap at initial time, which is unphysical. This suggests that either 
the fit is bad, or the model does not capture the true behavior well. For this high electron 
temperature kinetic effects might be more and the hydrodynamic approximation might be 
breaking down. 
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Figure 7.10 : Measurement of sound propagation with plasma holes. Electron temperatures 
were obtained from the calibration of photoionizing laser detuning, while measured sound 
speeds (squares and circles) were obtained from figs. 7.7-7.9. The expected sound speed 
(solid line) follows Cs = vk8 Te/m. We obtain very good agreement for low initial electron 
temperature while at high initial electron temperature the measured value is well below the 
expected sound speed. This suggests the simple hydrodynamic model behind eq. 7.3, does 
not capture the true behavior well. 
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Figure 7.11 : Spectra of plasmas with a gap with velocity scaled by the sound speed and 
time scaled by .YTe(0)/105 (see eq. 7.5). Initial electron temperature and time after plasma 
formation are indicated in the legend. Low temperature data scales well with the scaling 
parameters, but for Te(O) = 105 K, data shows more structure and a different behavior. 
This further reinforces the observation from sound speed measurements of a cross over to 
different regime as the initial electron temperature increases. 

obtained by expanding the region to encompass the entire field of view. 

Figure 7.11 compares the evolution of the spectral width for the entire plasma sheet, 

which reflects Doppler-broadening and shifts from both directed (plasma expansion or 

streaming) and thermal ion motion. At early times, the spectrum is unaffected by the exis-

tence of the gap, and the width reflects the ion temperature after disorder-induced heating 

(DIH) [25, 32, 67]. As mentioned in chapter 2, DIH occurs on a timescale given by inverse 

of the ion plasma oscillation frequency, 1/wpi = .Vmc0 /ne2 ......- 200ns, which is much faster 

than the hydrodynamic timescale on which the plasma reacts to density inhomogeneities. 

After DIH, ion velocities increase as electron thermal energy is converted to directed ion 
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motion. This process can be understood hydrodynamically using the coupled ion-electron 

momentum balance equations (eq. 6.2) at early times when ion velocities are small [30]. 

The initial acceleration of the ions, a0, is provided by the electron pressure, Pe. according to 

mna0 ~ -VPe ~ -V (nk8 Te(O)). Te(O) is expected to be close to uniform [19], and the final 

ion velocity is set by conservation of energy, v1 ~ vk8 Te(O)/m. This suggests a plasma 

expansion timescale of 

(7.5) 

As indicated by eq. 7.5, the timescales for UNPs are T(Te) oc (Te)- 112 • In fig. 7.11 we 

compare the spectra for the perturbed plasma for different Te(O) at the same scaled time, 

t x T(Te)/T(105 K) = t x .YTe(0)/105 and with velocity scaled by v1. The universality of 

the scaled data emphasizes how the gradient in the electron thermal pressure drives the 

dynamics. Even though the overall scaling behavior in the data is universal, there is more 

structure in the spectra for Te(O) = 105 K. 

In addition, in fig. 7.12 we compare the evolution of the spectral width for the per-

turbed and unperturbed cloud for Te(O) = 25 K and Te(O) = 105 K. For the spectra of 

both unperturbed clouds, the density profile is spherical gaussian with -n/Vn ~ CJ'o, giv

ing the characteristic expansion time of a self-similar expansion, Texp ~ ~mCJ'U[k8Te(0)] 

[16]. Figure 7.12 shows how the Doppler-width of the spectra for the unperturbed clouds 

increases as the ions accelerate radially and the plasma expands [16]. 

For the perturbed plasmas with low initial electron temperatures, we notice the pres-

ence of the gap does not affect the overall shape of the spectra. However, for high initial 
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electron temperatures, the shape of the spectra are rather different. At early times, when 

DIH dominate the dynamics, both spectra display the same width, however at later times, 

the spectrum of the perturbed plasma broadens more quickly and develops a bimodal or 

flat top shape, while at much later times there is a much higher population of ions at low 

velocities. The appearance of these more complex spectra, along with the lower than ex

pected hole propagation speeds for Te(O) = 105 K, further at indicates the presence of more 

complicated physics. For the 105 K, kinetic effects might be more and the hydrodynamic 

approximation is breaking down. We will explore this further in the next section. 

To complement the previous analysis of the whole plasma cloud, we probe the local 

dynamics of the plasma and calculate spatially-resolved regional spectra in the vicinity of 

the hole, which measure local ion velocities and temperatures [22, 37, 77]. Figure 7.13 

shows an expanded view of the density profile at early times to display the location of the 

analyzed regions. The location of these regions will remain fixed in space throughout the 

following analysis. Figures 7.14 and 7.15 compare the regional spectra for a perturbed 

and unperturbed plasma at initial electron temperatures Te(O) = 25 K and Te(O) = 105 K, 

o-(0) = 1 mm and n0 - 9 x 1014 m-3. Given the symmetry of in plasma, corresponding 

regional spectra in the two hemispheres mirror each other. Spectra are obtained from eq. 

3.11, where region refers to the area covered by each individual region, labeled -5 to 5 

in Fig. 7.13. The dimensions of these regions are - 250 JLm perpendicular to the gap and 

and -760 JLm parallel to it. There are clear differences between spectra of perturbed and 

unperturbed plasmas for the regions shown, however, for regions further from the hole (not 
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Figure 7.12 : Comparison of whole cloud spectra for unperturbed and perturbed plasmas, 
where the spectra have been scaled to the maximum of each individual curve. Effect of 
the gap for Te(O) = 25 K and Te(O) = 105 K, a-(0) = 1 mm and n0 ~ 9 x 1014 m-3. Time 
after plasma creation is shown to the right. For low initial electron temperatures (left), the 
presence of the gap does not affect the overall shape of the spectra. For high initial electron 
temperatures (right), note the emergence of bimodal structure at intermediate times. At 
later times this structure disappears and the perturbed plasma has a higher population of 
ions at low velocities. This further indicates the presence of more complicated physics for 
perturbed plasmas with high initial electron temperatures. 
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Figure 7.13 : Expanded view of the density profile at 0.3 J.lS after plasma formation to 
display the location of the analyzed regions, which stay fixed in space throught our analysis. 
Distance is normalized to plasma size o-0 = 1.0 mm. The length scale for the sides of the 
hole corresponds to l - 400 J.lm. 

shown), the lineshape, shift and width are essentially unchanged by the presence of the gap. 

As explained in chapter 3, a shift of a spectrum represents the mean velocity of the ions 

and the width represents the temperature. For the unperturbed plasma, the regional spectra 

show expansion velocity that increases with time and distance from center as expected [ 16]. 

In the spectra of the perturbed plasma, for Te(O) = 25 K all regional spectra show 

skewed Lorentzian lineshapes while for Te(O) = 105 K we notice bimodal structures, in-

dicating two populations of ions with different mean velocities and temperatures. This 

observation is consistent with the already seen complex behavior for high initial electron 

temperature. 

For Te(O) = 25 K, after - 10 J.lS, the spectra in the center matches that of unperturbed 

plasma. The same phenomena occurs for Te(O) = 105 K, after - 5 J.lS, where once more 

these times scale by the square root of the electron temperature and emphasizes how elec-

tron temperature drives the dynamics. 

For the positive (negative) regions, positive (negative) velocities represent ions moving 

away from plasma center, whereas, negative (positive) velocities represent ions moving 
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Figure 7.14 : Spatially-resolved regional spectra for an unperturbed (blue) and perturbed 
(red) plasma with Te(O) = 25 K, 0"(0) = 1 mm and n0 - 9 X 1014 m-3 . Spectra in each 
region are scaled to that of the unperturbed cloud. Time since ionization is indicated on 
the right. Shifts represent ion mean velocities and widths represent ion temperature. For 
plasmas without the gap, positive (negative) velocities in the positive (negative) regions 
reflect expansion [77]. For plasmas with the gap, we notice ions moving towards the center 
to fill up the gap. After -10 JlS, notice how the spectra in the center matches that of the 
unperturbed plasma. Notice as well, that as time goes by, the region in which we see 
ions moving towards the gap moves out, indicating a flow of ions opposite to the hole 
propagation. Also, there is no discernible heating after the hole has passed. 
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Figure 7.15 : Spatially-resolved regional spectra for an unperturbed (blue) and perturbed 
(red) plasma with Te(O) = 105 K, o-(0) = 1 mm and n0 ~ 9 x 1014 m-3• Spectra in each 
region are scaled to that of the unperturbed cloud. Time since ionization is indicated on 
the right. Shifts represent ion mean velocities and widths represent ion temperature. For 
plasmas without the gap, positive (negative) velocities in the positive (negative) regions 
reflect expansion [77]. For plasmas with the gap, we notice ions moving towards the center 
to fill up the gap. After ~5 JlS, notice how the spectra in the center matches that of un
perturbed plasma. Notice as well, that as time goes by, the region in which we see ions 
moving towards the gap moves out, indicating a flow of ions opposite to the hole propa
gation. Compared to fig. 7.14 the spectra for the perturbed cloud display more structure 
which is consistent with more complex behavior for high initial electron temperature. 
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towards it. Positive and negative velocity groups in region 0 (plasma center) indicate ions 

moving through the center of the hole. It is also important to note that ions move through 

the regions, so spectra for a given region at different times may reflect different ions. 

For both initial electron temperatures, the region in which we see ions moving towards 

the gaps moves out as time goes by. At early times we notice ions in regions -2 to 2 moving 

towards the center of the plasma to fill up the hole and as time increases, we notice the 

same behavior for the outer regions -3 and 3. The location of this mass flow corresponds 

to the position of the hole, i.e. the ions move opposite to the hole and only move when the 

hole is passing by (see fig. 7.4). 

For Te(O) = 105 K, the presence of a bimodal structure, e. g. Reg. -1 at 4.5 JlS cannot 

be described in a hydrodynamic picture as this framework assumes a fluid element with 

a well-defined average velocity and a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of velocities. We 

don't see such features for colder electron temperatures. This suggests that for high electron 

temperatures the system is not well described by hydrodynamics, which will occur if the 

mean free path is long compared to characteristic length scales for density variations. We 

can estimate the mean free path as lmfp = w x Teall• where w is the velocity of the particles 

and Teall is the collision time. Given that w ex: T1 12 and Teall ex: T;12 /n, as the electron tem

perature goes up, we expect larger mean free path Umtp ex: T'1), which is consistent with the 

observation of a breakdown of our hydrodynamic assumptions for Te(O) = 105 K. As the 

mean free path becomes larger, the continuum assumptions in a hydrodynamic description 

become less accurate. 
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Using eq. 4.19 we can estimate the mean free path as 

lmfp = W X Tcoll = W X Tv = 1 

8nnb~ [<I>( V3/2) - G( V3/2)] InA 

2nCam2w4 1 

ne4 [<I>( V3/2) - G( V3/2)] InA· 
= (7.6) 

As the perturbation travels at the speed of sound and ions move in to fill up the hole, 

we calculate lmfp for the ions using w = Cs = "'/k8 Te(O). This is a simple approximation, a 

more careful calculation would take into account the acceleration rate of ions as they move 

into the gap. Given the failure of InA at r; > 1 we choose the ad hoc value of InA = 2 

(see table 4.1), and thus obtain a lower limit of lmfp· At early times, the density in the hole 

is nhote - 0.35 X no - 3.1 X 1014 m-3 and we obtain lmfp = 3.5 mm for Te(O) = 105 K, 

lmfp = 0.7 mm for Te(O) = 48 K and lmfp = 0.2 mm for Te(O) = 25 K. For Te(O) = 105 K, 

lmfp > o-(0) indicating that one might expect deviations from the hydrodynamic description 

for this data set. 

In the following section, we will further explore this non-hydrodynamic regime by 

observing hole propagation for plasmas with lower density as this would make the mean 

free path even larger (lmfp ex: 1/n). 

7.3 Evolution of the plasma hole: non-hydrodynamic regime 

In fig. 7.16 we show a 1D density profile for hole propagation in a non-hydrodynamic 

regime, compared for three different Te(O), o-(0) = 1.5 mm and no - 5.5 x 1014 m-3• Com-

pared to the data in previous section, the overall density is lower by a factor of 2 and the 

density in the gap is also much lower as the ionization fraction in the gap is much lower, 
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leading to a longer mean free path. A lower density was obtained by allowing the MOT 

to expand more prior to ionization and a lower ionization fraction in the gap was obtained 

from better resolution of the ionizing beam (through the use of a lens). 

In all of the plots in fig. 7.16 we see similar features with a gap in middle of the plasma 

at early times. As mentioned above, the gap is deeper than in fig. 7.4 and for intermediate 

times the central peak is not as prominent as in fig. 7 .4. At later times, the central feature 

is missing altogether or does not present as clear boundaries as in fig. 7 .4. It is fascinating 

that the features (meaning holes) have a much longer lifetime in the hydrodynamic regime 

than they do in the kinetic regime (see fig. 7.4), even though collisions are more frequent 

in the hydrodynamic regime. It seems the collisions are preserving the structure, perhaps 

reminiscent of solitons. This conjecture would require much more work to establish, but 

solitons are often seen in plasmas in the hydrodynamic regime [147]. 

Following an estimation of the mean free path, with nhole ~ 0.20 x n 0 ~ 1.1 x 1014 m-3 

this would yield lmfp = 10 mm for Te(O) = 105 K, lmfp = 2.1 mm for Te(O) = 48 K and 

lmfp = 0.6 mm for Te(O) = 25 K. For Te(O) = 105 the hydrodynamic approximation should 

be the worst, while for the Te(O) = 25 K, we expect the system to still display hydrodynamic 

phenomenon. We note that the central feature is most prominent in the 25 K data, which 

reinforces our interpretation that the appearance of the central feature is a hydrodynamic 

effect due to particle collisions. 

When the system is not in the hydrodynamic regime, there are no prominent density 

features such as the central peak and plasma holes to study. Yet we see very interesting 
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Figure 7.16: Imaging of density perturbations in an UNPin a non-hydrodynamic regime. 
lD slice through the density profile for three different Te(O), 0"(0) = 1.5 mm and n0 ~ 5.5 x 
1014 m-3. All the plots show similar behavior, but notice how the timescales vary depending 
on initial electron temperature. Position has been scaled by initial plasma size 0"(0). The 
gap is deeper and the central peak is not as prominent as in fig. 7 .4. It is interesting that 
the features (meaning holes) have a much longer lifetime in the hydrodynamic regime (7.4) 
than they do in this regime. 
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features on the velocity distribution of the ions that indicate that kinetic effects are very 

important. This makes sense because as we leave the hydrodynamic regime, we enter the 

kinetic regime [2] in which the velocity distribution of the particles in each region of the 

plasma cannot be approximated as a simple Maxwell-Boltzmann. 

Figure 7.17 compares the velocity spectrum for the entire plasma sheet, which as 

mentioned before, reflects Doppler-broadening from both directed (plasma expansion or 

streaming) and thermal ion motion. Just as in figure 7.12, at early times, the spectrum is 

unaffected by the existence of the hole, and the width reflects the ion temperature after 

disorder-induced heating (DIH) [25, 32, 67]. 

As explained in the previous section, after this DIH phase, ion velocities increase as 

electron thermal energy is converted to directed ion motion with a timescale given by eq. 

7.5. For an unperturbed UNP, in our experiments, Texp ranges from l5J.Ls to 30J.LS (see fig. 

7.17). 

On the other hand, for the perturbed plasma there is a smaller length scale for the 

density change, -n/Vn ~ l, leading to a faster timescale, Tfast ~ .VM£2/[kBTe(O)]. For 

the length scale for the sides of the hole of about l - 400J.Lm (see fig. 7.13), this yields 

T fast - 4J.LS for Te(O)= 105 K,T fast - 6j.lS for Te(0)=48 K and T fast - 8 J.lS for Te(0)=25 K, 

which approximately matches what is seen in the experiment. 

We see a clear bimodal structure at intermediate times on the order ofT fast for all data. 

This is in contrast with plasmas in the hydrodynamic regime for which the structure was 

only moderately visible for 105 K (see fig. 7 .11). We hypothesize that the bimodal structure 
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Figure 7.17 : Spectra of entire plasma sheet in a non-hydrodynamic regime. Effect of the 
hole and changing Te(O), u(O) = 1.5 mm and n0 - 5.5 x 1014 m-3 • Time after plasma 
creation is indicated to the right. Note the emergence of bimodal structure for all Te(O). 
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is prominent when kinetic effects are important and plasmas are streaming through each 

other and we expect this to occur when the mean free path is long. Also notice that the 

bimodal feature is still more prominent for 105 K, which makes sense as this high electron 

temperature would yield a longest mean free path and least hydrodynamic behavior. 

Note that at later times, the spectra for the perturbed and unperturbed plasmas display 

the same Doppler-width with no sign of bimodality. The structure in the global velocity 

distribution has vanished even though the structure in the density distribution persists longer 

(Fig. 7 .16). 

The hydrodynamic description still has some value. The calculation of a scaling time 

derived above, comes from a hydrodynamic picture and it proves to describe the timescale 

for evolution of the structure. Figure 7.18 shows spectra for the perturbed plasma at the 

same scaled time, tXT(Te)/T(l05K) and with velocity scaled by v1. Once more, the univer

sality of the scaled data emphasizes how the gradient in the electron thermal pressure drives 

the dynamics. At early times, DIH dominates the dynamics of the system (first panel). At 

intermediate times, t /T fast - 1.3 which roughly corresponds to the time where the bimodal

ity appears (middle panel). At later times, the bimodal structure has vanished, t/Texp - 0.7 

(last panel). The universal behavior indicates the scaling of the transfer of electron energy 

into plasma expansion velocity. 

The importance of kinetic effects is much more prominent in the local velocity dis

tributions, in which we see that the local velocity distributions deviate significantly from 

Maxwel-Boltzmann distributions. We calculate spatially-resolved regional spectra in the 
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Figure 7.18: Spectra of plasmas with a hole with scaled velocity and t x T(Te)/T(105K). 
Here cr(O) = 1.5 mm and n0 "' 5.5 x 1014 m-3 . The first panel shows early time dynamics 
which are dominated by DIH. In the middle panel, t/Tf ast "' 1.3 which roughly corresponds 
to the time where the bimodality appears. The universal behavior highlights the emergence 
of the new timescale, T f ast · In the last panel t/Texp "'0.7 the bimodal structure has vanished, 
and universal behavior indicates the scaling of the transfer of electron energy into plasma 
expansion velocity. 

vicinity of the hole (Figs. 7.19-7.21) for initial electron temperatures 105 K, 48 K and 25 K 

respectively). Notice once again, how due to the symmetry of our plasma, corresponding 

regional spectra in the two hemispheres mirror each other. Spectra are obtained from eq. 

3.11 , where region refers to the area covered by individual regions -5 to 5 in locations simi-

lar to those shown in fig. 7.13. The dimensions of these regions are "' 190 J.lm perpendicular 

to the hole and "'760 J.lm parallel to it. 
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Figure 7.19: Spatially-resolved regional spectra for an unperturbed (blue) and perturbed 
(red) plasma with Te(O) = 105 K, 0"(0) = 1.5 mm and n0 - 5.5 x 1014 m-3. Time since ion
ization is indicated on the right. Shifts represent ion mean velocities and widths represent 
ion temperature. Spectra in each region are scaled to that of the unperturbed cloud. For 
plasmas without the gap, positive velocities reflect expansion [77]. For plasmas with the 
gap, we notice ions moving towards the center to fill up the gap. 
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Figure 7.20 : Spatially-resolved regional spectra for an unperturbed (blue) and perturbed 
(red) plasma with Te(O) = 48 K, cr(O) = 1.5 mm and n0 - 5.5 x 1014 m-3 • Time since ion
ization is indicated on the right. Shifts represent ion mean velocities and widths represent 
ion temperature. Spectra in each region are scaled to that of the unperturbed cloud. For 
plasmas without the gap, positive velocities reflect expansion [77]. For plasmas with the 
gap, we notice ions moving towards the center to fill up the gap. 
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Figure 7.21 : Spatially-resolved regional spectra for an unperturbed (blue) and perturbed 
(red) plasma with Te(O) = 25 K, o-(0) = 1.5 mm and n0 ~ 5.5 x 1014 m-3 • Time since ion
ization is indicated on the right. Shifts represent ion mean velocities and widths represent 
ion temperature. Spectra in each region are scaled to that of the unperturbed cloud. For 
plasmas without the gap, positive velocities reflect expansion [77]. For plasmas with the 
gap, we notice ions moving towards the center to fill up the gap. 
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As expected, without the gap, regional spectra show expansion velocity that increases 

with time and distance from center [16]. 

On the other hand, for the perturbed plasma, most regional spectra are now described as 

a sum of two Voigt profiles representing populations of ions with different mean velocities 

and temperatures. This is a dramatic deviation from hydrodynamic behavior in which the 

velocity distribution is a Maxwell-Botzmann distribution with some local average velocity. 

Figures 7.22-7.24 show regional spectra along with fits to Voigt profiles for initial electron 

temperatures 105 K, 48 K and 25 K. We only show the spectra of the central region and the 

regions to the left of the hole. Spectra correspond to the area covered by the individual 

regions -3 to 0. As mentioned above, the other hemisphere (regions 1 to 3) will mirror 

these results. In these figures, the dotted lines show the individual Voigt profiles of each 

population, and the sum of both these curves is in good agreement with the data. Signal 

at negative velocities represent ions moving away from plasma center, whereas, positive 

velocities represent ions moving towards it. Positive and negative velocity groups in region 

0 indicate ions moving through the center of the hole. It is important to remember that 

ions move through the regions, so spectra for a given region at different times may reflect 

different ions. For instance, given the dimension of the regions, particles in a particular 

region with mean velocity of 60 m/s, will be in a contiguous region in - 3 JlS. 

There are many common features in Te(O) = 105 K, Te(O) = 48 K and Te(O) = 25 K 

data that illustrate the general behavior. At early times (0- 3 JlS), the density gradient in 

regions -1 and -2 produces an acceleration of ions towards the gap. This is followed by 
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Figure 7.22 : Spatially-resolved regional spectra for a plasma with Te(O) = 105 K, £T(0) = 
1.5 mm and n0 ,...., 5.5 x 1014 m-3

. Time since ionization is indicated on the right. The 
solid lines are data with and without the gap while dotted lines are selected fits to perturbed 
plasma spectra. Shifts represent ion mean velocities and widths represent ion temperature. 
Unperturbed spectra in each region are scaled one and perturbed spectra are scaled to that 
of the unperturbed cloud x 1.5 (to display the spectra at the plasma center clearly). For 
plasmas without the gap, negative velocities reflect expansion [77]. For plasmas with the 
gap, multiple populations appear moving left and right. 
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Figure 7.23 : Spatially-resolved regional spectra for a plasma with Te(O) = 48 K, cr(O) = 
1.5 mm and n0 ""' 5.5 x 1014 m- 3 . Compared to fig. 7.22, in the perturbed plasma, average 
velocities are much lower and populations moving to the left that have streamed through the 
gap are also much less prominent. Unperturbed spectra in each region are scaled one and 
perturbed spectra are scaled to that of the unperturbed cloud x 1.5 (to display the spectra at 
the plasma center clearly). 
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Figure 7.24 : Spatially-resolved regional spectra for a plasma with Te(O) = 25 K, cr(O) = 
1.5 mm and n0 "' 5.5 x 1014 m-3

. Compared to fig. 7.22 and fig. 7.23, in the perturbed 
plasma, average velocities are much lower and populations moving to the right and left 
are even less prominent. Unperturbed spectra in each region are scaled one and perturbed 
spectra are scaled to that of the unperturbed cloud x 1.5 (to display the spectra at the plasma 
center clearly). 
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the appearance of two beams of high velocity ions crossing each other in region 0. At 

later times (7 - 10 f.lS) these populations have crossed region 0, and ions that originated on 

the other side of the hole now appear in regions -1 to -3 as ions moving away from the 

hole, indicating the presence of streaming ultracold neutral plasmas. Ions remaining in the 

hole or moving in at later times (10 f.lS) eventually merge into one population of hot ions 

as indicated by a broader spectra. It is important to note that ion populations remain cold 

(narrower spectra) until they have passed through the hole, after which their velocity spread 

greatly increases. 

Important differences between the data sets reflect the variation in electron thermal 

pressure. For example, moving populations appear sooner for Te(O) = 105 K (0.5 J.lS) than 

Te(O) = 48 K (1 f.lS) or Te(O) = 25 K (3 f.lS), and velocities are higher for higher Te(O) (Fig. 

7 .25). The ion temperature in region zero at later times is also hotter for Te(O) = 105 K. 

There is also significant differences in the penetration depth of ions from one side into 

the plasma on the other side of the gap. We estimate the penetration length in the plasma 

from the farthest excursion of left-moving populations. For Te(O) = 105 K, left-moving 

ions clearly appear in region -3 (10 J.lS), while for Te(O) = 25 K left-moving ions appear in 

region -1, and perhaps region -2, and the population is less distinct than for Te(O) = 105 K. 

Data at Te(O) = 48 K displays intermediate behavior. No clear left-moving population 

can be found at times later than -10 f.lS for any Te(O). One expects a greater penetration 

length for higher Te(O) because the Coulomb collision cross section decreases with velocity, 

a- oc 1jw4 • From these measurements, it should also be possible to estimate the stopping 
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Figure 7.25 : Ion velocities and temperatures for the fast moving streams in figs. 7.22 and 
7 .24. Top: Velocities of the fast moving streams. Note that streams moving towards the gap 
(positive velocity) appear first in region -2. Streams moving away from the gap (negative 
velocity) appear first in region 0. Middle: Temperature of right-moving streams (moving 
towards gap). Bottom: Temperature of left-moving streams (moving away after passing 
through the gap). Note the different temperature scales showing that the streaming ions 

heat dramatically after they pass the gap. 
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power of electrons and strongly-coupled ions in a UNP for a penetrating ion stream, which 

is an important problem in high energy density plasmas, such as for determining the energy 

deposition rate and ignition threshold of inertial confinement fusion [95, 143, 99, 144]. 

Ion velocities and temperatures for the fast moving streams are shown in Fig. 7.25 

comparing the data from Te(O) = 105 K and Te(O) = 25 K (figs. 7.22 and 7.24). For 

higher Te(O) we obtain faster streaming velocities, which is consistent with the separation 

of the bimodal distribution in fig. 7.17. Since streaming plasmas are purely a kinetic 

phenomena, not present in plasmas that are in a hydrodynamic regime, this observation 

supports our conjecture that the bimodal structure indicates kinetic effects. In regions -1 

and -2, populations that are moving into the hole (positive velocities) appear to be relatively 

cold (Ti ~ 2 K), while populations that have traveled across the hole (negative velocities) 

have higher temperatures (Ti ~ 20 K). In the center, region 0, particles moving to the left 

and right show very similar ion temperatures. 

For all regions, velocities decrease with time. Decreasing plasma gradient and de

creasing Te with time [37] imply that ions moving through the hole at later times have 

experienced less acceleration during their trajectories than at early times. But velocities 

also decrease for an individual population as it moves through the regions. This may reflect 

that after ions move past the hole, the local electric field opposes the average motion for 

that population. Damping or collisions may also play a role, which is supported by the 

considerably higher temperatures measured for populations that have crossed the hole. 

The appearance of the central feature could perhaps be interpreted as the beginnings 
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of an excitation of an lAW. However, the discussion of this feature in the previous sec

tion as a normal hydrodynamic phenomenon due to the splitting of a gap into two holes, 

suggests that an instability is not an appropriate framework in which to describe this phe

nomena. However, this interesting subject warrants further investigation. If the central 

feature showed some oscillation in time or space, it might indicate that an instability is 

being excited [141]. Presently, we see no sign of such a behavior. Strong coupling could 

lead to increased collisionality, which may be important as well. Comparison of numerical 

simulations at different levels of approximation (e.g. hydrodynamic, kinetic, and molecular 

dynamic) could also be valuable to explore this question. 

We have used our ability to sculpt the density to make a gap. In the hydrodynamic 

regime, the gap splits into two holes that move away from the center at the sound speed. 

In the kinetic regime, we see no gap splitting but we do see streaming populations of ions 

in velocity space that penetrate through each other. The crossover from hydrodynamic to 

kinetic matches a simple estimate based on the comparison of the mean free path for ions 

moving through the gap region. Interestingly, the propagation length of the streams and the 

density perturbation is less in the low collisionality kinetic regime than it is in the highly 

collisional hydrodynamic regime. 

Experimentally, there are many future directions in which this work can go. For exam

ple, studies of streaming ultracold plasmas may enable measurement of the stopping power 

in strongly coupled systems. With sharper density features in the original plasma creation, 

it may also be possible to excite shock waves. 



Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

The objective of this work to present measurements of collective effects in strongly cou

pled ultracold neutral plasmas. It shows the implementation of experimental techniques that 

allows us to perturb either the density or velocity distribution of plasmas and subsequent 

observation and analysis of the aforementioned collective phenomena. 

Specifically, we presented results from three separate experiments. We presented the 

first experimental measurements of relaxation rates in strongly-coupled ultracold neutral 

plasmas, where we were able to realize experimentally the Landau-Spitzer theoretical con

struction for plasma relaxation. This was realized through observation of relaxation of a 

perturbed velocity distribution. The perturbation of the velocity was achieved through op

tical pumping. We used two separate type of analysis to compare to theories of relaxation, 

one relying on randomization of particle velocities and the second relying on damping of 

mean velocity of the particles. Both these measurements indicate the relaxation rates in

crease with the coupling parameter and seem to approach some fraction of the plasma oscil

lation frequency, Wptasma· This makes physical sense, since as the plasma becomes strongly 

coupled and the potential energy becomes greater than the kinetic energy, the interparti

cle distance a becomes the relevant lengthscale of the system and ions become "trapped" in 

their potential cages where they would oscillate at the plasma oscillation frequency, Wpiasma· 

Nonetheless, these first measurements are noisy. Future work will involve a refinement 
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of these measurements and will extend the range of accessible coupling parameters r. For 

lower r we expect measurements of UNP relaxation match the theory of weakly coupled 

plasmas, and for higher r it will be interesting to see whether the relaxation rates keep 

increasing or plateau into the value given by the plasma oscillation frequency. 

Secondly, we introduced a technique for sculpting the initial density profile of the 

plasma by placing a transmission mask along the path of the ionizing beam. The use of 

periodic transmission masks, resulted in perturbations in the density profile of the plasma 

that propagate as ion acoustic waves (lAW). We measured the dispersion relation of lAWs 

in the long wavelength limit, which was in excellent agreement with theory in spite of the 

plasma's finite size, expansion, and inhomogeneous density. 

The period of the transmission mask was limit due by diffraction effects which will be 

overcome by modifying the optical configuration. Following on this initial study, excita

tions with smaller mask periods can probe beyond the acoustic region of the dispersion 

relation where the effects of strong coupling on dispersion are predicted to be important 

[119, 121, 126, 117]. 

Thirdly, we presented the creation of a gap in the middle of the plasma achieved through 

use of an opaque wire as a transmission mask for our ionizing beam. We presented how 

the gradient in density and consequently the gradient in the electron pressure accelerate the 

plasma into the gap. We showed how the gap splits in two and each half propagates away 

from the other as two plasma holes. We characterized the propagation of plasma holes in 

UNPs and presented a cross over from the hydrodynamic to the kinetic descriptions of this 
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phenomenon in accordance to the relative size of the mean free path. 

In the hydrodynamic regime we observed a central feature that emerges in the density 

profile of the plasma and plasma holes that propagate at the speed of sound in accordance 

to the temperature of the electrons. Spatially resolved spectroscopy revealed that individual 

ions propagate sequentially in the direction of opposite to the holes. 

On the other hand, in the kinetic regime we observed less prominent density features 

accompanied by the appearance of bimodal structure in the spectrum of the whole plasma 

cloud. Spatially resolved spectroscopy revealed that in this regime we create streams of 

plasma that interact as they pass through each other resulting in significant heating of the 

ions. Given that electron pressure drives plasma acceleration, we observed faster streams 

for higher electron temperatures. 

This work was also limited by diffraction effects from the transmission mask that pre

vent form achieving higher gradients for the plasma density. Future work will explore 

sharper density features, the higher plasma acceleration should lead to shock fronts. Also, 

studies of streaming ultracold plasmas may enable measurement of the stopping power in 

strongly coupled systems. 

An understanding of collective effects of charged particles is central to the description 

of essentially all plasmas. Measurement of relaxation times can be used to describe non

equilibrium plasmas, while dispersion relations and measurements of sound speed can be 

used to calculate transport properties such as the sheer and bulk viscosity, friction coeffi

cient, and coefficient of self diffusion [148, 149]. Furthermore, it is important to study col-
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lective effects in strong-coupled regime because traditional plasma physics concepts such 

as Debye shielding, Coulomb logarithm and hydrodynamics become invalid for strongly

coupled plasmas and these descriptions must be modified as the plasma crosses over from 

a gas-like to liquid-like behavior [6]. In this thesis we have presented characterization of 

plasma relaxation, ion acoustic waves, hole propagation and streaming plasmas in strongly 

coupled ultracold neutral plasmas. Prior to this thesis, almost no work had been done on 

these topics in UNPs, and little was known about how strong coupling modified the phe

nomena. More work is granted to probe deeper into the strongly coupled regime. Nonethe

less, the result of these experiments make a significant contribution to our understanding 

of collective effects and will be valuable for comparison with theories that describe these 

effects in strongly coupled plasmas. 



Appendix A 

Calculation of Rabi frequencies (coupling strength) 

Following King [150], we calculate the Rabi frequency, .Oe+-g• with the following for-

mula: 

3 [ y 
3 nJr ... I 1 

Eo 0 (-1)1+1'+1>-m ..J2j' + 1 ~ Eq 
8n2 L...l 

q -m' 
(A. I) 

where Eo is the electric field amplitude, j' and m' are the quantum numbers for the excited 

state, j and m are the quantum numbers for the ground state, 1> is the larger of j and j', and 

1 and q are the quantum numbers for the coupling light. r is the total decay rate of upper 

state. 

Furthermore, we can relate the electric field amplitude, Eo to the beam intensity,/, or 

beam power, P and waist, w0 : 

Eo= {2f = v;;;; 
4P 

(A.2) 

Substituting eq. A.2 into eq. A. I, yields our final expression for the Rabi frequency 

3 [ ., 1 3/J0r . ·I • I _ 1 I 1 
-- (-1)1+1 +1>-m -y2}' + 1 Eq 
4n2nc 

q -m' q 

(A.3) 

3 [ ., 3PJ0r . ·1 • I _ 1 ~ 1 
-----''---- ( -1)1+ 1 + 1>-m V 2}' + 1 L...l ~ 
2n3nc~ , 

q -m 
= (A.4) 

We can now calculate the saturation parameter, s0 = 2.0~,_g/r2 • 
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Relevant to the optical pumping scheme in chapter 5, we drive the transition from the 

52St;2 (mj = -1/2) spin ground level to the the higher energy 52Pt;2 (mj = +1/2) level 

through circularly polarized light (o-+). We thus have j = 1/2, m = -1/2, j' = 1/2, 

m' = + 1/2 and q = + 1. In our experiments, beam power, P = 7.3 x 1 o-3 W, and beam 

waist, Wo = 1.18 X 10-3 m, to obtain .Qe+-g = 2.34 X 108 1/s and So= 5.85. 

Similarly, we drive the transition from the 52S112 (mj = +1/2) spin ground level to the 

higher energy 52P1;2 (mj = -1/2) level through circularly polarized light (o--). We then 

have j = 1/2, m = +1/2, j' = 1/2, m' = -1/2 and q = -1. With lower beam power, 

P = 6.2 X 10-3 W, and beam waist, Wo = 1.12 X 10-3 m, we obtain .Qe+-g = 2.2 X 108 1/s 

and so = 5.53. 

Associated to the Rabi frequency is the saturation intensity, Isat [23]. Given that s0 = 

I I I sat , we can calculate I sat as 

lsat = 
I 

= 

= 2~1icr 1 ~~ ~ ( l ql mj )1-
2 

3A03 2j' + 1 LJ 
q -m' 

(A.5) 

If we drive the transition from the 52St;2 (mj = -1/2) spin ground level to the higher 

energy 52Pt;2 (mj = +1/2) level through circularly polarized light (o-+) (j = 1/2, m = 

-1/2, j' = 1/2, m' = +1/2 and q = +1), then Isat = 570W/m2 = 57mW/cm2. 

If we drive the transition from the 52S112 (mj = +1/2) spin ground level to the higher 

energy 52P112 (mj = -1/2) level through circularly polarized light (o--) (j = 1/2, m = 
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+1/2, j' = 1/2, m' = -1/2 and q = -1), we also obtain lsat = 570W/m2 = 57mW/cm2 • 

Finally, if we drive the transition from the 52S 112 ( m i = + 1/2) spin ground level to the 

higher energy 52Pt/2 (mj = + 1/2) level through linearly polarized light 1f (j = 1/2, m = 

+1/2, j' = 1/2, m' = + 1/2 and q = 0), then we obtain lsat = 1140W/m2 = 114mW/cm2 • 



AppendixB 

Optical Bloch equations 

We will derive the Bloch equations for a 4 level atom with 2 laser beams. Fig. B.l 

shows a schematic of the energy levels of this system. The n1 level is coupled to the 

higher energy n2 level with a laser of frequency w12 and Rabi frequency Q 12 • Atoms in 

this excited state can decay to either n1 with decay rate r 12 or to n3 with decay rate rz3• 

Likewise, the n3 level is coupled to the higher energy n4 level with a laser of frequency w34 

and Rabi frequency Q 34 • Atoms in this excited state can decay to either n3 with decay rate 

r 34 or to n1 with decay rate r 14. Furthermore the energy levels are E1 = E3, E2 = E4 and 

!l.E = Ez- E1 = 1iwo. 
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n4 

l 
.. .. 

••· •••• r34 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
~E/fl=ro0 

r14 

1 
n, 

Figure B. I : Energy level schematic for a 4 level atom and 2 coupling lasers. Decay paths 
are indicated in dashed lines along with the decay rate r1k where l and k specify the energy 
levels. Coupling laser are indicated with solid lines along with laser frequency w1k and Rabi 
frequency O.tk· The energy separation is ll.E/n = (Ei- E;) ;n = w0, E1 = E3 and E2 = E4. 

Using the formalism of the density matrix, we can write 

in/J = [H,p] (B.l) 

Pn PI2 PB PI4 

P21 P22 Pz3 Pz4 
p = (B.2) 

P3t P32 P33 P34 

P4t P42 P43 P44 

Et V12 0 0 

v21 Ez 0 0 
H = (B.3) 

0 0 E3 v34 

0 0 V43 E4 

where P12 = p;1 and Vtk = Vkt· 
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Explicitly we can write this as 

4 

Pkm = -~ .2: (HknPnm - PknHnm) (B.4) 
n=l 

i 
P11 = -h [(pzi - P12) V12] (B.5) 

i 
/Jzz = -h ((pl2- Pzi) VIz] (B.6) 

i 
P33 = -r; [(p43- P34) V34] (B.7) 

P44 = 
i -r; [(p34- P43) V34] (B.8) 

i 
/J1z = -h (plz (EI - Ez) + (pzz- Pll) V12] (B.9) 

i 
/Jl3 = -r; (pz3 v12- P14 V34] (B.lO) 

i 
/J14 = -h (p14 (EI- E4) + P24 V12- P13 V34] (B.ll) 

i 
/Jz3 = -h (pz3 (Ez - E3) + P13 V12 - Pz4 V34] (B.l2) 

i 
/Jz4 = -r; [pl4 v12- Pz3 V34] (B.13) 

i 
P34 = -h (p34 (E3- E4) + (p44- P33) V34] (B.14) 

The interaction of the atom and the laser field can be written as 

Vzk = -dzk · Ezk 

= -dzk · [ f:Eo.zkcos (wzkt)] 

= Eo,zkdzk · E ( iw1kt + -iwlkt) 
2 e e 

= _ 1i~zk ( eiw1kr + e-iw1kt). (B.15) 



We now introduce a change in variables 

PI2 
0"12eiw12t 

PB 0"13 

PI4 
0"14eiw34t 

P23 = 0"23e -iw12t 

P24 = (J"24ei(W34-WJ2)f 

P34 = 0"34eiw34t 
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(B.16) 

(B.l7) 

(B.l8) 

(B.19) 

(B.20) 

(B.21) 

(B.22) 

Take note that eqs. B.17 -B.20 are perhaps defined in a non-intuitive way. This transforma

tion will however make the derivation easier. 

The following relations will be useful: 

p = O"e±iwt 

0" = pe:r-iwt 

a- = pe:r-iwt =F iwpe:r-iwt 

= pe:r-iwt =F iwO". (B.23) 
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Equation B.S becomes 

i 
/Ju -"ji [(p21 - Pl2) V12] 

~ [((7'21 e-iW12t _ (7'12eiW12t) 1i~12 (eiw12t + e-iw12t)] 

= i~12 [ (7'21 ( 1 + e-2iw12t) _ (7'12 ( e2iw12t + 1)] 

i.Ql2 
-2- (£7'21 - £7'12)' (B.24) 

where in the last line we have used the rotating wave approximation [23]. We can also treat 

in the same manner eqs. B.6-B.8. 

Following with the coherence, eq. B.9 

(B.25) 

Introducing this result in eq. B.23 we obtain 

(B.26) 

where again we have used the rotating wave approximation and ~12 = w 12 - wo. Equation 

B.14 can be treated in an analogous fashion. 
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Transforming now eq. B.lO 

i 
-h [p23 VIz- PI4 v34] 

i [ . 1iQ12 ( . . ) . 1iQ ] h O"z3e-tw!2t_2_ etwl2t + e-twtzt - O"J4etw34t 234 ( eiw34t + e-iw34t) 

i Qdz O"z3 ( 1 + e-2iwl2t) - i Q;4 O"J4 ( e2iw34t + 1) 

.n12 .n34 
12o-23 -120"14 (B.27) 

Transforming now eq. B.11 

/JJ4 

(B.28) 

Introducing this result in eq. B.23 we obtain 

(B.29) 

where ~34 = W34 - wo. 
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Transforming now eq. B.l2 

i -h fp23 (£2- £3) + PB V12- P24 V34] 

-~ [ u 23e-iwt2'1iwo _ 0'13 1i~12 ( eiw12t + e-iw12t) + <T24ei(w34-wdt 1i~34 ( eiw341 + e-iw34t) I 
= -iWo0'23e-iWt2f + i .Qd2 (7'13 ( eiWJ21 + e-iWt2f) - i .Q;4 0'24 [ ei(2W34-WJ2)f + e-iWt2f] (B.3Q) 

Introducing this result in eq. B.23 we obtain 

(B.31) 

Finally we transform eq. B.l3 

i 
P24 = --n fpl4 v12- P23 V34] 

= ~ [ <T" e'""'' li~" ( e;""' + e -u,,,,) - <r,e _,.,,, ~34 ( e""~' + e -;,.,.,•) I 
= i .Qd2 0'}4eiw34f ( eiw12t + e-iWt2f) _ i .Q;4 (7'23e-iWt2f ( eiW34f + e-iw34f) (B.32) 
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Introducing this result in eq. B.23 we obtain 

(B.33) 

where ~12 - ~34 = w12 - Wo - W34 + Wo = w12 - WJ4· 
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We thus can rewrite eqs. B.5-B.14 as 

/Jn 
iQ12 

= 2 (cr21 - cr12) (B.34) 

/J22 
iQ12 

= -2 (cr21 - cr12) (B.35) 

P33 
iQ34 

= 2 (cr43- cr34) (B.36) 

P44 
iQ34 

= --- (cr43- cr34) (B.37) 
2 

o-12 = .!:!. .n12 
-1 12cr12 + 12 (p22- Pn) (B.38) 

o-13 
.n12 .n34 (B.39) = 1-cr23 - 1-cr14 

2 2 

o-14 
.!:!. .n12 .n34 (B.40) = -1 34cr14 + 1-cr24 - 1-cr13 

2 2 

o-23 = 
.!:!. .n12 .n34 
1 J2CT23 + 12cr13 - 12cr24 (B.41) 

o-24 = 
.n12 .n34 . ( 
12cr14- 12CT23 + 1 /:!.12 -/:!.34) CT24 (B.42) 

o-34 = .!:!. .n34 (p ) -1 34cr34 + 12 44- P33 (B.43) 
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Now, we include damping terms to the equations above 

/Jn 
iQ12 

= 2 Ca-21 - a-12) + r12P22 + r14P44 (B.44) 

P22 
iQ12 

= -2 (a-21 - a-12)- fp22 (B.45) 

P33 
iQ34 

= 2 (£T43- £T34) + f23P22 + f34P44 (B.46) 

P44 
iQ34 

= -2 (£T43- (7"34)- [p44 (B.47) 

o-12 = .11 . .n!2 (p r -1 12a-12 + 1- 22- Pn)- -a-12 
2 2 

(B.48) 

o-13 
. .n12 . .n34 (B.49) = 1-£T23 - 1-£T14 

2 2 

o-14 = 
. 11 . n12 . n34 r 

-1 34£T14 + 1-£T24 - 1-a-13 - -a-14 
2 2 2 

(B.50) 

o-23 
. 11 . n12 . n34 r 
1 12a-23 + 1-a-13 - 1-a-24 - -a-23 

2 2 2 
(B.51) 

o-24 = . n12 . n34 . (!1 11 ) r 1 2(7"14 - 1 2(7"23 + 1 12 - 34 (7"24 - (7"24 (B.52) 

o-34 = 
. 11 . n34 (p ) r 

-1 34a-34 + 12 44- P33 - 2£T34. (B.53) 

where r = rl2 + r23 = r34 + r14· 

To solve for the populations and the coherences, it is generally easier to deal with real 

quantities. Therefore, we can go a step further and separate the coherences into its real and 

imaginary parts, 

a-1k = Ufk + iwlk 
(B.54) 
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This give us 

/Ju = -.012W21 + f12P22 + f14P44 (B.55) 

/J22 = .012w21 - fp22 (B.56) 

/J33 = -n34W34 + f23P22 + r34P44 (B.57) 

P44 = .034W34 - fp44 (B.58) 

u12 + iw12 = . 11 < . ) . n12 (p ) r . 
-1 12 u12 + 1w12 + 12 22 - Pn - 2 (u12 + 1w12) (B.59) 

u13 + hv13 = . .012 ( . ) . .034 ( . ) 
12 U23 + 1W23 -12 U14 + 1W14 

(B.60) 

U14 + iw14 = . /). ( . ) . .012 ( . ) . .034 ( . ) 
-1 34 U14 + 1W14 + 12 U24 + 1W24 -12 U13 + 1W13 (B.61) 

-~ (U14 + iW14) 

U23 + h.V23 = . /). ( . ) . .012 ( . ) . .034 ( . ) 
1 12 U23 + 1W23 + 12 U13 + 1W13 -12 U24 + lW24 

(B.62) 

-~ (u23 + iw23) 

u24 + iw24 
. .012 ( . ) . .034 ( . ) (B.63) 

= 12 U14 + 1Wt4 -12 U23 + 1W23 

+i (/112 - /134)(U24 + iW24)- f (U24 + iW24) 

u34 + iw34 
. 11 < . ) . n34 (p ) r < . ) (B.64) 

= -1 34 U34 + 1W34 + 1- 44 - P33 - - U34 + 1W34 
2 2 
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Finally we have 

Pn = -012w21 + f12P22 + f14P44 (B.65) 

fJ22 = 012w21 - fp22 (B.66) 

fJ33 = -034W34 + f23P22 + r34P44 (B.67) 

P44 = 034w34- rp44 (B.68) 

r 
u12 = ~12W12 - 2U12 (B.69) 

w12 
o12 r 

(B.70) = -~12u12 +- (p22- Pn)- -w12 
2 2 

u13 
012 034 (B.71) = --w23 + -w14 2 . 2 

w13 
012 034 

(B.72) = -u23- -u14 
2 2 

u14 
o12 o~ r 

(B.73) = ~34W14 - -w24 + -w13 - -u14 
2 2 2 

w14 
o12 034 r 

(B.74) = -~34U14 + -u24 - -u13 - -w14 
2 2 2 

u23 
o12 o~ r 

(B.75) = -~12W23 - -w13 + -w24 - -u23 
2 2 2 

w23 
o12 034 r 

(B.76) = ~12u23 + -u13 - -u24 - -w23 
2 2 2 

u24 
012 034 

(B.77) = --W14 + -w23- (~12- ~34)W24- fu24 
2 2 

w24 
012 034 

(B.78) = 2U14 - 2U23 + (~12 - ~34) U24 - fw24 

r 
u34 = ~34W34 - 2U34 (B.79) 

W34 
034 r 

(B.80) = -~34U34 + 2 (p44 - P33) - 2W34· 

Equations B.65-B.80 are useful to fully model the populations and coherences at all times. 

However, sometimes we are not interested in the very early dynamics of the system. 
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It is then useful to make some approximations. For instance, we can eliminate the time 

dependance of the coherences (response of the atoms) adiabatically and obtain the rate 

equations. To achive this, we can make uik = wik = 0 in eqs. B.65-B.80, nonetheless it 

is simpler to make erik = 0 in eqs. B.44-B.53. Notice as well that in order to obtain the 

evolution of the populations Pu need only solve eqs. B.48 and B.53. 

a-12 = 0 -~ . n12 (p ) r - 1 120"12 + 12 22 - P11 - zcr12 

(~ + i~12) 0"12 = .n12 (p ) 
12 22-Pll 

cr12 = ·n (p ) 1 
1 12 22- Pu (r + 2i~12) 
. 1 r- 2i~12 

0"12 = 1!l12 {p22- Pu) r 2·~ r 2·~ + 1 12 - 1 12 

0"12 = !l12 (2~12 + ir) {p22 - Pu) rz 1 
2 

+4~12 
(B.81) 

It follows that 

(B.82) 
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Similarly 

o-34 = 0 .11 . n34 (p ) r 
- 1 340"34 + 12 44 - P33 - 20"34 

(~ + i/134) 0"34 = . .Q34 (p ) 
12 44 -p33 

0"34 = i!l34 (p44 - P33) r ~. 11 + 1 34 

0"34 = . n (p ) 1 r - 2il134 
1 34 44 - P33 r 2.11 r 2 .11 +134 -134 

0"34 = !l34 (21134 + iO (p44 - P33) f"2 l 2 
+ 41134 

(B.83) 

and 

0"43 - 0"34 

(B.84) 

Introducing these results in eqs. B.44-B.47 we obtain 

,n2 ;r 
/Jn = 12 (p ) + r + r (B.85) l + (2!112/02 22 - Pn 12P22 14P44 

/J22 
-ni2/r 

(B.86) = l + (2!112/02 (p22- Pn)- rP22 

,n2 ;r 
P33 = 34 (p )+r +r (B.87) l + (21134/02 44 - P33 23P22 34P44 

P44 
-n~4;r 

(B.88) = 1 + (21134/02 (p44- P33)- rp44 

(B.89) 
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If we now equate Pu = n; 

ht = +R12 (n2- nt) + f12n2 + f14n4 (B.90) 

h2 = -R12 (n2- nt)- fn2 (B.91) 

h3 = +R34 (n4- n3) + f23n2 + f34n4 (B.92) 

h4 = -R34 (n4 - n3) - fn4, (B.93) 

where we have substituted 

(B.94) 

(B.95) 

Finally, if we now substitute s0,;1 = 2Q~/f2 and include the velocity dependent Doppler 

shift kw, we need to change 15.;1 to 15.iJ- kiJw we finally obtain 

RiJ(w) = s0 ·T/2 ,lj 
(B.96) 

and we obtain the rate equations, eq. 5.1-5.5. 

Now as mentioned in chapter 5, it would appear as though power broadening is absent 

from eq. B.96 (so,iJ is absent in the denominator). To show this is not so, we will make a 

further approximation into the steady state by making h; = 0 [23]. 

In addition, to regain the familiar steady state rate of the two level atom, we will "tum-

ing off" stimulated and decay rates to n3 and n4, i.e. R34 = ft4 = f23 = f34 = 0 and 

therefore r = r 12. 
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Taking eqs. B.90 and B.91, we then get 

(B.97) 

(B.98) 

Finally, from eq. B.97, we get 

rn2 = -R12 (2n2 - 1) 

(f + 2R12)n2 = Rl2 

R12 
n2 = r + 2R12 

so,I2f/2 1 
n2 = 1 + [2 (~12- kl2w) ;rf r + 2 so,l2f/2 2 

1 +(2(t.l2-ki2W)/f) 
so.12r /2 

n2 = 
f ( 1 + [2 (~12 - k12w) /fl2) + So,l2f 

so,l2/2 (B.99) n2 = 2' 1 + So,12 + [2 (~12 - k12W) /fl 

where we have used the fact that total population of atoms needs to be conserved, i.e. 

Equation B.99 is the familiar result for the steady state population of the excited state 

[23], which gives rise to power broadening (with s0,12 in the denominator) and which also 

saturates to the expected value of 1/2 for s0,12 » 1. 
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Appendix C 

Landau damping 

The dispersion relation derived using the hydrodynamic approach ( eq. 6.17), does not 

accounts for any growth or damping in the wave. To obtain damping one has to rely upon 

the kinetic approach which makes use of the particle distribution function, f [2]. Similar to 

the framework utilized to derive self similar adiabatic expansion of UNPs (section 2.2.4), 

we will apply the Vlasov equations to both fi and fe· Landau's solution to the Vlasov 

equation for kinetic effects on plasma waves has been thoroughly explained elsewhere [2]. 

Here we will merely sketch the procedure and the results. 

To begin, we will rewrite the lD the Vlasov equation as 

aj aj q aj 
- + v- + -E- = 0, 
at ax m av 

(C.l) 

allow a small perturbation to the distribution function 

f(x, v, t) = fo(x, v, t) + !1 (x, v, t), (C.2) 

and assume 

E(x, t) = E(t)eikx (C.3) 

(C.4) 
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Linearizing the Vlasov equation for both ion and electron species, we obtain 

ajil "kvf; e Ea/;o 0 (C.5) -+1 ii+- - = at m; av 

a.fei + ikv.fei - !!_Ea.feo = 0. (C.6) 
at me av 

This equations can be solved Laplace transformations, where the Laplace transforma-

tion of .fsi (v, t) is 

hi = [ .fsi (v, t)e-stdt, (C.7) 

and 

j = s/(s) - .f(O). (C.8) 

Using this to solve Eqs. C.5 and C.6, we obtain, 

- e - aJ;o 
(s + ikv)Jii (v, s) + -E(s)-a = Jii (v, 0) 

m; v 
(C.9) 

- e - a.feo 
(s + ikv).fei (v, s)- -E(s)-a = .fei (v, 0) 

me v 
(C.lO) 

where E(s) is the Laplace transform of E(t). 

Solving for jil (v, s) and lei (v, s), we obtain 

= Jii(v,O) e/m; E( )aJ;o 
s+ikv s+ikv s av 

(C.ll) 

lei (v, s) 
= .fei(v,O) efme E( )a.feo 

·kv + ·kv s a · s+l s+l v 
(C.l2) 

Now, we need to make use of the linearized Poisson equation, 

ikEoE(s) = e(n;- iie) 

ikEoE(s) = e [I: jil (v, s)dv- [lei (v, s)dv] 

ikEoE(s) = e I: [AI (v, s) -lei (v, s)] dv. (C.13) 
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Upon substitution of Eqs. C.11 and C.12 into Eq. C.13 and after quite a bit of algebra, 

we obtain 

D(k, s)E(s) = -~[(fil(v,O) _ /ei(v,O))dv 
kEo -oo s + ikv s + ikv 

(C.14) 

where 

D(k, s) = 1 _ ie2 
[ ( 1/"!i ofiO + 1/rr:e ofeo)dv. 

kEo -oo S + Ikv OV S + Ikv OV 
(C.15) 

The function D(k, s) is called the 'plasma dispersion function' or the 'plasma dielectric 

function', and the equation D(k, s) = 0 defines the dispersion relation. 

To describe weakly damped ion acoustic waves, we use s = -iw and demand a wave 

phase velocity that is intermediate between the thermal velocities of electrons and ions, 

kvt,i « w « kvt,e· (C.16) 

Above, we are essentially saying that the wave phase velocity is faster that the typical ion 

velocity, thus allowing the inertia of the ions to participate in the wave, while the typi-

cal electron velocity is faster than the wave phase velocity, so they essentially thermalize 

quickly (hence the Boltzmann distribution for the electrons). 

Under this approximations we have for the ions, 

-i = 1 = ..!_ 1 ~ ..!_ (1 + kv) ~ ..!_ + kv 
s+ikv w-kv w(1-kv/w) w w w w2 ' 

(C.17) 

and for the electrons we have 

-1 1 1 
s+ikv = w-kv ~ -kv (C.18) 
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Using eqs. C.17 and C.18 back into Eq. C.15 and, again after quite a bit of math, we 

obtain 

D(k, s) (C.19) 

Notice that D(k, s) is of the form a+ ib, therefore the dispersion relation will include an 

oscillatory term and either a growth (b > 0) or damping (b < 0) term. 

To obtain the dispersion relation it suffices to make D(k, s) = 0 and solve for w (not that 

this is an easy task). 

0 

(C.20) 

2 pz t,e . pz t,e w2. w2v2 (rr)I/2 [w3 1 w2 w2. v2 w ( w2 )] 
vt,e w~e - w~e - 1 2 "'f3 Vt,e + k2 w~e v7,i kvt,i exp - 2k2v7,i 

k T (1T)I/2 [w3 1 w2 T w ( w2 )] B e 2 2 . e __ --- w AD- 1 - -- + ----exp - 2 2 
mi 2 k3 Vt,e k2 Ti kvt,i 2k vt,i 

B e . e k T (rr)I/2 [w3 1 w2 T w ( w2 )] 
---1- --+---exp --2-2 

mi 2 k3 Vt,e k2 Ti kvt,i 2k vt,i 

k T ( rr)I/2 w2 [ w T w ( w2 )] B e . e 
---1- - --+--exp ---2 

mi 2 k2 kvt,e Ti kvt,i 2k2vt,i 
(C.21) 

The real part of the equation above is quite simply the usual expression for ion acoustic 

waves with Te » Ti, namely 

( wk)2 = __ c..::..;_ 
1 +k2J2 0 

D 

(C.22) 
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For the imaginary part, we have w ;;:; kv- iy, then w2 ;;:; k2v2 - 2ikvy, and w2 jk2 ;;:; 

v2 - 2i(v/k)y. It follows that 

(C.23) 

Making the appropriate substitutions for ion acoustic waves, 

y ;;:; ~ (~) 1 12 w [ Cs + Te Cs exp (- c; )] 
2 2 V1,e T; Vt,i 2v~i 

;;:; ~ (~)1/2 w [(me)1/2 + (Te)3/2 exp(-~)]· 
2 2 m; T; 2T; 

(C.24) 

If Te ~ T;, then the decay rate y is on the order of the frequency, w, meaning strong 

damping. Otherwise (as is the case in UNPs) the damping term is very small. 



AppendixD 

Wave analysis from velocity measurements 

Chapter 6.3 mainly dealt with analysis of ion acoustic waves obtained from oscilla-

tions of density in space and time. Here I will present an alternative path that analyzes 

oscillations in the expansion velocity of the plasma. 

Chapter 3 explained how fluorescence spectroscopy provides information on the expan-

sion velocity of the plasma. Obtained with these technique, figures 0.1-0.2 show spectral 

measurements of ion expansion velocity of the plasma with and without density modula-

tions. These spectral measurements correspond to the RMS velocity of the entire plasma 

and the solid line in the figures is a fit to its expected evolution [22, 77]: 

Vi,RMS = 

(0.1) 

where in the last line we assume Ti « Te. 

It can be seen from the figures that the presence of density modulations has very small 

effect on the overall expansion dynamics. 

Careful examination of the velocity however reveals oscillations about the expected 

vi,RMS. Figure 0.3 shows these oscillations in velocity space, obtained upon subtraction of 

vi RMS. The solid line in the figures is a fit the following equation, 

(0.2) 
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since one would expect the velocity to oscillate with the wave amplitude, eq. 6.23 and w(t) 

is given by eq. 6.24. 

Finally, in fig. D.4 we compare the ion kinetic energy in the central region of the 

plasma obtained through spatially resolved spectroscopy (see chapter 3) with and without 

modulations. Notice clear oscillations in the kinetic energy for the data with modulations 

and how it dips lower than that without the modulation. 

Future experiments in wave excitation in UNPs will push toward density modulations 

with smaller wavelengths comparable to the resolution of our imaging system [78]. Analy

sis in velocity space such as the one shown here can help determine the frequency of these 

oscillations when the spatial resolution limits the ability to directly observe oscillations in 

configuration space. 
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Figure D.1 : Evolution of the ion expansion velocity for cr0 = 1.45 mm and Te(O) indicated 
below each plot. The solid lines represent a fit to eq D .1 and for clarity, all but the lowest 
curves have an offset. The fit value of Te(O) for a plasma with and without density modu
lations is very similar within each subfigure. This indicates the density modulations have a 
very small effect on the overall expansion dynamics. 
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Figure D.2 : Evolution of the ion expansion velocity without the offset (same data as fig. 
D.l). This emphasizes that the data follows a universal curve indicating a negligible effect 
of the modulations on the overall expansion. 
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Figure D .3 : Oscillations in the ion expansion velocity extracted from the data shown in 
fig. D.l obtained upon subtraction of the calculated v i,RMS obtained from the fits shown in 
fig. D.2. The solid lines represent a fit to eq D.2 and for clarity, all but the lowest curves 
have an offset. 
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Figure D.4 : Evolution of the ion kinetic energy in the central region of the plasma. Notice 
how the temperature of the perturbed cloud dips lower that without the modulation. 
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